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ABSTRACT
Threats from parasites are ubiquitous. Infectious agents come in myriad forms and often
use transmission pathways that exploit host trophic interactions. Because they can have serious
fitness impacts on those they infect, host organisms have evolved a behavioral immune system
to facilitate contamination-risk assessment and avoidance of sources of infection. Here, I
investigated mechanisms and potential consequences of avoidance using food-choice
experiments and foraging observations in non-human primates. Parasite avoidance strategies
have been studied only rarely and mostly anecdotally in this taxonomic group. Three main
questions guided my research: (1) which biological contaminants elicit avoidance in a foraging
context? (2) which sensory cues are employed to assess contamination-risk? and, (3) what are
the consequences of parasite avoidance? To address these questions, I conducted a series of
field experiments, behavioral observations and parasitological investigations on 5 species of
Papionini and Hominini: Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata), long-tailed macaques (Macaca
fascicularis), mandrills (Mandrillus sphinx), chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), and bonobos
(Pan paniscus) in Japan, Gabon, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo between January
2014 and July 2016.
I first tested whether biological contaminants such as bodily fluids and rotten food,
which are known to be universal disgust elicitors in humans, would trigger aversion in these
primates in feeding experiments. Food items were presented to subjects uncontaminated
(control condition) versus in association with feces (real or replica), blood, semen or rotten
food through visual, olfactory or tactile stimuli, or multiple sensory modalities simultaneously.
Individuals demonstrated risk-sensitivity when confronted with ‘contaminated’ food items,
manifest as increased latencies to consuming food rewards, maintenance of greater distances
from contaminants, increased olfactory investigations and food manipulation behaviors,
reduced engagement during certain experiments, and/or outright refusals to consume food in
test versus control conditions. In addition, as observed in bonobos, risk-sensitivity seemed to
increase along a contamination probability gradient. Across experiments, all species appeared
to use multiple sensory modalities (i.e. visual, olfactory, tactile, gustatory) to inform their
feeding decisions. Studies on the sensory ecology of parasite avoidance are now needed to link
the proximate and ultimate mechanisms of parasite avoidance behavior and relate them further
to the epidemiology of infectious disease.
In parallel to behavioral experiments and observations, I also collected fecal samples
from Japanese macaques to test whether behavioral tendencies toward contaminant avoidance
correlated with levels of gastrointestinal parasite infection. I showed that such ‘hygienic
tendencies’ are good predictors of geohelminth infection intensity, as measured via fecal egg
output. Future work must determine whether these results are generalizable, i.e. the extent to
which risk-proneness in the face of contaminant exposure increases parasite acquisition and
the progression of infectious disease across individuals and species.
Taken together, this research allows us a better understanding of how non-human
primates might avoid the acquisition of parasites. My results are consistent with other recent
findings in the blossoming field of parasite avoidance behaviors in animals. My results are also
consistent with what we would expect if the behaviors observed were governed by an adaptive
system of disgust, which has been proposed as an evolutionary mechanism that protects
organisms from infectious disease threats. Finally, I propose new avenues of research that may
move us closer toward determining whether disgust mediates animal behavior as it does for
human behavior. Future studies are also needed to explore the health and fitness benefits that
a stronger behavioral immune system might confer.
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Chapter 1
General introduction
1.1. Wormy world
One cannot have experienced the war without having been impressed anew, and depressed, by the
amount of parasitism in the world. –Stoll, 1947, “This Wormy World”, The Journal of Parasitology.
Infectious agents (hereafter ‘parasites’, i.e. all pathogenic and non-pathogenic organisms with a
parasitic way of life; Combes, 2001) are everywhere, they can take myriad forms such as viruses, bacteria,
fungi, protozoa, helminths, and arthropods, and have serious impacts on host fitness (Schmid-Hempel,
2011). Ebola virus, for example, is transmitted through contact with bodily fluids (e.g. blood, saliva,
sweat, tears, vomit, urine, feces, semen) of infected animals (e.g. chimpanzees, gorillas, fruit bats,
monkeys, forest antelopes, porcupines (WHO, 2018a); and is responsible for the decimation of one-third
of the world’s gorilla population, countless chimpanzees, and the lives of at least 13,130 humans to date,
while a 10th outbreak is currently taking place in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (Walsh et al.,
2003; Bermejo et al., 2006; WHO, 2018b). Plasmodium falciparum, a protozoan transmitted through the
bite of female Anopheles mosquitoes, causes the deadliest form of malaria in humans, with several
hundred thousands of deaths every year (WHO, 2018c). Another example of parasite diversity and
adaptability is Escherichia Coli, a bacterium found in the environment, food, and intestines of animals,
including humans. Some virulent strains found in feces are transmitted to newborn mammals during the
birth process or while attaching to nipples before the ingestion of colostrum, and can cause neonatal
septicemia in dogs (Hart and Powell, 1990). In humans, pathogenic strains can cause urinary tract
infection, sepsis/meningitis, and enteric/diarrheal diseases (Nataro and Kaper, 1998).
Consequently, animals have developed an arsenal of strategies to limit the burden of infection,
known as the ART of parasite handling (Rivas et al., 2014). In this framework, “A” stands for Avoidance,
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or the set of behavioral responses one organism might adopt to reduce the risk of infection with parasites.
For example, carnivores avoid feeding on other carnivore carcasses because of the high proportion of
parasite species they share (Moleón et al., 2017). Once infection has occurred, an organism can respond
by “R”, which stands for Resistance, or the ability to constrain parasitism and the emergence of disease
with the help of the physiological immune system as well as health maintenance and therapeutic
behaviors. For instance, lizards (Podarcis gaigeae) heavily parasitized with haemogregarines (i.e.
haemoprotozoans infecting cold-blooded vertebrates as intermediate hosts, and ticks or leeches as
definitive hosts) invest more in physiological immune responses than lizards with lower parasite burdens
(Sagonas et al., 2016). Regarding resistance through behavioral strategies, a classic example is selfmedication in animals or zoopharmacognosy (Huffman, 2010a) such as chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes)
ingesting and chewing plants containing secondary compounds or swallowing whole rough leaves to
target gastrointestinal nematode infection (see below and review in Huffman, 2015). In the worst case
scenario of an unavoidable infection too costly for the immune system to fight, “T” enters the equation:
Tolerance, or the adaptation to live with a given parasite by limiting its harmful effects, can be illustrated
with Plasmodium-infected mice able to limit the severity of malaria without reducing the parasite burden
(Raberg et al., 2007). Studies have found that the balance between tolerance and resistance is parasitespecific, and in some cases, negatively correlated in the genome, suggesting a clear trade-off between
the two (Medzhitov et al., 2012; Raberg et al., 2007). Trade-offs may also exist between avoidance and
resistance (e.g. Fleischman and Fessler, 2011) or tolerance, though the latter has been less investigated.
Only one study to date has tested for a three-way interaction between these defense mechanisms, showing
no relationship between avoidance and the two other defense traits but, despite a negative correlation
between resistance and tolerance (Klemme and Karvonen, 2017). The authors argued that this lack of
triadic relationship may be due to the host-parasite system tested (i.e. trematode eye-fluke and salmons
–its second intermediate host). In this system, avoidance might be so cost-effective that it makes it
difficult to detect trade-offs with other defense mechanisms.
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Among these three strategies, both resistance and tolerance refer mainly to the physiological
immune system whilst avoidance refers exclusively to behavior (see below). Although self-medication
can be employed to passively (through “medicinal foods”: plant items with secondary compounds and
physical properties efficient against gastrointestinal parasites) and actively (via bitter chewing and leaf
swallowing) reduce parasite levels of infection (Huffman, 2010a), avoidance probably remains the most
cost-effective (Hart, 1990; Rivas et al., 2014; Curtis, 2014). But it is also the least well studied (Curtis,
2014) despite its amenability to experimentation. Until very recently, parasite avoidance behavior in
animals was mainly reported through anecdotal observations, particularly in mammals, while
experimentation was restricted to a few animal taxa (i.e. insects, rodents, and ungulates). This is now
changing as psychologists, ecologists, ethologists and geneticists start gathering experimental evidence
in different settings (captivity, free-ranging and wild) and from a wider range of species (Sarabian et al.,
2018).
1.2. Disgust and behavioral immunity
What do rotten flesh, feces, blood, semen, vomit, mucous, slugs, and vermin have in common?
They all elicit disgust in humans, while at the same time have the potential to harbor (or be associated
with) deadly parasites, e.g. Ebola virus, see above (Curtis and Biran, 2001). This association is no
coincidence. Scientists have made considerable progress in understanding the structure and function of
disgust since the pioneering studies of Paul Rozin and colleagues (1986; 1993; 1994; 1999) who
suggested an oral origin of this emotion. There is now some consensus on the parasite-related origin of
disgust while looking at it through an evolutionary perspective (Tybur et al., 2013; Curtis and de Barra,
2018). As such, the Parasite Avoidance Theory of Disgust (Curtis, 2013; Curtis and Biran, 2001) predicts
that the emotion of disgust in humans is an adaptive system based in the anterior insular cortex (Wicker
et al., 2003) that evolved to detect stimuli that co-occur with parasites and thus stimulate behaviors that
tend to reduce the risk of infection (Curtis et al., 2004; 2011; Curtis, 2014; Oaten et al., 2009; Tybur et
al., 2013). Disgust is often concomitant with the behavioral immune system: a suite of psychological
3

mechanisms allowing individuals to detect cues connoting parasite presence in the environment in order
to avoid them (Schaller, 2006; Schaller and Park, 2011). Some consider the behavioral immune system
and ‘pathogen disgust’ as functionally identical (Lieberman and Patrick, 2014). However, as Schaller
notes (2014), disgust is not necessarily an antecedent cause of proactive avoidance. In a recent
perspective piece, Weinstein et al (2018) made parallels between ecological and evolutionary
consequences of these innate and adaptive aversions to cues associated with parasites, on the one hand,
and the avoidance of predators on the other. (Fear being an adaptive system designed to drive the
behavioral avoidance of predators). Predator avoidance behaviors and the induced landscape of fear, i.e.
spatial patterns of prey according to predation risk (Laundré et al., 2001) are well-established in the field
of Ecology (Bleicher, 2017), whereas the parasite-induced landscape of disgust has just begun to emerge
in the literature (Weinstein et al., 2018a). Parasites may not be as obvious as predators but they may in
some cases exert stronger selective pressures (Zimmer, 2000). Similarly to predators, parasites use
complex and adaptive strategies to access their hosts (Schmid-Hempel, 2011), but, while predators
provoke fear, signs of parasites may induce disgust.
1.3. State of the Art: parasite avoidance strategies in animals
Parasite avoidance strategies in animals are highlighted in the literature by reviews from
Benjamin Hart (1994; 1992; 1990; 2011), followed by the works of Valerie Curtis and colleagues (Curtis
and Biran, 2001; Curtis, 2014; Curtis et al., 2011). The topic was recently addressed by two key special
issues of Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B and Trends in Immunology: “Disease
avoidance: from animals to culture” and “Avoidance, resistance, tolerance: strategies in host defense”.
Here the beginnings of an experimental approach to the field can be seen, although the focus still remains
on a few animal taxa only. Examples of parasite avoidance include corpse removal from the nest in ants
(Diez et al., 2014), localized defecation sites in fish (Nicholson and Sikkel, 2018), anointing behavior in
birds (Bush and Clayton, 2018), sick conspecific avoidance in rodents (Boillat et al., 2015), and grazing
on non-fecally contaminated patches in ungulates and marsupials (Coulson et al., 2018). As Curtis (2014)
4

pointed out, these strategies seem to be organized into four different contexts depending on the
epidemiology of infection.
For most social animals, the first set of preventive measures concerns the avoidance of parasitized
conspecifics. Carribean spiny lobsters (Panulirus argus), for example, refuse sharing shelters with other
lobsters infected with the lethal PaV1 virus (Behringer et al., 2006). Similarly, female rock doves
(Columbia livia), when given the choice between ‘clean’ and experimentally parasitized males, prefer to
mate with louse-free males (Clayton, 1990), while mandrills (Mandrillus sphinx) perform less grooming
on group members exhibiting higher richness of oro-fecally transmitted protozoa (Poirotte et al., 2017b).
The second strategy is to avoid parasites directly, if infective stages or their vectors can be directly
detected. This can be illustrated by the commonly observed ‘tail swinging’ in several mammals such as
giraffes, elephants, and zebras, which can prevent up to 50 % of mosquitoes from landing, compared to
a stationary tail (Matherne et al., 2018).
However, discriminating and avoiding only infective stages of given parasites could also be costly,
as contaminants can harbor other parasites with different life-cycles. Most animal excreta, for example,
harbor a wide range of bacteria, viruses, protozoa and helminths. Whilst viruses, bacteria and some
protozoa can be transmitted through direct contact with fresh fecal particles and subsequent ingestion,
other protozoa and nematodes may have more complex life-cycles including a maturation phase in the
environment before reaching infective stages. As such, avoiding feces (fresh and old) or fecallycontaminated environments altogether might be a better strategy than exhibiting selective forms of
avoidance. This refers to the third category of avoidance behaviors: avoiding parasite-rich environments.
In previous reviews, Hart (1990; 1992) underlined that this can be done by sleeping and foraging in
uncontaminated environments (Leu et al., 2010; Reckardt and Kerth, 2007) and/or using distinct latrine
sites (Ezenwa, 2004). The latter introduces the fourth category: the prevention of niche infestation.
Animals use different techniques to make their niches inconducive to parasites (Curtis, 2014). Birds are
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a good example of this; several species are known to build their nests with materials that repel
ectoparasites, i.e. nest fumigation, therefore avoiding brood infection (Bush and Clayton, 2018).
All the strategies mentioned above require some mechanisms for recognition of risk of
parasitisation before avoidance can occur. Even in one given context of parasite avoidance, different cues
can be used to detect and avoid potential infection. One could further classify parasite avoidance
behaviors according to the sense(s) involved in their detection. This could be done by compiling all
reported behavioral avoidance strategies reported so far (see ‘Evolution of pathogen and parasite
avoidance behaviours’ special issue in Phil. Trans. B for example), or alternatively by looking at the
different types of human infectious diseases classified by disgust elicitors in Curtis and Biran (2001), or
the six types of human disgust described in Curtis and de Barra (2018), and tabulate the different senses
expected to co-occur with the detection of disease threat to see whether patterns appear.
1.4. Mechanisms of parasite recognition and avoidance
Disgust is a sensation [… that] refers to something revolting, primarily in relation to the sense of taste,
as actually perceived or vividly imagined; and secondarily to anything which causes a similar feeling,
through the sense of smell, touch, and even of eyesight. –Darwin, 1872, “The Expression of the Emotions
in Man and Animals”, p.250.
In the current framework of parasite avoidance, the mechanisms for detecting infection-risk and
eliciting consequent behaviors are mostly unknown, or available for a few animal taxa only. The first
step for a functioning parasite avoidance system (Schaller, 2006) is to detect cues connoting parasite
presence in the environment. To do so, animals rely on different sensory cues, some being distant and so
preventive (i.e. visual, olfactory, auditory), others requiring contact and so putting individuals at direct
risk of infection (i.e. tactile, gustatory). The response to these cues may then depend on the ecology of
the species (see Sarabian et al., 2018), the type of environment (i.e. terrestrial or aquatic) they live in
(Behringer et al., 2018), and the mechanisms of infection (i.e. means by which the parasite infects its
6

host) or the type of parasite threat. One may expect vision to be employed to detect visible parasites and
parasite-cue objects, including sick conspecifics. Olfaction might help prevent the ingestion of orally
acquired parasites and the avoidance of sick conspecifics. Touch could evidence bacterial pathogen
habitats and molds (i.e. warm and slimy substrates often connote with bacterial pathogen habitat). On
the other hand, itchy skin may indicate the presence of ectoparasites. Taste may also detect orally
transmitted parasites. Finally, hearing (-the least investigated sense in a parasite avoidance context) can
alert about flying insects and sounds made by sick conspecifics. As such, the intensity of perception can
be different across modalities, and species may have evolved different levels of risk sensing.
1.4.1. Vision
First, vision can be a critical sense for the detection of ectoparasites. A comparative study in birds
showed that they visually inspect their feathers and remove conspicuously colored ectoparasites during
preening (Bush et al., 2010). Green herons (Butorides virescens) orient their wings in a particular
direction to backlight their plumage in order to detect and remove camouflaged ectoparasites (Merrill,
2018). Similarly, social primates may also rely on vision to remove louse eggs during grooming sessions
(Zamma, 2002; Tanaka and Takefushi, 1993).
Most parasite infective stages, however, are microscopic, which may explain why humans have
evolved a strong aversion to macroscopic items that were associated with morbidity and mortality risk
in the ancestral past. These include sources of contamination such as bodily fluids, rotten food, carcasses,
as well as to items resembling parasites (e.g. worms) or that are associated with poor hygiene (e.g.
cockroaches). Visual cues of these contaminants alone are known to activate disgust (Curtis et al., 2004;
Culpepper et al., 2018) and are used in psychological studies to investigate the behavioral immune system
in humans. Rozin and colleagues (1986), followed by Simpson and colleagues (2007) showed, for
example, that chocolate fudge shaped like dog feces provoked strong revulsion in test subjects, who
generally refused to eat such sweets.
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Whether visual cues of infection elicit aversion in animals remains to be tested, as most studies
either presented the contaminant itself –from which other sensory cues may emanate (e.g. feces:
Hutchings et al., 2001; carcasses: Moleón et al., 2017, or rather focused on olfactory cues: Bozza, 2015;
Li and Liberles, 2015). When tested, however, visual cues of parasites alone produced mixed results,
which seem to relate to the epidemiology of infection. For example, bullfrog (Rana cateisbeiana)
tadpoles did not avoid conspecifics infected with a lethal contact-transmitted parasite (Candida
humicola) when chemical cues from conspecifics were made unavailable (Kiesecker et al., 1999).
However, visual cues of conspecific sickness such as skin lesions, jaundice, or nasal discharges provoke
avoidant behaviors in humans (see Oaten et al., 2011). Taking a different host-parasite system, warbling
vireos (Vireo gilvus) can eject real and artificial eggs of parasitic cowbirds (Molothrus ater) through
visual discrimination only (Underwood and Sealy, 2011). More studies should try to use visual replicas
to mimic potential contaminants in order to test vision-guided behavioral responses.
1.4.2. Olfaction
There are three main contexts in which hosts can detect infection risk through olfaction. First,
they can rely on the smell of infected conspecifics. Second, they can use their sense of smell to detect
contaminants. And third, they can use smell to detect decay processes, which do not constitute a disease
threat in themselves, but indicate the presence of bacterial proliferation on a substrate. One hypothesis is
that bacterial and fungal agents of decay may emit smells that mimic signs of disease threat to prevent
animals from eating the food that they are consuming.
Infection can induce changes in host body odor, which might then be used by conspecifics (and
the parasites themselves) to estimate health status and infection risk (Prugnolle et al., 2009). In rodents,
the injection of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) activates the immune system and leads to a change in volatile
compounds emitted in urine (Kavaliers et al., 2004; Kavaliers et al., 2005). Such changes result in the
direct avoidance of these individuals by conspecifics (Renault et al., 2008; Arakawa et al., 2010), in
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which the avoidance behavior is likely mediated by the vomeronasal system (Boillat et al., 2015).
Tadpoles also avoid infected conspecifics through chemical cues (Kiesecker et al., 1999) and do possess
a putatively functional vomeronasal organ (Jungblut et al., 2012), though its involvement in disease
recognition and avoidance remains unproven. Displaying aversion to the body odor of parasitized
conspecifics has in fact been reported in different species, from lobsters (Behringer et al., 2006;
Behringer et al., 2018) to mandrills (Poirotte et al., 2017b) and even humans (Olsson et al., 2014); also
via urine (Gordon et al., 2018), and does not therefore seem to require a functional vomeronasal organ.
Another way to assess infection risk is to rely on the smell of contaminants which may include
volatile compounds emitted during decaying processes by bacterial/fungal agents. Rotten food,
contaminated water, toxic chemicals, and body excretions of other species, can all elicit aversion through
the volatile olfactory compounds they release (Curtis, 2007). Phenol, for instance, is produced by
pathogenic bacteria degrading proteins during the digestion process, and is thus enriched in carnivore
feces. Phenol elicits oviposition avoidance in flies (Drosophila melanogaster) and feeding deterrence in
dung beetles (Scarabeus (Kheper) lamarcki) (Mansourian et al., 2016). Butyric acid is released when
certain food items turn rancid (e.g. butter), and sixty-five percent of human neonates exposed to it via
cotton tips express facial expressions of disgust (Soussignan et al., 1997). Thiols, a major group of
organosulfur compounds found in the defensive secretions sprayed by the anal glands of skunks (Wood
et al., 2002), can be toxic at high concentrations and elicit strong aversion in both humans and other
potential predators; so strong that no experimental research has been done and only a few chemists have
worked with them (Wood, 1999).
1.4.3. Touch
In Tierra del Fuego a native touched with his finger some cold preserved meat I was eating at our bivouac,
and plainly showed utter disgust at its softness; whilst I felt utter disgust at my food being touched by a
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naked savage, though his hands did not appear to be dirty. –Darwin, 1872, “The Expression of the
Emotions in Man and Animals”, p.255.
Among the different senses tested in parasite avoidance in both humans and animals, touch is
probably the least investigated despite the fact that many diseases are transmitted through direct contact
(Loehle, 1995). In humans, what we know comes from one experimental study on pathogen detection
through haptic perception. Oum and colleagues (2011) asked subjects to plunge their hand into an opaque
box hosting two types of substrates that varied in physical characteristics (i.e. moisture, temperature and
consistency), supposedly to represent substrates connected with the presence or absence of pathogens.
These substrates included either dough or rope. Results show that participants rated moist, biotic-like
substrates (dough) as more disgusting than dry, abiotic-like substrates (rope). The authors argued that
humans have evolved such haptic sensitivity because substrates harboring these physical properties in
nature are often richer in pathogens.
In mice, Edwards (1988) found that uninfected individuals touched group members infected with
the nematode Trichinella spiralis less often than they touched other uninfected mice, although the disease
is not transmissible by contact. Similarly, mandrills are less likely to groom conspecifics with high
protozoan parasite richness (Poirotte et al., 2017b). In the latter case, such close contact can indeed lead
to parasite transmission events. However, in both studies, contact-avoidance is likely a consequence of
parasite avoidance guided by other cues (e.g. olfactory) rather than the source of information about
infection status. Apart from the human study, evidence for haptic feedback being indicative of the
potential presence of infectious agents and inducing aversion is anecdotal. Bodily fluids such as feces
and semen may elicit ‘wiping’ behavior of the anal and penile regions with leaves in certain chimpanzee
communities (Goodall, 1986; O'Hara and Lee, 2006). Similarly, Goodall (1986) reported two instances
of chimpanzees wiping (with leaves) the point of contact with a stranger’s touch. Maybe the lack of
investigation of aversive haptic feedback is due to the fact that many parasites and plant toxins, for
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example, are less discernable through touch than through visual, olfactory, and gustatory cues
(Lieberman et al., 2018) and even if so, may concomitantly involve other cues.
1.4.3. Gustation
Darwin (1872) and Rozin (Rozin and Fallon, 1987, Rozin et al., 1993, Rozin, 2015) have
suggested that the emotion of disgust, which literally means ‘bad taste’, evolved initially from a tendency
to reject foods with unpleasant tastes and to be averse to rotten/poisonous foods in humans. This is not
the view of evolutionary psychologists and anthropologists who argue that disgust is much more ancient
than the genus Homo, probably starting with chemosensing –such as aversive chemotaxis-like behaviors
exhibited by Caenorhabditis elegans (Meisel & Kim 2014; see Chapter 2). It also includes aversion to
other contaminants as well as the subsequent avoidance of parasites that can be acquired from them in
various ways (Curtis and Biran, 2001; Oaten et al., 2009). Gustation is therefore a critical sensory mode
for the detection of potentially harmful pathogens, particularly if other senses fail. Bitter taste, for
example, is a good indicator of toxin presence (Breslin and Spector, 2008), warning against the ingestion
of noxious chemicals (Breslin, 2013) and eliciting the characteristic facial expression of disgust in
humans (Rozin et al., 1994). Bitterness is perceived by bitter taste receptors, a class of taste receptor cells
lining the surface of the tongue, and is encoded by a large family of receptor genes (Wang et al., 2004).
In rats, chimpanzees, gorillas, orangutans, humans and other old-world and new-world primates, bitter
compounds such as quinine (a plant alkaloid) are innately aversive and rejected by newborns who express
tongue protrusion downward, gaping and/or grimacing (Ganchrow et al., 1986; Steiner et al., 2001). To
a lower extent, sour taste (i.e. citric acid) is also aversive to human newborns who express similar facial
expressions (Steiner et al., 2001).
But bitter tastes can also arise from alkaloids produced by insects which, like plants, use their
toxicity to prevent themselves from being eaten. Birds are big consumers of insects and have been
extensively tested in the social learning of aposematic prey aversion (see Thorogood et al., 2018). Great
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tits, for example, exhibit strong aversion to artificial conspicuous prey made highly unpalatable by being
soaked in a solution of chloroquine phosphate, and learn about the edibility of food items by observing
others’ responses after sampling/tasting it (Thorogood et al., 2018). The authors suggest that birds would
later remember and associate unpalatability with the conspicuous visual cues of these insects, which may
have ecological and evolutionary consequences for such prey.
1.5. Consequences of parasite infection and parasite avoidance
Parasite avoidance implies numerous trade-offs of the potential benefits of nutrition, sociality,
and mating, versus the potential costs of infection (Coulson et al., 2018; Bush and Clayton, 2018;
Lieberman et al., 2018; Tybur et al., 2018; Curtis, 2013). Consequently, individual animals cannot always
afford to exercise avoidance and must deal with the consequences of parasitism or invest in resistance
and/or tolerance traits. In this regard, isolated human populations living in pathogen-rich environments,
such as the Yanomami and the Tsimane of Amazonia, appear to express higher immune activation in
response to immune challenge than do western populations (Clemente et al., 2015; Blackwell et al., 2016).
Asocial insects also invest in resistance by exhibiting stronger cellular immunity than closely related
social species, in theory because of the existence of social (behavioral) immunity in the latter (LopezUribe et al., 2016). Passed a certain level of infection, however, these physiological adaptations may not
be enough to prevent from parasitism-induced behavioral changes such as appetite loss, fewer social
interactions, and lower reproduction (Buck et al., 2018; Coulson et al., 2018).
Even where parasite avoidance is successful, there are behavioral and physiological
consequences. These can occur at individual, societal, population and ecosystem levels. First, at an
individual level, there are energetic costs involved in parasite avoidance (Luong et al., 2017). Flies (D.
hydei) avoiding ectoparasitic mites (Macrocheles muscaedomesticae) produce significantly more CO2
than unexposed conspecifics, whereas infected flies do not. (The energetics of predator avoidance have
been investigated (e.g. Carl and Robbins, 1988; Sharp et al., 2015) but this was the first study to assess
the metabolic costs of parasite avoidance). The consequences of ‘escape from parasites’ in animals have
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been demonstrated via anthelmintic treatment. For example, fitness improvements such as better body
condition, reproductive rates and even lower mortality have been shown in herbivores treated with
anthelmintics (Coulson et al., 2018). Parasite removal in primates can reduce stress, increase foraging
activity and increase the frequency of spatial associations with group members (Friant et al., 2016), as
well as increase social grooming (Poirotte et al., 2017b). In humans, individuals free of parasites disgust
results in shaping different psychological adaptations involved in decisions of what to consume, what
and whom to contact, and with whom to have sex (Lieberman et al., 2018).
Second, at a social/societal level, parasite avoidance can influence social group dynamics by
creating more subgroups (Nunn et al., 2015), for example, or modulating territoriality (Ezenwa, 2004).
Furthermore, considering Curtis’ (2014) classification of avoidance behaviors according to
epidemiological infection risk, one can predict lost social benefits in each of the four categories
(conspecifics, parasites and vectors, parasite rich environments, and niche construction). For instance,
avoiding contact with infected conspecifics (i) or directly avoiding certain parasites and their vectors (ii)
could result in altered self- and allogrooming patterns (Clayton, 1991; Poirotte et al., 2017b) and thus
decrease social network connectivity (Croft et al., 2011). Avoiding parasite rich-environments (iii) can
also influence recursive movement patterns in animals by increasing the delay and the frequency of
returning to a site contaminated with gastrointestinal nematodes (Poirotte et al., 2017a). Finally,
preventing niche infestation (iv) can instigate the use of novel repellent material against ectoparasites,
which may become cultural (Petit et al., 2002; Mennerat et al., 2009).
Third, avoiding parasites in the environment can have population-level effects. Animals may
migrate to escape from environmentally-transmitted parasites such as the helminths that can be found in
fecal matter, or parasites transmitted by biting flies or intermediate hosts (Altizer et al., 2011; Folstad et
al., 1991; Poirotte et al., 2017a).
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Fourth, the effects of parasites and avoidance behaviors on all these levels may affect ecosystems.
An example was given in Buck et al. (2018) with tadpoles increasing their activity levels to avoid
trematode parasites and thus, reducing their feeding time. Consequently, competitors like zooplankton,
mollusks and herbivorous arthropods obtain more food resources, and in parallel, increased activity may
render tadpoles more susceptible to predation. Whilst the ‘ecology of fear’ is established (Brown et al.,
1999), it has only recently been pointed out that there is likely a similar, or even more important, ‘ecology
of disgust’ where parasites affect whole ecosystems (Buck et al., 2018; Weinstein et al., 2018a). The
avoidance of mammalian carcasses by mammalian scavengers for example, may support more diverse
arthropod communities (Moleón et al., 2017). This facilitates plant growth through nutrient input due to
the decaying process (Turner et al., 2014). Recent studies concur with this by highlighting coevolutionary mechanisms between predation avoidance and parasite (or toxic prey) avoidance (Bush et
al., 2010; Thorogood et al., 2018; Clayton, 1991).
1.6. Parasite avoidance in non-human primates
Our understanding of parasite avoidance strategies, mechanisms and consequences in non-human
primates is not as developed as it is for some other taxa. Until recently, evidence of parasite avoidance
in primates was mainly anecdotal, individual, and included reports of body wiping and contaminant
removal in chimpanzees (Goodall, 1986; O'Hara and Lee, 2006), sleeping and foraging site alternation
in yellow baboons (Papio cynocephalus: Hausfater and Meade, 1982) and white-cheeked mangabeys
(Cercocebus albigena: Freeland, 1980), and the use of specific defecation sites in red howler monkeys
(Alouatta seniculus: Gilbert, 1997) and lemurs (Lepilemur sp. and Hapalemur griseus: Irwin et al., 2004).
Moreover, behaviors with potential hygienic functions have been studied but mainly under the
framework of cultural transmission, such as sweet-potato washing in Japanese macaques (Macaca
fuscata) of Koshima island (Kawai, 1965) or grass-root washing in Japanese macaques of Katsuyama
(Nakamichi et al., 1998). Self-medication is another related topic that emerged at about the same time in
the primate literature (Huffman, 1997; 2003). This drew attention to the fact that non-human primates
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do exhibit anti-parasite behaviors by e.g. incorporating more medicinal foods into their diet in seasons
of high parasitism (Huffman et al., 1997) or in cases of higher parasite species richness (MacIntosh and
Huffman, 2010). In addition of such passive prevention against parasite infection, chimpanzees can also
assimilate medicinal plants through bitter-pith chewing or leaf swallowing (Huffman, 2015), reflecting
both preventive and curative effects of these behavioral adaptations against parasitism (Huffman et al.,
2013).
However, no research had investigated potentially prophylactic behaviors against parasites
thoroughly. Thereafter, experimental studies regarding food washing and food manipulation started to
arise in Primatology, but again, these focused on social transmission rather than the function of such
behaviors (Visalberghi and Fragaszy, 1990; Allritz et al., 2013; van de Waal et al., 2014; Neadle et al.,
2017). As Nunn and Altizer (2006) pointed out in their book entitled “Infectious Diseases in Primates”,
more experimental research is needed with wild and captive primate populations to better understand the
behavior-health relationship.
More than a decade later, a few scientists, including myself, have started to address this gap and
the field of parasite avoidance behaviors in primates is now blooming. We begin to understand how
hygiene and disgust might have evolved, by looking at these avoidance behaviors in our closest
phylogenetic relatives. Wild mandrills, for instance, can detect infected conspecifics through fecal
olfactory cues and avoid grooming those hosting high numbers of protozoan species (Poirotte et al.,
2017b). They also avoid returning to locations contaminated with infective stages of nematodes (Poirotte
et al., 2017a). Captive lemurs (Family Lemuridae) avoid drinking fecally-contaminated water
irrespective of its color (Amoroso et al., 2017), and wild red-fronted lemurs (Eulemur rufifrons) anoint
themselves with secretions from millipedes before chewing on them, possibly to repel ectoparasites and
expel endoparasites (Peckre et al., 2018). Most of these avoidance strategies would have consequences
at an individual level. Little evidence currently exists for consequences at a social level (see Nunn et al.,
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2015) while there is no evidence yet of consequences at higher levels (i.e. population and ecosystem),
even though perspectives of research point in that direction (Weinstein et al., 2018).
1.7. Aims of this doctoral thesis
The main aim of this thesis was to further our understanding of how the adaptive system of disgust
operates in non-human primates, using five Hominini and Papionini representatives as model species:
chimpanzees, bonobos, mandrills, long-tailed macaques and Japanese macaques. As the fecal-, fomiteand hand-oral pathways are common routes of infection, here I focus on parasite avoidance in a foraging
context, by investigating:
•

Which types of contaminants elicit avoidance, and whether these are similar to human disgust
elicitors (Chapters 2-5)? According to the Parasite Avoidance Theory of Disgust (PATD: Curtis
and Biran, 2001), which posits that disgust evolved as an adaptive strategy to counter infectious
disease (Curtis, 2014), I expected signals co-occurring with infectious agents to elicit avoidance.

•

Which sensory cues are used to detect and avoid contaminated food and substrates (Chapters 25)? Contaminants release sensory cues indicative of pathogen presence, thus I predicted more
caution toward food associated with sensory cues of contaminants.

•

Which types of responses are obtained after exposure to different sensory cues of contaminants
(Chapters 2-6)? According to the type of parasite threat and/or species adaptations, responses
may vary from e.g. feeding abstention to food processing.

•

Does behavioral avoidance of parasites correlate with lower levels of parasite infection (Chapter
6)? If the adaptive system of disgust has evolved to procure health benefits, I predicted that higher
levels of parasite avoidance would reflect lower levels of parasite infection.

Finally, in Chapter 7 I discuss the similarities and differences of parasite avoidance behaviors in primates,
in light of the evolutionary origins of human hygiene and disgust. In addition, I also build on future
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perspectives addressing the gaps in current behavioral immunity research, and propose some potential
applications of disgust in conservation and public health.

Chapter 2
Avoidance of biological contaminants through sight, smell and touch in chimpanzees
2.1. Abstract
Avoiding biological contaminants is a well-known manifestation of the adaptive system of
disgust. In theory, animals evolved with such a system to prevent parasite infection. Bodily products are
human-universal disgust elicitors, but whether they also elicit avoidance behavior in non-human primates
has yet to be tested. Here, we report experimental evidence that potential exposure to biological
contaminants (feces, blood, semen), as perceived via multiple sensory modalities (visual, olfactory,
tactile), might influence feeding decisions in chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes troglodytes) —our closest
phylogenetic relatives. Although somewhat mixed, our results do show increased latencies to feed,
tendencies to maintain greater distances from contaminants and/or outright refusals to consume food in
test versus control conditions. Overall, these findings are consistent with the parasite avoidance theory
of disgust, although the presence of biological contaminants did not preclude feeding entirely. The
avoidance behaviors observed hint at the origins of disgust in humans, and further comparative research
is now needed.
2.2. Introduction
Many major infectious diseases (e.g. infectious intestinal diseases, herpes, hepatitis) are
transmitted via contact or ingestion of particles of bodily products such as feces, blood, semen and saliva.
The same bodily products are also known to be human-universal disgust elicitors (Curtis and Biran,
2001). From an evolutionary perspective, organisms are expected to have evolved diverse defense
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mechanisms to afford survival and reproduction while minimizing fitness losses caused by infectious
agents. These mechanisms are grouped under the umbrella of avoidance, resistance and tolerance, or the
ART of parasite defense (see review in Rivas et al., 2014). Avoidance is expressed as the actions taken
by an animal to reduce its probability of becoming infected, while resistance (i.e. the ability to limit the
parasite burden via the immune system) and tolerance (i.e. the ability to live with a parasite by limiting
its harmful effects) take place once infection has occurred. As such, avoidance behavior provides animals
a front-line defense against harmful parasites.
For a given host to trigger any mechanism of avoidance, it must first detect some cue indicating
infection risk. The processing of such cues in humans involves disease-relevant emotional and cognitive
responses that stimulate disease-avoidance behaviors. Such cognitive responses underpin hypotheses
linked to the behavioral immune system (Schaller, 2006) and the parasite avoidance theory of disgust
(Curtis and Biran, 2001; Curtis et al., 2011; 2004), and even form the core of Darwin’s (1872) definition
of disgust as ‘a sensation [...] referring to something revolting, primarily in relation to the sense of taste,
as actually perceived or vividly imagined; and secondarily to anything, which causes a similar feeling,
through the sense of smell, touch and even eyesight’. Disgust, then, should be viewed here not in the
traditional sense of subjective experience but instead as a system that evolved to detect signs of infectious
agents, as well as to stimulate the expression of behaviors that reduce the risk of their acquisition (Curtis
and Biran, 2001; Curtis, 2014; Oaten et al., 2009).
In nature, infection avoidance can take different forms depending on the epidemiology of the
parasite in question. Known forms include directly avoiding or removing parasites themselves, avoiding
conspecifics with signs of infection, or avoiding contaminants or contaminated areas (Curtis, 2014).
Specific examples include social lobsters (Panulirus argus) avoiding dens containing conspecifics
infected with PaV1 virus and preferentially sharing dens with uninfected lobsters (Behringer et al., 2006),
and mandrills (Mandrillus sphinx) grooming heavily parasitized group members less often (Poirotte et
al., 2017b). Other examples include C. elegans avoiding agar plate lawns containing pathogenic bacteria
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(Meisel and Kim, 2014), Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata) avoiding low-calorie food contaminated
with fresh feces (Chapter 6), birds spending large amounts of time preening to remove ectoparasites
(Clayton et al., 2010) and ungulates preferentially grazing in pasture with lower fecal contamination
(Ezenwa, 2004; Cooper et al., 2000; van der Wal et al., 2000). However, for most species, infection risk
assessment remains poorly investigated, as does the question of which sensory stimuli elicit avoidance.
What we do know mainly comes from studies of invertebrates. For example, C. elegans can detect
pathogenic bacteria via chemosensation of bacterial secondary metabolites, which then modulates
neuroendocrine signaling and promotes avoidance behavior (Meisel et al., 2014). Drosophila
melanogaster and dung beetles (Scarabaeus lamarcki) can detect volatile phenols emitted by pathogenic
bacteria in carnivore feces via olfaction (Mansourian et al., 2016), and D. melanogaster can also detect
Gram-negative bacteria through chemosensory cues of the lipopolysaccharides they produce (Yanagawa
et al., 2014; Soldano et al., 2016). Similarly, lobster avoidance of diseased conspecifics is likely to be
chemically mediated, as olfaction already mediates dominance hierarchies, mate choice, foraging and
aggregation in such species (see Behringer et al., 2006). In comparison, mammalian sensory and neural
systems involved in avoidance behaviors remain largely unknown. However, rodents rely mainly on
olfactory cues involving the vomeronasal system (Boillat et al., 2015) to discriminate between healthy
and parasitized conspecifics (Ehman and Scott, 2002; Kavaliers et al., 2004), while ungulates seem to
rely on both olfactory (Dohi et al., 1991; Aoyama et al., 1994) and visual cues (Ezenwa, 2004; Cooper
et al., 2000; van der Wal et al., 2000) to avoid fecal contamination.
Apart from humans, rodents and ungulates, the literature focusing on the avoidance of
contaminants (i.e. bodily products) is sparse. Among non-human primates, the most relevant taxa with
which to explore the origins of avoidance behavior in humans, evidence of infection avoidance behavior
remains anecdotal or insufficient. Reported observations of potential infection risk avoidance behaviors
include chimpanzees using leaves to wipe body parts soiled with feces, sticky food, blood, urine, mud
and semen (Goodall, 1986; O'Hara and Lee, 2006), and Japanese macaques washing food with sea and
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fresh water (Kawai, 1965; Nakamichi et al., 1998). Such examples provide the first insights into
contaminant-avoidance behaviors in non-human primates, but studies experimentally testing
contaminant avoidance are needed to deepen our understanding of the behavioral immune system in our
closest phylogenetic relatives. Allritz et al. (2013) showed that captive chimpanzees, bonobos and
orangutans washed sand-covered apples more often than clean and peeled apples, yet did not address the
potential hygienic function of such behavior. Going a step further, I previously showed that hygienic
tendencies toward feces avoidance and food manipulation prior to ingestion correlated negatively with
geohelminth infection in Japanese macaques (Chapter 6). However, only a few contaminants were tested
in the latter study (i.e. feces, sand and soil). Although Japanese macaques seemed to use visual
information to avoid feeding on feces, experiments have not yet been conducted to investigate which
types of stimuli elicit avoidance behavior in non-human primates, and what senses are involved in their
detection.

Figure 1. From left to right: experimental setting to test (a) vision-mediated avoidance of feces
(condition 1: foam control on the left and brown feces replica on the right); (b) olfaction-mediated
avoidance of biological contaminants; and (c) touch-mediated avoidance of biological contaminants.

Thus, I performed three experiments to test whether chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes troglodytes)
are sensitive to visual, olfactory and tactile stimuli of potential contaminants and therefore: (1) recognize
and avoid consuming items associated with visual stimuli of feces (figure 1a); (2) avoid consuming items
in a location associated with olfactory stimuli of feces, blood or semen (figure 1b); and (3) avoid
consuming items associated with tactile stimuli of a potentially contaminated substrate (figure 1c). I
predicted that individuals would be more cautious regarding food associated with contaminant-like
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stimuli compared to control stimuli, manifest as lower probabilities to feed and higher avoidance of
contaminated areas.
2.3. Material and methods
2.3.1. Study site and subjects
All experiments were conducted between September and December 2015 at the CIRMF in
southern Gabon. I tested 41 adult chimpanzees (21 females, 20 males; age ± s.d. = 27.0 ± 9.6 years) from
six groups housed separately in indoor buildings (19 × 7 m) connected in pairs to three outdoor enriched
courtyards (22 × 43 m). A sanctuary for the retirement of those chimpanzees is now under construction
on islands in southwest Gabon. To facilitate medical interventions and biological sample collection,
subjects could be isolated in raised single cages connected to their indoor buildings. These chimpanzees
have not been involved in any biomedical research protocols since 2002. They are fed twice daily with
seasonal fruits and vegetables, as well as with a mixture of baked soya beans and wheat flour.
2.3.2. Experimental procedures
All experiments were conducted in the morning, before feeding, at the cage of the three
courtyards (figure 1) that connect to their respective buildings (B1–B6) via a metallic sliding door
allowing separation. Chimpanzees performed the tests via small openings on the cage that allowed them
to pass an arm through and reach food (figure 1). All subjects were tested individually, either while fully
isolated from the rest of the group via the indoor/outdoor separation (as often as was possible: 68 % of
453 tests), or partially isolated with one or several other members of the group in the courtyard, being
distracted with food by a keeper at a location well away from the experimental area. Subjects were never
presented with the same test conditions on the same day. All experiments were conducted in a feedingcontext, and attempted to simulate infection risk by presenting subjects with models or odors of potential
contaminants while minimizing their risk of actually acquiring infectious agents from the biological
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products of conspecifics. All experiments were recorded with a Panasonic HC-W570M video camera
mounted on a tripod, placed 2 m away from the experimental area. All experimental procedures were
approved by the Animal Welfare and Animal Care Committee of the Kyoto University Primate Research
Institute.
2.3.3. Vision-mediated avoidance of feces
In the first experiment, I tested 20 chimpanzees (10 females, 10 males) for feces avoidance via
visual stimuli. In the first condition, I presented subjects with a foraging task involving a piece of banana
placed atop each of two substrates: a piece of brown painted foam (control substrate) and a brown painted
papier-mâché feces replica (15 × 5 cm; Sanromà I, S. L.; Barcelona, Spain; REF. 21D). Substrates were
paired and placed side-by-side on a painted metallic table (50 × 30 × 75 cm). In the second condition, I
presented subjects with the same two items but added a pink-colored feces replica with the same
dimensions and made from the same material as the original. The three substrates were aligned 15 cm
apart on the table. All substrates were fixed on the table with a screw. Once the subject was isolated, we
called him/her to the experimental area and moved the table forward to within an arm’s reach. The test
was initiated once the subject came to within 1 m of the experimental area, and was terminated when the
bananas were ingested, the subject moved further than 2 m away from the experimental area, or after 150
s if neither of these behaviors occurred. Each subject was given five trials in condition 1 (N = 100 tests)
and two trials in condition 2 (N = 40 tests). Tests in condition 2 were conducted after the five trials in
condition 1 had been completed, as a means of testing for discrimination between visual components, i.e.
color versus size and shape. I alternated the position (side) of each substrate across trials for each subject
to avoid the possible influence of side biases.
2.3.4. Olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces
In a second set of experiments, I tested the same subjects on the olfaction-mediated avoidance of
feces, blood and semen. Volatile compounds present in organic material allowed us to test a wider range
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of contaminants in this experiment, based on olfactory stimuli, compared to the two other experiments.
I fixed a metallic feeding box (20 × 12 × 16 cm) on the grid of the indoor enclosure, and then attached a
25 cm piece of bamboo vertically along the grid, approximately 10 cm from the feeding box. I then
coated the sides and back of the bamboo with one of the above-mentioned contaminants, or with a water
control; applying roughly the same quantity of contaminant/control material to the bamboo across trials
with a spray bottle or spatula (i.e. approx. 0.5 ml for blood, 1.5 ml for semen and 3 g for feces). The box
was closed in the front with a vertical sliding door and the food was placed in the box via a back door
(figure 1b). Chimpanzees were attracted toward the experimental area with a piece of banana, presented
to them just behind the bamboo with the tested olfactory stimulus for 3 s to make sure they were exposed
to the contaminant odor. The piece of banana was subsequently placed inside the box. The experimenter
would then step back and wait for 30 s to let the subject investigate the olfactory stimulus before opening
the front door of the box, giving access to the piece of banana. Subjects were not in visual contact with
the recipient containing the contaminant/control. I alternated the side of the piece of bamboo to the box
across trials for each subject. Each trial lasted for 150 s, starting when the subject approached to within
1 m of the experimental area. Each subject was tested three times for each olfactory stimulus (N = 60
tests/olfactory stimulus; N = 240 tests in total). A new sample of the same olfactory stimulus was added
to the bamboo between each test for consistency.
Fecal samples presented to subjects of one group came from chimpanzees of another group and
were collected from different donors. Blood samples were collected during nine health checks on eight
different healthy chimpanzees not coming from any of the six tested groups. Semen samples came from
23 separate ejaculates of one chimpanzee donor infected with the simian immunodeficiency virus, and
were collected after the individual masturbated and spread his semen on the bars of his enclosure. This
individual was also isolated from the six test groups. Fecal samples were collected on the day of the
experiments and kept in a cooler box (without ice) until experiments were performed. Blood and semen
samples were collected and immediately placed in a freezer (−20 °C) until the day of the experiments, a
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few hours before which the required quantity was removed from the freezer and thawed.
2.3.5. Touch mediated avoidance of biological contaminants
In a third experiment, I tested 41 chimpanzees of the same six groups, replicating a study
conducted in humans investigating the role of touch in eliciting avoidance of substrates that model those
associated with contamination risk (Oum et al., 2011). I welded a metallic box (figure 1c) with a false
bottom to a table like that used in the first experiment. The target subject was solicited to a table at the
experimental area with the opening in the enclosure grid closed. The experimenter showed a piece of
banana to the subject and then placed it in the false bottom of the box, where either a piece of rope or
dough (16 × 6 cm) was placed beforehand. As such, the piece of banana lay on one of the two invisible
(to the subjects) substrates, and the configuration of the box made it impossible for the chimpanzees not
to touch the substrate when attempting to extract the banana. The experiment was initiated when the
target subject was within 1 m of the opening and the experimenter unlocked the opening in the grid,
allowing the subject to reach inside the box. The dough recipe was the same as that used in the human
study I was replicating (Oum et al., 2011), and was designed to present a soft, moist substrate to the
subjects. After preparation, dough was kept in a cooler box (without ice) until experimentation, to protect
it from the elements and to preserve it from decomposing too quickly. Each subject was tested only once
in each condition to prevent them from removing the dough out of the box and being exposed to visual
stimuli, hence more subjects were tested than in the two previous experiments. On the 41 subjects who
entered the experimental area (within 2 m of the apparatus), 34 chimpanzees reached inside the box in
the rope condition, and 39 in the dough condition. Analyses of subject responses are based only on this
subset of the data in which subjects participated actively in the experiments. The test was terminated
when the subject ingested the banana, moved more than 2 m away from the experimental area, or after
150 s.
2.3.6. Data analysis
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I built generalized linear mixed-effects models (GLMM) to analyze the responses of subjects in
the three experiments. For the first experiment, response variables included first whether the banana was
consumed or not (feeding decision) and second whether the banana was consumed first or not (feeding
preference) on each substrate used in the tests. In both models, constructed using a binomial error
structure with logit link function, predictor variables included the experimental substrate (control foam,
brown feces replica, pink feces replica), the age, dominance rank and sex of each subject, trial number
(to test for habituation/sensitization effects) and an audience effect (i.e. the presence or absence of other
individuals in the courtyard). For the second experiment, the first set of models included feeding decision
(consume or not) across trials as a binary response. A second set of models tested for direct olfactory
stimulus avoidance, setting whether or not the subject moved more than 2 m away from the experimental
area before opening the box as a binary response. For both sets of models, olfactory stimulus (feces,
blood, semen or water), age, dominance rank, sex, trial number and audience were used as predictor
variables. In each of the above models, I controlled for individual identity and trial to account for
pseudoreplication by including them as random effects. Furthermore, each subject’s identity was nested
within their respective groups to account for group-level variation. For the third experiment, I constructed
a single model with feeding decision as a binary response variable, with test substrate (rope or dough)
and subject age, dominance rank and sex, as well as audience used as predictor variables. Individual
identity was again used as a random effect, nested within group origin. All data were analyzed in R v.
3.3.3 (R Core Team, 2016).
2.4. Results and discussion
2.4.1. Vision-mediated avoidance of feces
In the first set of experiments, contrary my predictions, in neither condition did chimpanzees
consume bananas less often from the brown feces replica than from the control foam (condition 1: 89%
versus 91% respectively), indicating little sensitivity to contamination risk when consuming food
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associated with a visual representation of a potentially contaminated substrate. Similarly, there were no
differences in their decisions to consume bananas atop the brown feces replica, the control foam, and the
pink feces replica in condition 2 (90% of bananas were consumed from the brown feces replica, and
92.5% from the pink feces replica and the control foam). However, subjects did select the banana atop
the control foam (GLMM; p = 0.029; figure 2, table 1) and the pink feces replica (GLMM; p = 0.049;
figure 2, table 1) first significantly more often than the banana atop the brown feces replica, which they
tended to consume last. These results might suggest a preference for food that is not associated with
contamination risk, although it does not suggest avoidance of such risk altogether.
Chimpanzees, like humans, have trichromatic color vision, allowing them to discriminate easily
and accurately between pink and brown colors. As both feces replicas had exactly the same size and
shape, and both were made from the same material (papier-mâché), these feeding preferences might
derive from color-based visual discrimination. When presented with two objects made from the same
material and with similar colors but different shapes, humans (Rozin et al., 1986) and Japanese macaques
(Chapter 6) exercised greater caution toward the substrate with feces shape. Here, my results imply that
color may be an important factor in feces discrimination among chimpanzees as well. The discordant
(with expectations) color of the pink feces replica might have led chimpanzees to relax their sensitivity
to other visual cues such as size and shape. However, even though chimpanzees may prefer feeding on
items associated with substrates that less resemble real feces, they did not avoid consuming bananas
placed on the most realistic feces replica.
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Figure 2. Average order of consumption for each substrate when presented simultaneously in the second
condition in vision-mediated avoidance of feces tests: grey–brown control foam (1.7 ± 0.1); pink feces
replica (2 ± 0.1); and brown feces replica (2.3 ± 0.1). Column heights represent the mean; error bars
reflect standard error of the mean; and stars reflect significant difference between the proportion of ‘take
first’ from the foam and brown feces replica, and from the foam and pink feces replica (*p < 0.05).
Among Japanese macaques, there seems to be a trade-off between the nutritional value of the
food and infection risk, with individuals being less reluctant to feed on feces when grains of wheat are
replaced with peanuts (Chapter 6). So, perhaps the nutritive value of the food reward used here (i.e.
pieces of banana) was high enough to elicit consumption regardless of perceived contamination risk,
despite the daily provisioning of bananas and the small amount given in the experiment. Another
potential explanation is that tests were conducted in the morning, before feeding, meaning that
chimpanzees would be rather motivated to feed during experiments. In humans, there also seems to be a
trade-off between disgust and hunger, with food-deprived subjects expressing a weaker rise of the upper
lip while watching pictures of unpalatable food (Hoefling et al., 2009). Alternatively, it may be that
chimpanzees simply recognized that the feces-like substrates were in fact not feces, and, therefore,
exhibited little reluctance to feed. In experiments with Japanese macaques, subjects displayed
intermediate levels of reluctance to feed on the replica feces when compared to real feces and a piece of
brown plastic (Chapter 6). Together with the current results, such findings suggest that primates in
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general may be able to discriminate between real and replica feces when other relevant sensory modalities
are not activated, e.g. via fecal odor. Finally, it may also be that feces do not deter chimpanzees from
foraging, or at least those housed at the CIRMF.
2.4.2. Olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces
In this second experiment, chimpanzees proportion of feeding did not differ significantly under
the odors of blood (bananas consumed in 93% of trials; GLMM; p = 0.997) and semen (92%; GLMM; p
= 0.649) when compared to a water control (93%). However, when food was associated with feces odor,
subjects were marginally less likely to feed than they were during control trials, despite still consuming
the bananas in 83% of trials (GLMM; p = 0.055). I further examined chimpanzee tolerance toward these
odors, observing weak tendencies for subjects to move away from the experimental area during trials and
before accessing the food more often when presented with odors of blood (GLMM; p = 0.075; figure 3,
table 2) and semen (GLMM, p=0.077; figure 3, table 2) when compared to the control. Figure 3 illustrates
that subjects also seemed to leave the experimental area more often before accessing the bananas
associated with feces odor than when the banana was presented with the control, although this did not
receive statistical support in my models (table 2). Chimpanzees thus appeared capable of perceiving and
discriminating between olfactory stimuli of potential contaminants, tending to move away from and/or
consume food items less often when associated with odors of these potential contaminants. However,
because in all cases such avoidance responses were weak, the threat levels perceived in these experiments
may not have been great.
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Figure 3. Proportion of subjects moving away from the experimental area before consumption as a
function of the olfactory stimulus presented (water: 38%; faeces: 52%; blood: 53%; semen: 53%). Grey
bars represent the proportion of trials during which subjects moved away from the experimental area
before accessing the food reward or trial termination. Error bars reflect 95% binomial proportion
confidence intervals (lower limit, upper limit for water: 26%, 51%; feces: 36%, 61%; blood: 39%, 64%;
semen: 39%, 64%).
Chimpanzees are known to possess an olfactory sensitivity similar to that of humans, as the
number of functional olfactory receptor (OR) genes does not vary significantly between the two species,
but they do have a different repertory of OR genes (Go and Niimura, 2008). The past decade of
physiological, behavioral, anatomical and genetic research on primate olfaction has begun to shed light
on the processes involved in food acquisition (Nevo and Heymann, 2015). Evidence now suggests that
olfaction may be involved in the avoidance of infected conspecifics among certain primate species
(Poirotte et al., 2017b), though how widespread this phenomenon might be, remains unknown. Previous
work suggests that Japanese macaques do rely on visual stimuli in the context of feces avoidance, as
feces replicas were sufficient to elicit some degree of avoidance behavior, though not as strongly as real
feces (Chapter 6). Here, olfactory stimuli such as blood and semen also seemed to elicit some aversion
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from chimpanzees, albeit to a lesser extent. In other experiments, female Holtzman rats (Rattus
norvegicus) distanced themselves more quickly from a glass sheet treated with the blood of conspecifics
than a glass sheet treated with distilled water (Hornbuckle and Beall, 1974). Domestic chicks (Gallus
gallus domesticus) were also shown to avoid the blood of conspecifics, as well as that of heterospecifics
(mice), seemingly incorporating olfaction because red dye was significantly less aversive than was blood
(Jones and Black, 1979). In our study with captive chimpanzees, but also perhaps in the wild, it is possible
that common exposure to odors of feces, blood and semen may in part explain the weak avoidance of
these potential contaminants observed in our experiments. Alternatively, because olfactory cues of fecal
contamination elicited the strongest feeding inhibition in our subjects, perhaps the magnitude of the odor
may play a role, as the odors of blood and semen may be less readily detectable or inhibitory to
chimpanzee feeding behavior.
2.4.3. Touch-mediated avoidance of biological contaminants
After initiating the trials by placing their hands inside the boxes in search of the food and thereby
touching the substrates (dough or rope), chimpanzees were significantly less likely to consume banana
pieces placed on dough than those placed on rope (GLMM; p = 0.005; figure 4, table 3).
This experiment was designed to replicate a study conducted with humans, investigating whether
tactile cues play a role in the disgust response and contaminant detection/discrimination (Oum et al.,
2011). Human participants were asked to rate different substrates that varied in moisture, temperature
and consistency after touching them. Wet and smooth substrates (e.g. dough) were rated more disgusting
than dry and hard substrates (e.g. rope). When presented with a feeding decision, chimpanzees exhibited
a pattern consistent with the results of these human experiments, demonstrating an aversion to the soft
and moist substrate. Such results support the hypothesis that tactile cues are important in mediating
contamination risk sensitivity. Many pathogenic organisms thrive in dark, warm and moist environments
that facilitate their growth and development (Winfield and Richards, 2003). However, tactile perception
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is often overlooked in studies of parasite avoidance. It is thus interesting that, across the three
experiments, the one testing for tactile effects gave the strongest result. Whereas visual and olfactory
information may allow for preventive measures to be taken to avoid contact with biological contaminants,
tactile information can only be gained once contact has been made, and subjects’ responses are thus
reactive to such contact. This difference may underlie the stronger response observed in our tactile
experiments, though further experiments are required before we can conclude that tactile information
may generally lead to stronger aversion. Finally, we cannot rule out a potential effect of novelty or at
least less exposure to substrates with the qualities of dough, as opposed to rope, which may have
contributed to a ‘surprise’ effect in the tactile experiments. Nonetheless, this result is consistent with our
expectations if chimpanzees are primed to avoid or react strongly to substrates that may pose a risk of
infection.
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Figure 4. Proportion of subjects consuming food associated with either a rope substrate (91%),
used as a control, or a dough substrate (54%), which mimicked the consistency, temperature and moisture
of a potentially contaminated substrate. Bars represent the proportion of trials during which subjects
consumed the food reward; error bars reflect 95% binomial proportion confidence intervals (lower limit,
upper limit for rope: 81%, 100%; dough: 38%, 69%) and stars reflect significance difference between
the two proportions of feeding (**p < 0.01).
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In our study, only adult chimpanzees were tested and we did not observe any significant influence
of age, dominance rank, sex, habituation (i.e. trial) or audience on feeding decisions, feeding preferences
or avoidance responses to visual, olfactory or tactile cues of potential contaminants. By avoiding bodily
products of unknown individuals, chimpanzees can benefit from avoiding a potentially large array of
parasites and pathogens: e.g. Salmonella typhi, Escherichia coli, Shigella, Rotavirus, Giardia in feces;
acquired immune deficiency syndrome, cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection, hepatitis B, C and D in blood;
and chancroid, chlamydial infection, herpes, CMV in semen. Regarding infectious agent transmission
via fecal material, it is important to note that coprophagy, which is commonly observed in wild and
captive chimpanzees, mainly targets the reingestion of seeds from an individual’s own feces (Bertolani
and Pruetz, 2011; Krief et al., 2004), which is less risky in terms of novel parasite acquisition than
consuming the feces of conspecifics. Furthermore, consuming items excreted in feces may reflect the
trade-off dependent upon the potential costs and benefits of engaging in such risky behavior, as noted
above and in my study with Japanese macaques (Chapter 6). Such a system of override is not
incompatible with a general aversion to feces and other biological contaminants, so further research
should aim to determine under which conditions chimpanzees and indeed other animals engage in riskprone and risk-averse behaviors.
Taken together, my results suggest that the adaptive system of disgust might play a role in
mediating feeding decisions of chimpanzees, and that these primates incorporate multiple sensory
modalities in so doing, although it does not preclude their engaging in potentially risky foraging
behaviors from the perspective of parasite acquisition. If chimpanzees and other primates can discern
contamination risk via multiple modalities, individuals with higher sensitivities to potential biological
contaminants may express lower rates of infection (Chapter 6), which could have important health and
fitness benefits. Though again, this would depend on the nature of the resource and contaminant
encountered, and may vary both across individuals and across contexts. Considering captive animals, my
results might also have implications for animal welfare and management, e.g. by better informing staff
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and keepers about the adaptive value of such sensitivity and its flexibility, as well as identifying specific
individuals that may be more prone to infection and thus require more health-related interventions. Being
our closest phylogenetic relatives, chimpanzees are a good model with which to study the origins of
human disgust. I, therefore, encourage future research on this but also other species, to investigate the
role of learning in infectious agent avoidance (via several consecutive trials after initial exposure), the
physiology of the adaptive system of disgust (such as measuring facial muscles activation, nasal
temperature, and/or heart rate) and the cognitive processes underlying such avoidance (e.g. performance
in a match-to-sample task while being exposed to sensory cues of contaminants).
Table 1. Factors affecting variation in avoidance of visual stimuli of feces. Bold text denotes predictor
variables causing significant variation in the response.
statistical model

predictor variable

est.

s.e.

stat.

p-value

likelihood of feeding
on visual feces replica

(intercept)

−0.256

4.932

−0.052

0.959

sex (male vs. female)

−1.546

2.325

−0.665

0.506

rank (low vs. high)

−2.276

2.329

−0.977

0.329

age

0.246

0.145

1.691

0.091

trial

0.063

1.057

0.060

0.952

audience (present vs.
absent)

0.395

1.402

0.282

0.778

item (brown feces
replica vs. control)

−0.756

1.264

−0.598

0.550

item (pink feces
replica vs. control)

−1.21 × 10−5

1.342

0.000

1.000

item (brown feces
replica vs. pink feces
replica)

−0.756

1.264

−0.598

0.550

(intercept)

−0.955

1.258

−0.759

0.448

sex (male vs. female)

−0.005

0.457

−0.011

0.992
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statistical model

predictor variable

est.

s.e.

stat.

p-value

likelihood of feeding
first on visual feces
replica

rank (low vs. high)

−0.125

0.411

−0.305

0.760

age

0.021

0.029

0.716

0.474

trial

−0.006

0.405

−0.014

0.989

audience (present vs.
absent)

−0.065

0.454

−0.144

0.885

item (brown feces
replica vs. control)

−1.152

0.528

−2.181

0.029*

item (brown feces
replica vs. pink feces
replica)

−1.046

0.531

−1.971

0.049*

item (pink feces
replica vs. control)

−0.106

0.461

−0.230

0.818

Significant p-values are marked: *p < 0.05
Table 2. Models for variation in avoidance of olfactory stimuli of biological contaminants.
statistical model

predictor variable

est.

s.e.

stat.

p-value

likelihood of feeding in
an area containing
olfactory stimuli of
biological
contaminants

(intercept)

4.583

3.495

1.311

0.190

sex (male vs. female)

−1.124

1.370

−0.820

0.412

rank (low vs. high)

−0.937

1.213

−0.772

0.440

age

0.031

0.079

0.396

0.692

trial

−0.006

0.339

−0.017

0.986

audience (present vs.
absent)

−0.397

0.723

−0.550

0.583

odor (blood vs.
control)

0.004

0.846

0.005

0.996

odor (feces vs.
control)

−1.421

0.742

−1.915

0.054
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statistical model

likelihood of moving
away from an area
containing olfactory
stimuli of biological
contaminants

predictor variable

est.

s.e.

stat.

p-value

odor (semen vs.
control)

−0.370

0.814

−0.454

0.650

(intercept)

0.461

1.531

0.301

0.763

sex (male vs. female)

−0.429

0.611

−0.701

0.483

rank (low vs. high)

0.332

0.556

0.598

0.550

age

−0.038

0.037

−1.020

0.308

trial

−0.055

0.178

−0.310

0.757

audience (present vs.
absent)

0.409

0.352

1.164

0.245

odor (blood vs.
control)

0.743

0.417

1.781

0.075

odor (feces vs.
control)

0.505

0.412

1.226

0.220

odor (semen vs.
control)

0.736

0.416

1.770

0.077

Table 3. Factors affecting variation in avoidance of tactile stimulus of biological contaminants. Bold
text denotes predictor variables causing significant variation in the response.
statistical model

predictor variable

est.

s.e.

stat.

p-value

likelihood of feeding
on a soft and moist
substrate

(intercept)

3.552

1.99

1.782

0.075

sex (male vs. female)

0.471

0.798

0.590

0.555

rank (low vs. high)

0.512

0.801

0.639

0.523

age

−0.003

0.037

−0.073

0.942

audience (present vs.
absent)

−1.569

1.348

−1.163

0.245

substrate (dough
vs. control)

−2.383

0.858

−2.779

0.005**

Significant p-values are marked: **p < 0.01
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Chapter 3
Feeding preferences under visual and olfactory cues of feces in mandrills
3.1. Abstract
Parasites constitute a major selective pressure which has shaped animal behavior through
evolutionary time. One adaption to parasites consists in recognizing and avoiding substrates or cues that
indicate their presence. Among substrates harboring infectious agents, feces are known to elicit
avoidance behavior in numerous animal species. However, the function and mechanisms of feces
avoidance in non-human primates has been largely overlooked by scientists. In this study, I used an
experimental approach to investigate whether aversion to feces in a foraging context could be mediated
by visual and olfactory cues in mandrills (Mandrillus sphinx) –an old-world primate living in Central
African rainforests. I predicted that individuals would avoid ingesting food associated with both sensory
cues of fecal contamination. Results show that subjects reduced their food consumption when exposed
to replica feces (i.e. visual cues) and the smell of the feces of conspecifics (i.e. olfactory cues) compared
to control stimuli. However, as the number of trials increased, subjects increased their likelihood of
consumption and engaged in fewer olfactory investigations, suggesting a habituation effect. These
findings, along with other experiments conducted with different primate species, are consistent with the
parasite avoidance theory of disgust, which proposes that aversion toward feces and other biological
contaminants, have evolved to defend hosts against parasites.
3.2. Introduction
Parasites, along with predators, constitute a major selective pressure which has shaped animal
behavior through evolutionary time (Weinstein et al., 2018a). Analogous to the myriad adaptations of
prey organisms to predation, hosts have evolved diverse ways of countering parasites; these are
collectively known as the ART of parasite handling (Rivas et al., 2014). Avoidance (A) consists of a set
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of actions taken by an organism to reduce its chances of becoming infected, i.e. the behavioral immune
system described as by Schaller (2006; Schaller and Park, 2011). Resistance (R) is the ability of an
organism to limit its parasite burden with the help of the immune system, which can be both physiological
and behavioral in nature (i.e. self-medication: Huffman, 2003; social immunity: Cremer et al., 2007).
Tolerance (T) is the adaptation of an organism to living with a given parasite by limiting its harmful
effects. Among these three strategies, avoidance is the only preventative measure and is probably the
most cost-effective as a result (Sarabian et al., 2018).
Among substrates known to harbor infectious agents, feces are known to elicit avoidance
behavior in a wide range of animal species, including insects (Mansourian et al., 2016), rodents (Hou et
al., 2016), ungulates (Ezenwa, 2004), marsupials (Coulson et al., 2018), and proboscids (Ndlovu et al.,
2018). This is for good reason, as a multitude of infectious organisms (e.g. bacteria, viruses, parasitic
protozoa and helminths) thrive in animal excreta. Other animal species, however, such as pigs, dogs and
rabbits exhibit coprophagy to acquire certain digestive enzymes lacking in their diet, obtain nutrients that
were unabsorbed by the gastrointestinal tract during the first passage, and/or to develop their microbiome
(Soave and Brand, 1991). However, it was only very recently that scientists started testing whether feces
or other fecally-contaminated substrates elicit avoidance in non-human primates (Chapters 2, 5, 6;
Amoroso et al 2017). This group of animals has a reputation as being rather liberal when it comes to their
disposition toward feces, owing to the many anecdotal reports of coprophagy, throwing feces (Hopkins
et al., 2005; Hopper et al., 2016), and even “painting” their enclosure walls or other substrates with feces
(Hopper et al., 2016). Many such observations were made at captive facilities, but even in nature,
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), bonobos (P. paniscus) and gorillas (Gorilla gorilla) may reingest
undigested seeds from their own feces (Bertolani and Pruetz, 2011; Krief et al., 2004; Masi and Breuer,
2018; Sakamaki, 2010). Importantly, however, these behaviors usually concern their own waste products,
which pose significantly fewer risks of encountering novel parasites, and/or are regarded as being
abnormal or pathological signs of distress, at least when performed in captivity (Hopper et al., 2016).
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Recent experiments and observations show that non-human primates do exhibit feces avoidance
in feeding and social contexts, and utilize different sensory cues to do so. We now know for example
that visual cues of feces seem to play a role in avoiding fecally-contaminated food in Japanese macaques
(Macaca fuscata: Chapter 6), and that olfactory cues of feces elicit drinking aversion in lemurs (Eulemur
coronatus, E. mongoz, Lemur catta, Varecia rubra, V. Variegata: Amoroso et al., 2017). Fecal odor also
stimulates food manipulation behavior in macaques (Macaca fascicularis: Chapter 4) and reduces
tendencies to use tools during foraging tasks in bonobos (Chapter 5). Lastly, even tactile cues that mimic
the consistency of feces, but without the associated odor, induce hand withdrawal reflexes and feeding
aversion in chimpanzees (Chapter 2). All of these behaviors are consistent with the predictions of the
Parasite Avoidance Theory of Disgust (PATD: Curtis and Biran, 2001), which posits that disgust evolved
as an adaptive strategy to counter the, often significant, costs of infectious disease (Curtis, 2014).
Here, I conducted experiments with mandrills (Mandrillus sphinx) in which I presented test
subjects with food associated with either visual or olfactory stimuli of conspecific feces. Mandrills are
known to rely on both visual and olfactory cues in a variety of sociosexual contexts (Setchell and
Wickings, 2004; 2005; Setchell, 2005; Charpentier et al., 2017; Vaglio et al., 2015; Renoult et al., 2011).
A recent study also showed that mandrills appear to use olfaction to avoid conspecifics infected with
potentially pathogenic intestinal protozoa, which can readily transmit through social contact; they
groomed these infected individuals less-frequently than non-parasitized individuals in the group (Poirotte
et al., 2017b). However, it remains unclear whether the behavioral responses to either visual or olfactory
cues of feces differ. Since many infectious agents are transmitted oro-fecally, I designed food-choice
experiments to test whether individuals might use such divergent sensory information to guide their
foraging decisions. I predicted that individuals would avoid ingesting food associated with both visual
and olfactory evidence of fecal contamination.
3.3. Material and methods
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3.3.1. Study site and subjects
Between October 2015 and January 2016, I tested 2 groups of semi-free ranging mandrills (E1:
N = 89 and E2: N = 57) at the Centre International de Recherches Médicales de Franceville (CIRMF) in
South-East Gabon. Test subjects included 24 adult mandrills from these groups (9 females, 15 males;
11.5 ± 5.1 years-old) living in two naturally-rainforested enclosures (E1: 6.5 ha and E2: 3.5 ha). To
facilitate health-checks and fecal sample collection, mandrills could be isolated in small elevated
compartments attached to their enclosures. These subjects have not been involved in biomedical research
for at least 10 years. They are fed twice a day with seasonal fruits and vegetables, as well as with a baked
mixture of soybeans and wheat flour.
3.3.2. Experimental procedures
All experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Welfare and Animal Care Committee
of Kyoto University’s Primate Research Institute (#2016-138). Experiments were conducted as often as
possible in the morning before feeding in the isolated areas adjacent to the enclosures (i.e. compartment
1 for both enclosures). Mandrills performed the tests via small apertures in the cage between the two
compartments, through which they were able to pass an arm and reach for food (figure 1a, b, c). Subjects
were tested individually, isolated from the rest of the group so that other individuals were not able to
reach the experimental area. The same individual was never tested twice for the same test condition on
the same day. All experiments involved a food-choice paradigm, and simulated infection-risk via fecal
contamination using visual or olfactory stimuli. All tests were recorded with a Panasonic HC-W570M
(Panasonic Corporation; Kadoma, Osaka, Japan) or a GoPro HD Hero 2 (GoPro, Inc.; San Mateo,
California, United States) video camera mounted on a tripod ca. 1 m away from the experimental area.
3.3.3. Experiment 1: vision-mediated avoidance of feces
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The first experiment included two conditions in a two- or three-choice paradigm with food
rewards. In condition 1, 23 of the 24 mandrills participated in an experiment in which a slice of banana
was placed atop two substrates, including a piece of brown foam (11 x 4 cm) used as a control and a
brown feces replica made of papier-mâché (15 x 6 cm; Sanromà I, S.L.; Barcelona, Spain; REF. 21D).
These items were placed side-by-side on a metal table (65 x 25 x 20 cm). In condition 2, 18 of the 24
mandrills participated in an experiment in which a slice of banana was placed atop each of three
substrates, including the two from condition 1 with the addition of a pink feces replica (–a color as distant
as possible from the natural range of feces tints) with the same dimensions as the original (to test whether
an object having the shape of feces but with a discordant color would still elicit avoidance). These items
were aligned 10 cm apart on the same table. All substrates were fixed on the table with double sided tape.
Trials were initiated once a subject was isolated in the experimental compartment by moving the table
toward the enclosure bars, to within arm’s reach. The test started when the subject approached to within
3 m of the experimental area and ended after 2.5 minutes. Each mandrill had 4 ± 0.6 trials in condition 1
(92 tests) and 2 trials in condition 2 (36 tests). Tests in condition 2 were conducted after all trials in
condition 1 had been completed. To address side biases in choice preferences, the test substrates were
alternated between trials.
3.3.4. Experiment 2: olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces
In a second experiment, I tested all 24 subjects on the avoidance of conspecific feces via olfactory
stimuli in a one-choice paradigm with food rewards. To do this, I built and fixed a metallic feeding box
(14 x 10 x 13 cm) with hooks on the bars of the cage (figure 1c). On top of it, I attached a 25 cm-long
piece of bamboo horizontally to the bars. The bamboo was rubbed on its sides and back (i.e. top and
bottom edges) with fecal material from a conspecific or with water, which was used as a control stimulus.
The box was closed from the front with a vertical sliding door and a piece of banana was placed in the
box via a back door. Trials were initiated once the subject saw the box and the experimenter left the
enclosure to let the subject investigate the olfactory stimulus. After 3.5 min, the front door of the box
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was opened by the experimenter, giving access to the piece of banana. Each trial was terminated after
consumption of the food or after 2.5 min if the food remained in the box. Each mandrill had 3 trials for
each olfactory stimulus and the same quantity of feces/water was spread on the bamboo across trials. A
new sample of the same olfactory stimulus was added to the bamboo between each test for the same
compartment when these were spaced by ³10 min, because feces would have dried and would no longer
have a detectable odor, to the observer, at least. Note that fecal samples presented to subjects of one
enclosure were collected from different individuals of the other enclosure in the morning of the
experiments and kept in an icebox until the start of the experiment.
3.3.5. Statistical analyses
I built generalized linear mixed-effects models (GLMM) to analyze the experimental data from
each experiment. For the first experiment, I constructed three statistical models for each condition, with
feeding decision (consume or not), feeding prioritization (consume first or not; when food from both
items was eaten), and olfactory investigation (smell or not) as binary response variables across trials. For
the second experiment, I constructed two statistical models, with feeding decision and olfactory
investigation as binary responses across trials. In each model, the target predictor variables of interest
included either the substrate (control foam, brown feces replica, and additionally for condition 2, the pink
feces replica) or olfactory stimulus (feces or water) for visual versus olfactory experiments, respectively.
I also included the control variables: age, sex and trial number, the latter to account for habituation or
sensitization effects. The random effects structure included: (i) trial id to control for the fact that subjects
could interact with up to three items in each trial, (ii) subject identity nested within group origin to control
for repeated observations of the same individuals and potential group differences, respectively; and, (iii)
trial date to control for potential temporal effects or daily variation in behavior. Models were specified
with a binomial error structure and logit link function using maximum-likelihood estimation with the
package lme4 (Bates et al., 2017) in R v.3.3.3 (R Core Team, 2016). For all GLMMs, I first compared
the full model including the interaction between substrate or olfactory stimulus and trial number with the
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full model without the interaction. Then, I retained the model with the interaction if it outperformed the
model without it, and tested it against the null model (that contained only an intercept term). Alternatively,
I used the same procedure for the model without interaction, using likelihood ratio tests (LRT) and the
package lmtest (Hothorn et al., 2017). I only present parameter estimates for the retained fitted models
(with or without the interaction) that significantly outperformed their respective null (see table S1 for
details).
3.4. Results
3.4.1. Experiment 1: vision-mediated avoidance of feces
None of the models with the interaction between substrate and trial outperformed its respective
model without the interaction. In condition 1, only the model with feeding decision as response variable
outperformed its respective null model (LRT; DLogLik = 5.75, Dd.f. = 4, p = 0.022; table S1), while both
feeding prioritization (LRT; DLogLik = 4.15, Dd.f. = 4, p = 0.081) and olfactory investigation (LRT;
DLogLik = 0.28, Dd.f. = 4, p = 0.968) models did not. Mandrills consumed bananas atop the brown feces
replica significantly less often than bananas atop the control foam in condition 1 (24% vs. 39%,
respectively; GLMM; feces: z = -2.48, p = 0.013; table 1), and tended to increase their consumption from
any substrate across trials (z = 1.79, p = 0.074). In condition 2, both feeding decision (LRT; DLogLik =
7.66, Dd.f. = 5, p = 0.009; table S1) and olfactory investigation (LRT; DLogLik = 7.27, Dd.f. = 5, p =
0.012) models outperformed their respective null while the feeding prioritization model did not (LRT;
DLogLik = 0.56, Dd.f. = 5, p = 0.953). As such, subjects reduced their consumption of bananas atop the
brown feces replica compared to the pink feces replica (GLMM; brown feces: z = -2.07, p = 0.039; table
1). However, as trial number increased (i.e. with experience), subjects increased their consumption from
any substrate (z = 2.14, p = 0.038) and engaged in fewer olfactory investigations (GLMM; z = -2.45, p =
0.014; table 1).
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3.4.2. Experiment 2: olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces
Here also, full models with the interaction between odor and trial did not outperform their
respective model without the interaction. However, both models (without the interaction) retained
outperformed their respective null model (‘feed’: LRT; DLogLik = 12.58, Dd.f. = 4, p = 4.7e-5; ‘smell’:
LRT; DLogLik = 6.28, Dd.f. = 4, p = 0.014; table S1). Mandrills consumed bananas in the vicinity of
fecal odor significantly less often than bananas in the vicinity of the water control (69% vs. 86%; GLMM;
feces: z = -2.53, p = 0.011; table 2). I did not observe any significant difference in the proportion of
olfactory investigations of bananas associated with fecal odor and those associated with water (GLMM;
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Figure 1. Vision- and olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces in mandrills. (From left to right)
Experimental setting to test vision-mediated avoidance of feces in (a) condition 1 with brown feces
replica on the left and foam control on the right; (b) condition 2 with brown feces replica, foam, and pink
feces replica; and in (c) olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces. The bar plots represent the associated
proportion of subjects feeding under either visual or olfactory cues of feces versus controls. Bars
represent the proportion of trials during which subjects fed on banana. Error bars reflect 95% binomial
proportion confidence intervals and asterisks reflect significant differences between proportions
(*p < 0.05).

feces: z = 1.42, p = 0.157; table 2). However, as trial number progressed, subjects significantly increased
their likelihood to feed (z = 3.54, p = 4e-4) and decreased their likelihood to smell the food before
consuming it (z = -3.05, p = 0.002).

3.5. Discussion
Mandrills exhibited lower feeding preferences for bananas associated with visual and olfactory
cues of feces, supporting the infection avoidance hypothesis and confirming results showing similar
tendencies in other primate species. In fact, mandrills expressed even higher levels of aversion than
chimpanzees and long-tailed macaques tested with the same experimental paradigm. The latter two
species did not show significant variation in feeding on control and test items, but instead opted to
prioritize the uncontaminated food for consumption (Chapter 2), or manipulate the contaminated food
before ingesting it (Chapter 4). In addition, mandrills also prioritized food associated with the control
foam when they decided to feed atop both substrates. However, I observed only two cases of food
manipulation (for contaminated bananas) across all tests, contrasting with responses obtained from two
other Papionini species (M. fuscata and M. fascicularis; Chapters 4 and 6).
Their aversion to contaminated food decreased across trials and across successive experiments
(visual cond. 1; visual cond. 2; olfactory), denoting a habituation (e.g. decrease of aversion) effect. The
relatively low proportions of feeding observed in visual condition 1 of experiment 1 from atop both foam
and feces replicas may also indicate some degree of initial neophobia toward the experiment or these
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substrates, as subjects had not been exposed to them prior to experimentation. Similarly, I also observed
some degree of habituation while successively presenting contaminant sensory cues to chimpanzees
(Chapter 2), bonobos (Chapter 5) and long-tailed macaques (Chapter 4). It is likely that subjects acquired
sensory information other than that targeted by this study as they were exposed to successive experiments,
such as by touching feces replicas and smelling their fingers, for example. Such behaviors might also
have contributed to the decreased aversion over time. Medical students who have been practicing a few
months of cadaver dissection reported lower disgust sensitivity to touch dead cold bodies (but not warm
bodies soon after death), compared to before they started (Rozin, 2008). Similarly, Viar-Paxton and
Olatunji (2012) showed that repeated exposure to videos of a man vomiting in a bathroom reduces
feelings of disgust through less distress, behavioral avoidance and physiological arousal. Disgust may be
less resistant to extinction than fear during repeated exposure (Olatunji et al., 2007; Smits et al., 2002),
since ‘predation-risk’ (fear) outcome may involve instant death whereas ‘parasite-risk’ (disgust) does not
necessarily. But, habituation to disgust may vary with the level of contamination aversion sensitivity, as
well as with the level of hunger in a feeding context. Subjects expressing higher contamination aversion
show slower habituation to disgust (Adams et al., 2011). Ideally, the experiments I conducted with nonhuman primates should include a much larger sample size, avoiding repeated trials with the same
individuals wherever possible.
In another experiment with the same groups of mandrills, subjects avoided food in contact with
intact conspecific feces (Poirotte*, Sarabian* et al. accepted), much more strongly than they did for food
in contact with the replica feces. However, another experiment showed that these same subjects did not
appear to be averse to fecal odor when no food rewards were offered; they instead appeared attracted to
the odor, spending more time in areas of the enclosure nearer its source, potentially to get information
about the donor (Poirotte et al., 2017b). It is therefore possible that all, or at least, multiple pieces of
sensory information concerning feces are needed to elicit consistent aversion to it. Japanese macaques,
for example, avoided conspecific feces to a greater extent than they avoided feces replicas in food-choice
experiments done with free-ranging subjects (Chapter 6). Similarly, bonobos did not avoid contaminated
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food that was put in contact with conspecific feces in front of them, if the latter got covered and the food
alone was presented to them (Chapter 5). Finally, it is also likely that a three-way trade-off between
disgust (/infection risk), hunger (/energy or nutrient acquisition) (Coulson et al., 2018; Chapter 6) and
information acquisition may mediate the expression of avoidance, potentially in divergent ways
depending on the type of food reward and type of contaminant or test stimulus presented, and of course
the sensory modality being invoked.
As observed with chimpanzees (Chapter 2), the pink feces replica elicited a leverage of avoidance
compared to the brown feces replica, manifested here by an increase of feeding. However, no difference
of feeding strategies was observed when mandrills or chimpanzees fed atop the pink feces replica
compared to the control foam. The vision of an item with the shape of feces but with a discordant color
seemed to have relaxed their vigilance. Similarly, in humans, the vision of an image of a sanitary napkin
colored with red dye and visibly used (‘pathogen-salient’ cues) elicited a higher disgust score than when
the sanitary napkin was colored with a blue dye and was not used (‘pathogen-free’ control; Culpepper et
al., 2018). To my knowledge, this is the only study that tested discordant visual cues on contamination
aversion, although not directly as the image described above was part of a larger set (N = 20), where
other pathogen-salient images involved much more variants compared to the controls.
In this study, I did not observe any sex effect on feeding decisions, despite the fact that female
mandrills expressed more reluctance than males to feed on food items associated with whole conspecific
feces (Poirotte*, Sarabian* et al. accepted). When presented with whole conspecific feces, I also
observed a female-bias toward caution in Japanese macaques (Chapter 6). In bonobos, results were more
challenging to interpret, because females were more risk-prone than males toward food items in contact
with feces but were more risk-averse regarding food a few centimeters away from it (Chapter 5).
Therefore, more studies are needed to elucidate the mechanisms underlying potential sex differences in
feces and infection-risk aversion in non-human primates. What is clear, however, is that males tend to
experience greater degrees of infection and infectious disease than females (Poulin, 1996) so behavioral
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mechanisms such as differences in aversion to potential sources of infection may contribute to such
explanations. Whether females who exhibit higher disgust than males have lower levels of infection still
needs further experimental investigation. To date, only one study (Chapter 6) showed that females
exhibiting more caution toward contamination-risk had lower levels of gastrointestinal parasite infection
in Japanese macaques. Further correlations in this regard with mandrills and the other species mentioned
in this thesis should be tested soon.
These findings, along with previous experiments conducted with different primate species
(Chapters 2, 5, 6; Amoroso et al 2017), are consistent with the parasite avoidance theory of disgust,
which proposes that aversion toward feces and other bodily fluids, along with rotten food and other
categories of disgust elicitors, have evolved to defend hosts against parasites potentially present in such
contaminants (Curtis and Biran, 2001; Curtis and de Barra, 2018). Future studies should test whether the
behavioral immune system (e.g. non-eating of contaminated food) of these animals correlates with health
parameters, as was found previously for geohelminth levels of infection (Chapter 6), or markers of the
physiological immune system (Lopez-Uribe et al., 2016). Such studies would contribute to our
understanding of how avoidance behavior fits within the evolutionary framework of parasite handling.
Table 1. Factors affecting variation in avoidance of visual stimuli of feces in mandrills (experiment 1)
from generalized linear mixed-effects models. Bold text denotes predictor variables causing significant
variation in the response.
statistical model
likelihood of feeding atop visual
feces replica (cond. 1)

likelihood of feeding atop visual
feces replica (cond. 2)

predictor variable
(intercept)
item (brown feces
vs. control)
age
sex
trial
(intercept)
item (pink feces vs.
control)
item (brown feces
vs. pink feces)
age

est.
-1.570
-1.689

s.e.
2.549
0.681

stat.
-0.616
-2.482

p-value
0.538
0.013*

-0.071
-1.149
0.766
19.22
1.857

0.164
1.840
0.429
7.757
1.508

-0.432
-0.625
1.786
2.478
1.232

0.666
0.532
0.074
0.013
0.218

-5.688

2.751

-2.068

0.039*

-0.024

0.293

-0.080

0.936
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likelihood of smelling food from
visual feces replica (cond. 2)

sex
trial
(intercept)
item (pink feces vs.
control)
item (brown feces vs.
pink feces)
age
sex
trial

0.367
-3.537
7.648
-1.003

3.741
1.706
3.573
0.918

0.098
-2.074
2.141
-1.092

0.922
0.038*
0.032
0.275

0.282

0.961

0.294

0.769

-0.385
-0.216
-2.228

0.219
1.627
0.910

-1.756
-0.133
-2.448

0.079
0.894
0.014*

Table 2. Factors affecting variation in avoidance of olfactory stimuli of feces in mandrills (experiment
2) from generalized linear mixed-effects models. Bold text denotes predictor variables causing
significant variation in the response.
statistical model
likelihood of feeding in an
area containing feces
olfactory stimulus

likelihood of smelling food
in an area containing feces
olfactory stimulus

predictor variable
(intercept)
odor (feces vs. control)
age
sex
trial
(intercept)
odor (feces vs. control)
age
sex
trial

est.
-0.855
-1.610
-0.029
1.186
1.731
1.154
0.673
0.003
0.736
-1.004

s.e.
1.240
0.636
0.075
0.786
0.489
1.053
0.475
0.054
0.620
0.329

stat.
-0.690
-2.534
-0.391
1.510
3.543
1.096
1.417
0.062
1.186
-3.049

p-value
0.490
0.011*
0.696
0.131
4e-4***
0.273
0.157
0.951
0.236
0.002**

Table S1. Likelihood ratio tests comparing fitted versus null models used in this study (c1: experiment
1 condition 1; c2: experiment 1 condition 2). Bold text denotes cases in which the fitted models
significantly outperformed their respective null models. Significant effects are marked: ***(p < 0.001),
**(p < 0.01), *(p < 0.05).
Statistical Model [X]
[1] vision-mediated avoidance of feces (c1)/feed
[2] vision-mediated avoidance of feces (c1)/feed first
[3] vision-mediated avoidance of feces (c1)/smell
[4] vision-mediated avoidance of feces (c2)/feed
[5] vision-mediated avoidance of feces (c2)/feed first
[6] vision-mediated avoidance of feces (c2)/smell
[7] olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces/feed
[8] olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces/smell

ΔLogLik
5.75
4.15
0.28
7.66
0.56
7.27
12.58
6.28

Δdf
4
4
4
5
5
5
4
4

X2
11.49
8.31
0.55
15.32
1.12
14.55
25.15
12.56

P|>X2|
0.022*
0.081
0.968
0.009**
0.953
0.012*
4.7e-5***
0.014*
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Chapter 4
Visual and olfactory cues of feces elicit food manipulation in macaques
4.1. Abstract
Feces are a major human disgust elicitor. The most likely evolutionary explanation for this strong
aversion is that fecal material can harbor a wide range of infectious agents that often spread through
contact with feces or fecally-contaminated substrata. Such parasite pressures may thus have driven host
adaptive strategies to minimize infection-risk. One of these adaptations consists in avoiding
contaminated food items and could be reflected in current food hygiene practices. The evolutionary
origins and subsequent diversification of food preparation/manipulation behaviors have not yet been
thoroughly investigated in primates. In this study, I tested whether visual and olfactory cues of feces,
presented in a foraging context, elicit avoidance responses in long-tailed macaques (Macaca fascicularis)
–a species well known for its manual dexterity. Results show that macaques did not avoid consuming
food associated with replica feces or conspecific feces odors, however subjects expressed significantly
more precautions before ingesting contaminated food, manifest as repetitive olfactory investigations and
food manipulation behaviors that were not or very rarely observed in control conditions. These results
contrast with previous findings in chimpanzees and mandrills, who did not exhibit manipulation
behaviors, and suggest that food manipulation may have for function to remove potential contamination
in this species. More studies are now needed to investigate the divergence of avoidance strategies
observed in non-human primates regarding food contamination.
4.2. Introduction
Feces are a major human disgust elicitor (Curtis and Biran, 2001). The most likely evolutionary
explanation for this strong aversion is that fecal material can harbor a wide range of pathogenic bacteria,
viruses, helminths, and protozoa that often spread through contact with feces or fecally-contaminated
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substrata (Antonovics et al., 2017). These parasite pressures may thus have driven host adaptive
strategies to minimize infection-risk; i.e. the Parasite Avoidance Theory of Disgust (Curtis, 2013; Curtis
and Biran, 2001) and the behavioral immune system (Schaller, 2006; Sarabian et al., 2018). Early
hominid food preparation, for example, may have been shaped by different constraints such as food items
not easy to digest (Ulijaszek et al., 2012), toxicity (Ragir, 2000), or pathogenicity. Resulting practices
such as pounding, soaking, and washing would then differ in terms of function and costs and may as such
be evolutionarily independent from each other. Regarding pathogenicity, food manipulation behaviors
may have diversified to incorporate the preparation of contaminated food, over time becoming routine
before consumption.
In mammals more generally, food manipulation has been reported in a wide array of species.
Carnivores such as coatis (Nasua spp.), skunks (Mephitis mephitis), and banded mongoose (Mungos
mungos) roll millipedes on the ground with their paws to wipe off toxic defensive secretions before eating
them (Weldon et al., 2006; Slobodchikoff, 1978; Rood, 1975). Ungulates such as boars (Sus scrofa) and
babirusa (Babyrousa celebensis) use their mouths and snouts to carry soiled food items to nearby water
sources and wash them (Sommer et al., 2015; Ito et al., 2017). Primates possess an obvious anatomical
advantage for such behavior, and thus rubbing, rolling and/or washing food contaminated with soil, sand,
or feces has been observed in captivity for several species, including tufted capuchins (Cebus paella;
Visalberghi and Fragaszy, 1990), chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), bonobos (Pan paniscus), orangutans
(Pongo abelii), and gorillas (Gorilla gorilla; Allritz et al., 2013; Neadle et al., 2017). Similar behaviors
have also been observed in the wild with vervet monkeys (Chlorocebus aethiops; van de Waal et al.,
2014) and lemurs (Eulemur rufifrons; Peckre et al., 2018). However, the focus of most of these studies
was on social learning and cultural transmission rather than on the possible functional significance of the
behaviors themselves. Food manipulation behaviors seem to be the most widespread in the genus Macaca
(Wheatley, 1988; Visalberghi and Fragaszy, 1990; Tan et al., 2016; Nakamichi et al., 1998; Trebouet et
al., 2018). Moreover, previous work found that individual Japanese macaques with stronger hygienic
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tendencies, i.e. propensities to process food items before consumption or avoid fecally- or sand/soilcontaminated foods altogether, exhibited lower geohelminth burdens, suggesting a potential fitness
benefit to such behavior (Chapter 6).
Soil-transmitted helminths are among the most common parasites in primates and may lead to
the expression of sickness behaviors (Ghai et al., 2015; MacIntosh et al., 2011) or more serious health
issues (Bethony et al., 2006; Terio et al., 2018). Removing particles of feces or soil through food
manipulation may be a cost-effective way to minimize infection risk, but the cognitive mechanisms, e.g.
sensory systems, involved in the detection of contamination are not well understood. For most primates,
vision is the primary sensory modality in daily life (Kremers, 2005), however research also shows the
importance of olfaction in primate food perception (Dominy et al., 2001; Nevo and Heymann, 2015), kin
recognition (Porter, 1991; 1998; Weisfeld et al., 2003), mate choice (Drea, 2015) and, more recently,
parasitized conspecific avoidance (Poirotte et al., 2017b) and disease detection (Jezierski, 2017). In the
context of contamination recognition, I have observed that non-human primates might use multiple
sensory modalities, such as vision (Chapter 6), olfaction (Chapter 5) and/or touch (Chapter 2).
Here, I performed two food-choice experiments with captive long-tailed macaques (Macaca
fascicularis) to test for the avoidance of conspecific feces through visual and olfactory cues. According
to the infection-avoidance hypothesis – that animals have evolved strategies to detect and avoid potential
sources of infection – I predicted that subjects would be more cautious regarding food associated with
fecal stimuli compared to control stimuli, manifest as lower probabilities to feed and/or higher tendencies
to manipulate food prior to consumption.
4.3. Material and methods
4.3.1. Study site and subjects
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Between October 2015 and January 2016, I tested 20 adult male long-tailed macaques living in
six different compartments of a concrete enclosure (250 m2) at the Centre International de Recherches
Médicales de Franceville (CIRMF) in South-East Gabon. To facilitate health-checks and fecal sample
collection, subjects could be isolated in corridors adjacent to their compartments via sliding doors. These
subjects have not been involved in biomedical research for at least 10 years. They are fed twice a day
with seasonal fruits and vegetables, as well as with a baked mixture of soybeans and wheat flour.
4.3.2. Experimental procedures
All experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Welfare and Animal Care Committee
of Kyoto University’s Primate Research Institute (#2016-138). Experiments were conducted as often as
possible in the morning before feeding in the isolated areas. Subjects participated in the tests through the
cage door of the isolation corridor, which has a 3 cm space between bars, allowing them to pass an arm
through and reach for food (Video S1). All subjects were tested individually, fully isolated from the rest
of the group in the corridors or isolated by attracting other individuals in the corridor/compartment to its
opposite side. Our experiments were designed to assess feeding decisions under simulated risk of
infection detectable via visual or olfactory sensory stimuli. They were conducted one after the other and
recorded with a Panasonic HC-W570M (Panasonic Corporation; Kadoma, Osaka, Japan) or a GoPro HD
Hero 2 (GoPro, Inc.; San Mateo, California, United States) video camera mounted on a tripod, placed 1
m away from the experimental apparatus on the experimenter’s side of the cage bars. The same subject
was never tested twice for the same test condition on the same day.
4.3.3. Experiment 1: vision-mediated avoidance of feces
In this first experiment, I presented 20 long-tailed macaques with two items in condition 1 (Video
S1; figure 1a): a brown feces replica made out of papier-mâché (8 x 2.5 cm; Sanromà I, S.L.; Barcelona,
Spain; REF. 22F) and a wood chip (9 x 3 cm) used as a control, placed 30 cm away from each other on
a metal table (65 x 25 x 20 cm). Then, I presented these subjects with three items in condition 2 (figure
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1b): the same two items as in condition 1 plus a pink-colored feces replica, modified from the replicas
used in condition 1, all aligned 10 cm apart on the table. All substrates were fixed on the table with
double sided tape. To stimulate participation, I placed a peanut on top of each substrate. I initiated each
trial by moving the table toward the cage to within arm’s reach of the subject, once isolated. The trial
began once the subject came to within 3 m of the experimental apparatus and ended after consumption
of all items or was terminated by the experimenter after 2.5 minutes in the case that subjects would
interact with the substrates after consumption or left some food items unconsumed. Each macaque had 5
trials in condition 1 (100 tests) and 2 trials in condition 2 (40 tests). Tests in condition 2 were conducted
after the completion of all trials in condition 1. The sides of each item on the table were alternated
between tests to account for any side biases exhibited by our subjects. Note that two of the subjects did
not participate in condition 2 (i.e. did not enter the 3 m zone) and were thus not used in the analysis.
4.3.4. Experiment 2: olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces
In a second experiment, I tested for the avoidance of feces via olfactory stimuli using the same
individuals (N = 20) tested in experiment 1. To do this, I attached a 25 cm piece of bamboo horizontally
to the bars of the cage (figure 1c). The bamboo was rubbed on its sides and back (i.e. top and bottom
edges), either with fecal material collected from a conspecific or with water, which was used as a control.
Then, a peanut was placed atop the bamboo, without any visible fecal material associated with it, and the
experimenter moved away from the experimental area. The test began once the subject came to within 3
m of the experimental apparatus and was terminated after consumption of the peanut or after 2.5 min if
the food remained on the bamboo. Each subject was tested 3 times for each olfactory stimulus (test and
control) and the same quantity of feces or water was applied across trials. A new sample of each olfactory
stimulus was added to the bamboo stick between each test for the same compartment when these were
spaced by ³10 min (time for which the fecal sample applied would have dried and would no longer have
a detectable, to the observer, odor). Note that fecal material presented to subjects of one group (from one
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of the 6 compartments of the enclosure) was collected from individuals from another compartment in the
morning of the test day; feces were kept in an icebox until the start of the experiment.
4.3.5. Statistical analyses
I built generalized linear mixed-effects models (GLMM) to analyze the data from each
experiment. For both experiments, I included three separate statistical models: (i) feeding decision
(consume or not); (ii) olfactory investigation (smell item or not); and, (iii) food manipulation tendency
(manipulate item or not). For all models, the main predictor variables were substrate (control woodchip,
brown feces replica or pink feces replica) for experiment 1 and olfactory stimulus (feces or water) for
experiment 2. I also included as predictor variables each subject’s dominance rank (i.e. “high” for the
alpha male of each compartment vs. “low” for others –assessed via priority access to food during
provisioning) to control for socially-mediated feeding motivation or risk-sensitivity, and trial number to
control for habituation or sensitivity effects from repeated experimentation across time. Random effects
included individual identity (because subjects could interact with several items in each trial and these
interactions were recorded as separate but dependent events) nested within group origin (to account for
potential group-level variation), and trial date (to account for any daily variation in behavioral
tendencies). Each statistical model was specified with a binomial error distribution and logit link function
using maximum-likelihood estimation with the package lme4 (Bates et al., 2017) in R v.3.3.3 (R Core
Team, 2016). For all GLMMs, I first compared the full model including the interaction between
substrate/olfactory stimulus and trial number with the full model without the interaction. Then, I retained
the model with the interaction if it outperformed the model without it, and tested it against the null model
(that contained only an intercept term). Alternatively, I used the same procedure for the model without
interaction, using likelihood ratio tests (LRT) and the package lmtest (Hothorn et al., 2017). I only present
parameter estimates for the retained fitted models (with or without the interaction) that significantly
outperformed their respective null (see table S1 for details).
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4.4. Results
4.4.1. Experiment 1: vision-mediated avoidance of feces
First, none of the models including the interaction between substrate and trial outperformed their
respective model without interaction. Then, all three models without interaction significantly
outperformed their respective null model in condition 1 (‘feed’: LRT; DLogLik = 6.08, Dd.f. = 3, p =
0.007; ‘smell’: LRT; DLogLik = 14.85, Dd.f. = 3, p = 1.6e-6; ‘manipulate’: LRT; DLogLik = 4.69, Dd.f.
= 3, p = 0.025; table S1), thus ensuring the validity of the models. Long-tailed macaques did not show
significant variation in their decisions to consume peanuts atop the feces replica and peanuts atop the
control wood chip in condition 1 (GLMM; feces: z = -1.56, p = 0.118; table 1; figure 1d). In addition,
they increased their tendency to feed from any substrate across trials (z = 2.20, p = 0.028). However, they
conducted significantly more olfactory investigations of peanuts placed atop feces replicas compared to
peanuts placed atop control items (GLMM; feces: z = 3.54, p = 4e-4; table 1; figure 1e). Subjects also
decreased their tendencies to perform olfactory investigations of peanuts across trials (z = -3.41, p = 6.5e4). Macaques manipulated (rubbed, rolled) peanuts atop the feces replica significantly more often than
those atop the control (GLMM; feces: z = 2.38, p = 0.018; table 1; figure 1f). In condition 2, none of the
full models without the interaction outperformed their null model (table S1), meaning that subjects did
not vary their proportion of feeding atop the pink feces replica and the brown feces replica (94% vs. 92%,
respectively), nor their proportion of olfactory investigations (3% vs. 9%) or their tendency to manipulate
peanuts before ingestion (3% of all tests for both substrates).
4.4.2. Experiment 2: olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces
As in experiment 1, none of the full models with the interaction between odor and trial
outperformed their respective model without the interaction. Then, while the olfactory investigation
model without interaction outperformed its null model (LRT; DLogLik = 9.54, Dd.f. = 3, p = 2.6e-4),
both consumption (LRT; DLogLik = 1.86, Dd.f. = 3, p = 0.293) and manipulation (n/a) models did not
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(table S1). Long-tailed macaques did not vary in their decisions to consume peanuts associated with
odors of feces or the water control (proportion of feeding across tests = 98% for both odors; figure 1d).
However, they conducted more olfactory investigations of peanuts associated with fecal odor than in the
control condition (GLMM; feces: z = 3.38, p = 7.1e-4; table 2; figure 1e). In addition, although statistical
models could not be performed because food manipulation was never observed in the control condition,
subjects rubbed and rolled peanuts associated with fecal odor in 66% of the trials (figure 1f), suggesting
a clear effect of the test stimulus on food manipulation behavior.
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Figure 1. Vision- and olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces in long-tailed macaques. (From left to
right:) Experimental setting to test vision- and olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces. (a) Condition 1
involved brown feces replica on the left and wood chip control on the right. (b) Condition 2 involved
brown feces replica, wood chip, and pink feces replica. (c) Photo of an olfaction-mediated avoidance of
feces experiment. Proportion of subjects (d) consuming food, (e) smelling food, and (f) processing food
associated with either visual or olfactory cues of feces and water (control). Bars represent the proportion
of trials during which subjects consumed, smelled and manipulated the food reward, respectively. Error
bars reflect 95% binomial proportion confidence intervals and stars reflect significant differences
between proportions (*p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001).
4.5. Discussion
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In the present study, visual and olfactory cues of feces elicited food manipulation (rubbing and
rolling peanuts) prior to consumption in captive long-tailed macaques. This suggests that food
manipulation in long-tailed macaques is consistent with reducing infection-risk, and thereby supports the
infection-avoidance hypothesis for food hygiene behavior (i.e. set of behaviors directed at avoiding
infection; Curtis, 2007). Sensitivity toward contaminated food has already been shown in several animal
taxa (Mansourian et al., 2016; Anderson and McMullan, 2018; Cooper et al., 2000; Garnick et al., 2010).
This list includes primates (Chapters 2 and 6), with, for example, bonobos decreasing their proportion of
consumption as the food nears conspecific feces (Chapter 5), and humans rejecting food supposedly
associated with contaminants such as dead animal parts, sputum or feces (Apicella et al., 2018) and/or
washing their hands after handling food perceived as hazardous or disgusting (Pellegrino et al., 2015).
Thus, my results provide additional support to the hypothesis that contamination mediates foraging
decisions in animals.
However, contrary to my prediction that long-tailed macaques would refuse to ingest food items
associated with visual or olfactory cues of feces, subjects instead exhibited more caution when presented
with such items, performing olfactory investigations and/or manipulating the food items before
consumption. This may reflect a trade-off between the acquisition of energy and nutrients on the one
hand, and the risk of infection on the other. Peanuts represent a special treat for long-tailed macaques
housed at the CIRMF and may thus elicit higher motivation to feed regardless of the threat of
contamination. The desirability of a food item was previously found to influence feeding decisions in
Japanese macaques, with subjects being much more likely to consume contaminated peanuts than
contaminated wheat (Chapter 6). Modulating the value of the food item may thus have resulted in more
variable feeding decisions in that study.
In general, fecal odor elicited stronger behavioral responses than did the feces replica. In addition,
the fact that we observed numerous olfactory investigations of food items associated with both olfactory
and visual cues of feces highlights the importance of olfaction during foraging. Olfactory inspections of
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food items may allow individuals a more accurate assessment of the risks associated specifically with
each food item before ingestion. If contaminants are present, such inspections would put individuals in
direct contact with them, at least if handled first, but this may still prevent subsequent ingestion of
contaminants if detected. In experiment 1, since the feces used were only replicas, olfactory inspections
would confirm that feces are not present and support decisions to feed. In experiment 2, olfactory
inspections may confirm whether the food item itself is contaminated when feces are detected through
olfaction in the vicinity. Then, not only were food manipulation and olfactory inspections less common
in experiment 1 than experiment 2, subjects also seemed to exhibit a habituation or sensitization effect
to the substrates presented in experiment 1: they increased their likelihood to feed and decreased their
tendency to perform olfactory inspections of peanuts across trials. This was not the case in experiment
2, which perhaps replicated better the contaminant (i.e. visual stimuli were made out of papier-mâché
whereas olfactory stimuli came directly from conspecific feces). In addition, feces were not paired with
the control in the olfactory experiment as they were in the visual experiment (which may have diminished
their sensitivity to visual cues of feces), but were presented in succession on different days. Finally, it is
also possible that subjects were simply not concerned about objects resembling, but not smelling like,
feces.
The results of this study are consistent with similar work testing other primate species. First,
macaques seem to have a proclivity for object manipulation (Nahallage and Huffman, 2008; 2012; Leca
et al., 2011; Tan et al., 2015), including the processing of contaminated/toxic food items (Chapters 2, 5,
6; Trebouet et al., 2018), which is not observed as consistently in other species. This may relate to the
ability of macaques to grasp small objects with greater precision than other species such as chimpanzees
(Pouydebat et al., 2009). Second, the sensory cues used to detect and avoid fecal contamination are
diverse and variable across species. In Japanese macaques, visual cues of feces alone induced hesitation
and/or feeding avoidance when subjects were presented with low-calorie food rewards (Chapter 6). In
mandrills tested with the same experimental paradigm used in the present study, both visual and olfactory
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cues of feces elicited feeding aversion, but not food manipulation (Chapter 3). Similarly, lemurs were
shown to rely on both visual and olfactory cues to detect and avoid fecally-contaminated water (Amoroso
et al., 2017). In chimpanzees, haptic stimuli designed to mimic the consistency of feces triggered stronger
aversive behavior than either visual or olfactory stimuli of conspecific feces, the latter having little impact
on feeding decisions (Chapter 2). Then, bonobos appear to use multimodal sensory cues to avoid feces
and other contaminants in feeding experiments (Chapter 5). Such variation in the use of sensory
modalities and/or sensitivity to different types of stimuli may reflect differential evolutionary adaptations
across species (Dominy et al., 2001) –which would require further investigation such as testing a same
species (e.g. chimpanzee) for a same sensory cue in different habitats (i.e. savannah versus rainforest).
In this study, only adult male long-tailed macaques were tested and I did not observe any
significant influence of dominance rank on feeding decisions, food manipulation tendencies or avoidance
responses to fecal stimuli. Rubbing and rolling food contaminated with fecal material may have evolved
to limit infection risk in macaques in addition of exploring/investigating novel objects and textures.
However, whether such behaviors can actively remove potential fecal-borne bacteria (e.g. Escherichia
coli; Salmonella typhi; Shigella), protozoa (e.g. Entamoeba; Cryptosporidium; Giardia), and/or viruses
(e.g. Hepatitis A, E; Norovirus; Rotavirus), remains to be tested. Future studies should incorporate tactile
cues as additional potential elicitors of food processing in macaques. In particular, this is because
previous studies have found that macaques often rub/roll/wash a variety of food items judged “sticky”
by the observers (e.g. earthworms, slugs, caterpillars: Wheatley, 1988; Trebouet et al., 2018; Sarabian
pers. obs.). Therefore, one could test whether texture mediates the expression of these behaviors in
macaques and other species. Previous studies showed that soft and moist substrates elicit disgust in
humans (Oum et al., 2011) and feeding avoidance in chimpanzees (Chapter 2), potentially due to an
evolved defense mechanism against substrates with such physical properties because they favor pathogen
multiplication in nature (Winfield and Richards, 2003). Similar tests with adapted protocols for other
species should be considered.
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The adaptive system of disgust might play a role in mediating food processing behaviors in longtailed macaques and other primates, and both sensory modalities tested here seem to elicit processing
behavior. However, whether such behavior actually functions to remove infectious agents has yet to be
tested. There is indirect evidence from Japanese macaques that individual differences in food
manipulation tendencies can predict individual differences in geohelminth infection (Chapter 6).
Japanese macaques often feed on fallen acorns in contact with leaf litter and soil, so processing such food
items may function to remove all kinds of debris and with it a diverse array of infectious agents. By
examining how different species react to sensory stimuli of contaminants and which set of behaviors are
triggered, we can get some insights into the origins of human hygiene (Curtis, 2007) and how it may
have evolved.

Table 1. Factors affecting variation in avoidance of visual stimuli of feces in long-tailed macaques
(experiment 1) from generalized linear mixed-effects models. Bold text denotes predictor variables
causing significant variation in the response. Note that fitted models for condition 2 could not be
performed or did not outperform their respective nulls (see table S1).
statistical model
likelihood of consumption

likelihood of olfactory
inspection of food

likelihood of manipulating food

predictor variable
(intercept)
item (brown feces
vs. control)
dominance rank
(low vs. high)
trial
(intercept)
item (brown feces
vs. control)
dominance rank
(low vs. high)
trial
(intercept)
item (brown feces
vs. control)
dominance rank
(low vs. high)
trial

est.
5.184
-1.992

s.e.
5.090
1.275

stat.
1.018
-1.562

p-value
0.308
0.118

-0.998

2.265

-0.441

0.660

1.272
-1.835
2.944

0.580
1.532
0.831

2.195
-1.198
3.542

0.028*
0.231
4e-4***

-1.101

1.577

-0.698

0.485

-0.972
-7.592
2.950

0.285
3.941
1.241

-3.408
-1.926
2.376

6.5e-4***
0.054
0.018*

-1.292

2.566

-0.503

0.615

-0.181

0.327

-0.555

0.579
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Table 2. Factors affecting variation in avoidance of olfactory stimuli of feces in long-tailed macaques
(experiment 2) from generalized linear mixed-effects models. Bold text denotes predictor variables
causing significant variation in the response. Note that the “likelihood of consumption” model did not
outperform its respective null, and the “likelihood of manipulating food” model was not run because
subjects never processed food items in the control condition (see table S1).
statistical model
likelihood of olfactory
inspection of food

predictor variable
(intercept)
odor (feces vs. control)
dominance rank (low vs. high)
trial

est.
-3.970
4.049
0.955
-0.501

s.e.
1.605
1.197
0.900
0.396

stat.
-2.473
3.384
1.062
-1.264

p-value
0.013
7.1e-4***
0.288
0.206

Table S1. Likelihood ratio tests comparing fitted versus null models used in this study (c1: experiment
1 condition 1; c2: experiment 1 condition 2). Bold text denotes cases in which the fitted models
significantly outperformed their respective null models. Significant effects are marked: ***(p < 0.001),
**(p < 0.01), *(p < 0.05). Note that models [5] and [9] could not be performed due to convergence issues
(i.e. small sample size of the data).
Statistical Model [X]
[1] vision-mediated avoidance of feces (c1)/feed
[2] vision-mediated avoidance of feces (c1)/smell
[3] vision-mediated avoidance of feces (c1)/manipulate
[4] vision-mediated avoidance of feces (c2)/feed
[5] vision-mediated avoidance of feces (c2)/smell
[6] vision-mediated avoidance of feces (c2)/manipulate
[7] olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces/feed
[8] olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces/smell
[9] olfaction-mediated avoidance of feces/manipulate

ΔLogLik
6.08
14.85
4.69
3.58
n/a
3.70
1.86
9.54
n/a

Δdf
3
3
3
4
n/a
4
3
3
n/a

X2
12.16
29.71
9.37
7.16
n/a
7.40
3.72
19.07
n/a

P|>X2|
0.007**
1.6e-6***
0.025*
0.128
n/a
0.116
0.293
2.6e-4**
n/a
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Chapter 5
Feeding decisions under contamination risk in bonobos
5.1. Abstract
Threats from parasites are ubiquitous, and many use pathways that exploit host trophic
interactions for their transmission. As such, host organisms have evolved a behavioral immune system
to facilitate contamination-risk assessment and avoidance of potential contaminants in various contexts,
including feeding. Detecting infectious threats can rely on different sensory modalities allowing animals
to screen for a wide array of contaminants. Here, I present a series of experiments in which bonobos
showed clear avoidance of contaminated food items, and were sensitive to risk along a contamination
probability gradient. Across experiments, bonobos appeared to use multisensorial cues to inform their
feeding decisions. In addition, bonobos showed reduced tactile, gustatory and tool use activities when in
the presence of contaminant versus control odors in a challenging foraging context. My experiments
build on previous work conducted in chimpanzees, mandrills and macaques aiming at a better
understanding of the ways in which the behavioral immune system operates in primates.
5.2. Introduction
All heterotrophic organisms must acquire the energy and nutrients necessary for survival and
reproduction by feeding. This includes parasitic and pathogenic organisms such as helminths, protists,
bacteria and viruses, which themselves often exploit the necessary trophic interactions of their hosts:
common routes of transmission involve the fecal–oral, hand–oral, fomite–oral–lung and trophic (i.e.
involving an intermediate host) pathways (Antonovics et al., 2017). Therefore, foraging animals face a
dilemma, because the same items that provide them with the nutrition and energy needed to survive and
reproduce may also expose them to harmful agents that exploit such trophic interactions for their own
survival and reproduction. How this trade-off between energy/nutrition acquisition and infection
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avoidance might influence foraging decisions has now been described in several species (e.g.
oystercatchers: Norris, 1999; cattle and sheep: Daniels and Hutchings, 2001; Hutchings et al., 2001;
Japanese macaques: Chapter 6), though we are only beginning to scratch the surface in understanding
the diversity and effectiveness of such strategies in nature, as well as the mechanisms by which they are
generated.
Since threats from parasites cannot prevent animals from feeding altogether, hosts (all animals
are host to some parasite or another) are hypothesized to have evolved a behavioral immune system
(Schaller and Park, 2011) to facilitate contamination-risk assessment and avoidance of potential
contaminants. As such, animals must first detect and discriminate between the potential risks of parasite
acquisition associated with foraging. Detection can rely on different sensory modalities, allowing animals
to screen for a wide array of potential contaminants (e.g. bodily fluids, soil). Numerous examples can be
found in the literature describing such phenomena. For example, bacterivore nematodes (Caenorhabditis
elegans) can differentiate edible bacterial lawns from pathogenic lawns via chemosensation and select
the former as suitable forage (Meisel and Kim, 2014); reindeer (Rangifer tarandus) show olfaction-based
aversion toward food contaminated with conspecific or sheep urine (Moe et al., 1999); and chimpanzees
(Pan troglodytes) use tactile cues to avoid feeding on substrates that simulate the consistency of
substances such as feces (Chapter 2). Evidence is accruing to suggest that such avoidance responses are
indeed common across the animal kingdom (Curtis, 2014; Curtis et al., 2011; Curtis et al., 2004). The
Parasite Avoidance Theory of Disgust (PATD) was thus introduced to place the emotion of disgust into
an evolutionary framework, suggesting that disgust evolved to help animals respond to and avoid matter
that might harbor communicable parasites (Curtis and Biran, 2001; Curtis, 2013), though whether other
species experience similar emotional qualia associated with avoidance behavior remains to be determined.
To specifically avoid the ingestion of potentially infectious agents, individuals must first detect
(e.g. via visual and/or olfactory or other chemosensory cues) contaminated food sources and either refuse
to feed on them (Schaller and Park, 2011) or process the contaminated items before ingestion (Chapter
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6). Another strategy, widespread in humans, is to wash hands after contacting foods perceived as
hazardous or eliciting disgust (Pellegrino et al., 2015) to avoid putting contaminated fingers in the mouth
or contaminate the next meal. Furthermore, when external cues are not available, internal cues such as
consistency and flavor can be assessed via other sensory modalities such as touch and taste, although
these already entail a higher risk of exposure to hazardous agents. As such, other adaptive strategies exist
to avoid the ingestion of potentially harmful food items. This includes food neophobia, the tendency to
reject or exhibit increased caution around novel foods (e.g. Rozin, 1976; Ratcliffe et al., 2003). Rats, for
example, are known to be very cautious around novel food and ingest only small portions when
encountering such items (Rozin, 1976). Falling ill after consumption initiates a potent conditioned
(learned) taste-aversion response, making the rats likely to avoid such ingesta in the future. Such behavior
clearly illustrates the ‘omnivore’s dilemma’ (Rozin, 1976): the trade-off between nutrient/energy intake
and exposure to parasites or intoxicants that mediates behavior toward novel foods. Food neophobia in
dietary generalists may, therefore, serve a complementary function to the behavioral immune system.
The first direct evidence of a positive correlation between food neophobia and pathogen disgust was
demonstrated in humans, with participants who rated themselves less likely to try novel and unfamiliar
foods scoring higher on pathogen disgust (Al-Shawaf et al., 2015) via the Three Domain Disgust Scale
(Tybur et al., 2009). Further research is now needed to test whether these traits also correlate across
individuals in other species.
Sex differences regarding infection and infection-risk aversion may also exist. Males of many
species generally exhibit greater rates of infection and carry larger parasite burdens than females, one
reason being that androgens reduce immunocompetence but also affect disease resistance genes and
behavior (Klein, 2000). Behaviors of concern for parasite acquisition include inter-male aggression,
dispersal and male reproductive strategies in general (e.g. the rut in male reindeer), many of which are
testosterone-dependent. However, it has also been proposed that females simply invest more in health
and longevity than do males (Rolff, 2002). Extending this idea to sex-biases in risk sensitivity during
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foraging, we might predict males to be less risk-averse than females, i.e. less sensitive to cues of potential
food contamination. In humans, women appear more sensitive to pathogen disgust than men (Tybur et
al., 2011) and more prone to reduce risk-taking in a gambling task while experiencing disgust (Fessler et
al., 2004). This could be explained by the selective pressure of caretaking behavior, which increased the
importance of contaminant avoidance, as female hominids who failed at it may have sickened their
offspring or younger relatives (Curtis et al., 2004; Fessler and Navarrete, 2003). This prediction was also
supported in non-human primates by evidence from Japanese macaques (Chapter 6), although another
study found that female and male chimpanzees did not differ in their sensitivities to potential
contaminants (Chapter 2).
There are three primary mechanisms by which animals can avoid contracting parasites: by
avoiding infected conspecifics, by avoiding contaminated foods, and by avoiding contaminated
environments. Parasite avoidance behaviors have been described in a wide range of species in all three
social (Curtis, 2014; Hart, 1990; Loehle, 1995; Altizer et al., 2003; Choleris et al., 2012; Kiesecker et al.,
1999; Behringer et al., 2006), foraging (Chapter 6; Cooper et al., 2000; van der Wal et al., 2000; Garnick
et al., 2010; Hou et al., 2016) and environmental (Curtis, 2014; Oppliger et al., 1994) contexts. However,
contamination-risk recognition and assessment in a feeding context remains largely unexplored in our
closest phylogenetic relatives, despite the numerous infectious diseases we share with non-human
primates (e.g. typhoid fever, gastroenteritis, giardiasis) and which are caused by the ingestion of
infectious agents (e.g. Salmonella typhi, Rotavirus, Giardia spp.) found in contaminated water or food.
Therefore, we expect to have evolved similar mechanisms of defense. To better characterize the cues that
may be used by a non-human great ape species to indicate parasite presence, I conducted five experiments
investigating food neophobia and contamination-risk sensitivity based on visual and olfactory cues in
bonobos (Pan paniscus). In addition to testing specific predictions for each experiment, as described
below, I also predicted that females would be more risk-averse regarding contamination-risk, based on
the considerations introduced earlier. Details are provided below in separate sections for each experiment,
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building on previous work conducted in chimpanzees (Chapter 2), mandrills (Chapter 3), long-tailed
macaques (Chapter 4) and Japanese macaques (Chapter 6) hinting at the origins of human disgust and
hygiene.
5.3. General methods
5.3.1. Study site and participants
I tested semi-free-ranging bonobos at Lola ya Bonobo Sanctuary in Kinshasa, Democratic
Republic of the Congo, from May to July 2016. Bonobos at Lola live in three separate rainforest
enclosures (E1, E2, E3) and an outdoor forested playground (called ‘the nursery’) during the day, and
are housed socially in dormitories at night. To facilitate maintenance, each outdoor enclosure has doors
with a grid of metal bars through which bonobos can pass an arm and be examined by caretakers and
veterinarians. In addition to fruits and leaves that are found naturally in their enclosures, bonobos are fed
twice daily with 6.5 kg of seasonal fruits and vegetables, as well as sugarcane, soy milk, boiled eggs,
yogurt and peanuts.
5.3.2. General procedure and set-up
All experiments were voluntary, and were conducted in the morning or afternoon before feeding.
Food items were placed on a table (80 x 40 x 50 cm) in front of the outer door of the enclosures. Bonobos
could reach for the food by passing an arm through the square openings of the door or, alternatively, use
tools to do so (figures 3–5). Individuals could not be completely isolated due to sanctuary policy. A trial
or session would begin once a subject came to within 1 m of the experimental area and terminate after
consumption of all food items, or alternatively if the subject moved further than 2 m away from the
experimental area, or after 20 min had passed. All experiments were recorded with a Panasonic HCW570M video camera mounted on a tripod, placed 2 m away from the experimental area, with the
experimenter positioned behind. Across the different experiments, feces, soil and rotten food (fruit, meat)
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were used as potential contaminants. While I could not exclude subjects from contacting them, they are
regularly exposed to such contaminants in their outdoor and indoor enclosures, except for rotten meat.
Feces came from conspecifics of a different enclosure than the one housing the target subject in any
given trial. All subjects undergo regular health checks and anti-parasitic treatments, and were, therefore,
monitored before, during and after experimentation, with no related ill effects being observed.
5.3.3. Statistical analyses
The general statistical protocol involved generalized linear mixed-effects models (GLMM) with
binary and count response variables that varied with the type of experiment being conducted (see below
for model details specific to each experiment). To test for an effect of age in our experiments, I classified
the bonobos into 2 age groups: immature (infants and juveniles; 2–7 years, 24 individuals; µ ± s.d. = 4.5
± 1.5 years) and mature (adolescents and adults; 8–23 years, 40 individuals; 13.6 ± 3.7 years). For all
experiments, I predicted that contamination-risk sensitivity would vary with age, with younger
individuals being more exploratory and less sensitive to contaminant sensory cues than older individuals
(e.g. Li and Liberles, 2015). All data were analyzed in R v. 3.3.3 (R Core Team, 2016). GLMMs with
binary response variables were fitted using the package lme4 (Bates et al., 2017), and those with count
responses were fitted using the package glmmADMB (Skaug et al., 2016). All GLMMs were fitted using
maximum-likelihood estimation. I used the package lmtest (Hothorn et al., 2017) to test the relative fits
of models with and without the interaction terms using likelihood ratio tests (LRT); when interactions
did not significantly improve model fit, they were dropped for parsimony and better interpretation of
main effects.
5.4. Experiment 1: sensitivity to novel food
In a first experiment, I investigated whether bonobos may be food-neophobic—which to our
knowledge has not yet been tested (Gustafsson et al., 2014)—and if this could relate to food
contamination sensitivity (experiment 2). I predicted that bonobos would either refuse to consume a
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novel food item, or at least avoid consuming the novel food item first among a choice of more common
alternatives, as such behavior may be risky. Indeed, food neophobia in humans and other omnivores is
hypothesized to be adaptive, as it allows individuals to avoid ingesting potentially dangerous, i.e.
pathogenic or toxic, food items. However, by doing so, omnivores may also miss the opportunity to
ingest benign food items and thereby lose out on discovering novel sources of nutrition (Rozin, 1976).
5.4.1. Methods
Between 29 April and 6 May 2016, I presented 50 bonobos (24 females; table S1) with three
pieces of food simultaneously in each trial: plum (novel food item: S. Kwetuenda, personal
communication), apple (rare and preferred when offered: (Rosati and Hare, 2011; Rosati and Hare, 2013)
and papaya (staple). Each food item had approximately the same size and weight (approx. 3 cm thick, 5
cm long, 25 g, with half-sizes being presented to infants), and similar compositions of calories and sugar
(11.5, 13 and 11 cal/2.5, 2.5 and 2 g of sugar in 25 g of plum, apple and papaya, respectively). The three
food items were aligned on the experimental table 15 cm apart. The horizontal arrangement of items was
alternated across trials to avoid issues arising from side biases. Subjects were tested only once and
individually, either partly isolated with no other bonobos in sight, or with an audience of one or more
others within 10 m of the experimental area. Three binary response variables were considered, indicating
whether or not each food item was ingested, ingested first, and taken first by subjects in each trial. This
last variable was created to distinguish interest in an item from motivation, to ingest the item, as this
conveys different information about the intentions of our subjects and reactions toward novel or
contaminated items. The fixed effects included food item, age category, sex, audience (presence/absence)
and trial number (to account for previous exposure of subjects to the novel food item through the
observation of others). Because I presented control and test items simultaneously, I tested for interactions
between each of age and sex and the respective food items. This allowed us to determine whether
differences existed in the sensitivities to these items across age and sex groups. I did not include an
interaction between audience and food item as this variable was retained primarily as a control for
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variation in contexts across trials. Random effects included individual identity (because subjects could
interact with several items in each trial and these interactions were recorded as separate but dependent
events) nested within group origin (to account for potential group-level variation), and trial date (as the
same experiment may have been conducted on different days). Models were specified with a binomial
error structure and logit link function.
5.4.2. Results and Discussion
The statistical models including interactions did not outperform the models without them (LRT;
‘feed’: ∆LogLik = 2.65, ∆d.f. = 4, p = 0.258; ‘feed first’: ∆LogLik = 0.67, ∆d.f. = 4, p = 0.856; ‘take
first’: ∆LogLik = 0.83, ∆d.f. = 4, p = 0.799; table S2), so I retained the latter for parameter estimation.
The proportions of feeding on apple, plum and papaya were 0.98, 0.94 and 0.76, respectively. The
proportions of bonobos feeding on apple and plum did not differ significantly (GLMM; z = 20.98, p =
0.325; table S3), although both were significantly more likely to be consumed than papaya (plum: z =
2.56, p = 0.010; apple: z = 2.82, p = 0.005). Bonobos ingested plum first significantly more often than
both papaya (z = 3.63, p = 2.8e-4) and apple (z = 2.01, p = 0.045), and picked up both plum and apple
first significantly more often than papaya (plum: z = 2.38, p = 0.018; apple: z = 2.56, p = 0.010).
Rather than being food-neophobic, my results suggest instead that these sanctuary-housed
bonobos exhibit food neophilia, at least concerning novel fruits while being tested in a group condition.
Previous studies with other great apes have also shown low degrees of food neophobia in gorillas and
orangutans (Gustafsson et al., 2014). In that study, the lack of food neophobia observed in gorillas was
suggested to relate to digestive physiology: gorillas consume high amounts of plant secondary
compounds and may, therefore, be less sensitive to the potential toxicity of novel plant items (Gustafsson
et al., 2014). By contrast, lack of food neophobia in orangutans was explained by unpredictability in their
nutritional environment, i.e. strong intra- and inter-annual variation in fruit production, which may
encourage orangutans to experiment with novel foods in times of food scarcity (Gustafsson et al., 2014).
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Neither explanation is likely to apply to bonobos, which lack such digestive specializations and inhabit
a relatively unseasonal environment in nature (e.g. compared with chimpanzees; Chapman et al., 1994).
In a more recent study, Forss and colleagues (2019) tested the social information hypothesis in
chimpanzees, bonobos and orangutans that they exposed to novel blue potato mash with olives. This
hypothesis predicted higher neophobia in species where social information is important. Indeed, the two
Pan species were more neophobic than the two Pongo species, which was linked to the different social
lives of these species – solitary orangutans being less exposed to social information and more inclined
to eat the novel food.
Because the novel food item was hand-placed on the experimental apparatus by the experimenter,
rather than being discovered by the bonobos in their forested enclosure, it is unclear how generalizable
these results might be, or how representative they are of animals living in natural conditions. Semi-freeranging rhesus macaques, for example, are more likely to eat a novel food if it is provided to them directly
by a human than if they were to discover the novel food in their environment (Johnson, 2000). While we
are not aware of the initial reactions the bonobos had when green apples were introduced as a food reward
by caretakers at Lola ya Bonobo Sanctuary, the fact that thereafter the item became one of their favorite
treats (Rosati and Hare, 2011; 2013) further suggests that they may not avoid novel fruits when provided
by humans. Further experimentation would be required to test this possibility. Apart from these main
results, I did not find any effects of age, sex, audience or previous exposure on feeding decisions,
suggesting that fruit neophilia may be a common feature across individuals. However, the lack of
diversity of novel food items presented, their nutritive similarities, and test setting (group condition) limit
my ability to make strong conclusions regarding the influence of such factors on predispositions toward
novel foods more generally. (While being tested individually, young bonobos exhibited more neophobia
than adults in Forss et al. (2019) study).
5.5. Experiment 2: sensitivity to contaminated food
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In a second experiment, I tested whether bonobos are sensitive to contaminated food. For this, I
presented three slices of apple simultaneously to each subject during each trial: one slice covered with
soil, one slice covered with feces and one clean slice (control). I predicted that bonobos would prioritize
feeding on uncontaminated (control) over contaminated (feces and soil) food sources. I also predicted
that more conservative subjects might refuse to consume the contaminated apple slices altogether,
although the value of this preferred food item to the bonobos may override any potential risk aversion in
these experiments (Chapter 6).
5.5.1. Methods
From 2 to 6 June 2016, I tested 56 bonobos (26 females; table S1) in a three-choice task. The
contaminant (soil or feces; approx. 1 g) was spread with a spatula on the outside of the slice of apple (4
mm thick, 5 cm long, approx. 3 g). The three slices were aligned on the table and spaced 15 cm apart.
The horizontal arrangement of items was again alternated across individuals. The experimental setup and
the statistical analyses followed the same procedures as described in experiment 1, except that trial
number was removed from the fixed effect structure as degree of novelty was no longer relevant.
5.5.2. Results and discussion
The statistical models including interactions did not outperform the models without them (LRT;
‘feed’: ∆LogLik = 1.92, ∆d.f. = 4, p = 0.429; ‘feed first’: ∆LogLik = 1.39, ∆d.f. = 4, p = 0.597; ‘take
first’: ∆LogLik = 3.00, ∆d.f. = 4, p = 0.199; table S2), so I again retained the latter for parameter
estimation. The proportions of feeding on the control, soil-contaminated and feces-contaminated pieces
of apple were 0.86, 0.21 and 0.11, respectively. Clean apples were thus consumed significantly more
often than either soil-contaminated (GLMM; z = 24.56, p = 5.2e-6) or feces-contaminated (z = 24.91, p
= 8.9e-7) apples (table S4). There were no significant differences in the likelihood with which the two
contaminated pieces of apple were consumed (z = 21.30, p = 0.194). Bonobos fed on the control first
significantly more often than on the piece of apple covered with feces or soil (both z = 26.07, p = 1.3e71

9; figure 1), while feeding on fecal-contaminated and soil-contaminated apples did not significantly differ
(z = 20.03, p = 0.978). Subjects also picked up the control piece of apple first significantly more often
than the pieces of apple covered with feces (z = 26.13, p = 8.9e-10) or soil (z = 25.82, p = 6.1e-9). The
frequency with which either fecal-contaminated or soil-contaminated pieces were taken first was not
significantly different (z = 0.44, p = 0.659), and there were no audience effects on foraging choices in
any test (all p > 0.200; table S4). However, age seemed to affect feeding decisions in this experiment,
mature individuals tending to feed less on fecal- and soil-contaminated apples compared with the control
apple (z = 21.84, both p = 0.066). Of the six subjects that fed on feces-contaminated apple, four were
infants, one was juvenile and one was adolescent. No adult fed on fecal-contaminated apples. Similarly,
of the 12 individuals that fed on soil-contaminated apples, only two were adults. These results seem to
indicate that age may play a role in contamination-risk sensitivity, with younger individuals being less
cautious. There were probably too few occurrences of feeding on contaminated food to detect a stronger
age effect in the models for this experiment.
Moreover, 14 subjects performed food processing behaviors (i.e. rubbing food on grass) after
taking pieces of apple covered with soil or feces and 15 subjects rejected (spat out) contaminated items
after tasting them. None of these behaviors were observed after picking up or tasting the control apple.
Together, these results provide evidence that bonobos are sensitive to food exhibiting visual, olfactory,
tactile and gustatory cues of contamination. In contrast with previous tests on feces-contaminated food
avoidance in primates (Chapter 6), the food item here was not merely placed atop the potential
contaminant but instead coated with it, therefore amplifying the saliency of the contaminant as well as
the risk associated with it, and probably lowering subjects’ attraction to it. The low proportion of feeding
on contaminated food items here may also relate to anatomical specifications: great apes have long and
thick fingers with proportionally short thumbs, which are well-adapted for suspensory locomotion but
may limit refined manual food processing behaviors. In contrast, Japanese macaques rub, roll and wash
food covered with sand, soil or feces before ingestion (Chapter 6), while tufted capuchins are known to
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rub unpalatable food within their hands on various substrates or rinse it (e.g. Visalberghi and Addessi,
2000). Food processing in great apes, on the other hand, mainly involves handling food with the mouth
(e.g. Williamson et al., 1990; which would automatically expose them to infectious agents in the case of
contaminated food.
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Figure 1. (a) Proportion of feeding first on the novel food item, plum (p ± SEP = 52 ± 7.1), on the rare
food item, apple (32 ± 6.6), and on the common control food item, papaya (16 ± 5.2) in experiment 1.
(b) Proportion of feeding on the apple control (86 ± 4.6), the apple covered with soil (21 ± 5.4) and the
apple covered with feces (11 ± 4.2) in experiment 2. Column heights represent the proportion; error bars
reflect 95% binomial proportion confidence intervals; and stars reflect significant differences between
proportions (*p < 0.05; *** p < 0.001).
5.5.3. Food neophobia versus contamination sensitivity
I aimed to compare food neophobia with contamination sensitivity and determine whether
subjects’ responses to these experiments were similar across conditions. In experiment 1, subjects
ingested the novel plum in 47 of 50 trials, prioritizing the ingestion of this novel food item over familiar
ones in 26 of the 47 occurrences of feeding. However, in 30 of 50 trials, subjects initially picked preferred
(apple) and staple (papaya) food items first over novel plum. In experiment 2, subjects avoided feeding
on contaminated food in 37 of 56 trials, and even when they did, they prioritized feeding on the control
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items in 54 of 56 trials. In addition, subjects picked up the control items first in 51 of 56 trials. Ultimately,
I could not include a statistical comparison of the responses in experiments 1 and 2, because there was
little variance in subjects’ decisions to feed on novel items, and little variance in subjects’ prioritization
to take or feed on contaminated items.
5.6. Experiment 3: degree of contamination sensitivity
In a third experiment, I examined whether bonobos could discriminate between different
probabilities of contamination-risk. For this, I simulated a ‘chain of contagion’ experiment initially
conceived to test human patients with obsessive compulsive disorder, who were asked to rate the
contamination-risk of a pencil after it was placed in contact with an identified contaminated object, and
then rate a chain of 11 successively placed pencils, with number 2 put in contact with the ‘contaminated’
pencil (#1), number 3 put in contact with 2, etc. (Tolin et al., 2004). Assuming that contamination-risk
increases as the object (food here) nears the source of contamination in such a chain, I predicted that
bonobos would show a gradient of avoidance in relation to contamination-risk.
5.6.1. Methods
From 7 to 10 June 2016, I presented 52 bonobos (22 females; table S1) with 6 slices of banana (7
mm thick, 3 cm diameter, approx. 5 g), the first one atop a fresh conspecific feces (collected within 4 h
prior to experimentation) and slices 2 to 6 were placed in succession from the position adjacent to the
feces until ca. 15 cm away, each in contact with the preceding slice (figure 2a). I alternated the
arrangement of banana slices between the left and right side of the contaminant to account for potential
side biases. All individuals from one enclosure were tested with the same feces to avoid any confounds
associated with varying source material. The statistical analyses followed the same procedures as for
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experiments 1 and 2.
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Figure 2. (a) Experimental set-up and proportion of individuals feeding on each slice of banana. (i) The
proportion of individuals (N = 52) feeding on banana slices as a function of the distance to feces. Error
bars reflect 95% binomial proportion confidence intervals. The column in light grey labelled ‘0’ indicates
the proportion of individuals that refused to feed on any of the slices of banana (23%). (ii) The position
of each food item, with banana slice 1 placed on top of the feces and the distance of each slice from the
feces indicated along the arrow in centimeters. (b) Proportion of males (N = 30) and females (N = 22)
feeding on banana slices at each position. (c) Proportion of immature (N = 21) and mature (N = 31)
individuals feeding on banana slices at each position.
5.6.2. Results and Discussion
The statistical models including interactions with ‘feed’ and ‘take first’ as response variables
outperformed models without them (LRT; ‘feed’: ∆LogLik = 12.05, ∆d.f. = 10, p = 0.008; ‘take first’:
∆LogLik = 12.72, ∆d.f. = 10, p = 0.005; table S2), so the former were retained for the analysis. In contrast,
the model including interactions with ‘feed first’ as response variable did not (∆LogLik = 5.36, ∆d.f. =
10, p = 0.380), so I retained the more parsimonious model without interactions. Although the models
with interactions outperformed simpler models for feeding on banana slices and taking specific slices
first more often than others, the details are somewhat difficult to interpret, perhaps because the number
of banana slices being examined makes this a complex interaction. In fact, none of the interacting
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predictors explained significant portions of the variation in the response in either model (GLMM; all p
> 0.05; table S5). However, for the feeding model at least, the indication is that males may be more riskaverse than females regarding ingesting items in contact with feces, but more likely to ingest slices further
from it (slices 3 and 5 compared with slice 1, both p < 0.100; table S5; figure 2b). In addition, immatures
tended to be more risk-prone than mature individuals regarding consumption of slice 1, whereas there
was little difference between age groups in consumption of slices 2–4 (all p < 0.070; table S5; figure 2c).
The results concerning interactions in the ‘take first’ model were even less convincing (table S5).
Since my primary aim was to test for an effect of distance from the source of contamination on
feeding decisions, and complex interactions with unclear outcomes such as those listed above complicate
interpretation of main effects, I also report the parameter estimates for banana slice position from the
models without the interaction terms. Subjects fed significantly less often on slice 1 compared with slices
2–6 (all p < 0.020; table S5; figure 2a). Similarly, they prioritized feeding on slice 6 first compared with
slice 1 (z = 3.07, p = 0.002) and picked up slices 4–6 first significantly more often than slice 1 (all p <
0.030). Here again, I did not observe any effect of other individuals’ presence on foraging choices in the
three models (all p > 0.100; electronic supplementary material, table S5).
These results indicate that bonobos can assess the probability of contamination across a set of
items and use this information to inform their feeding decisions. Previous research has already
demonstrated a relationship between feeding probabilities and distance to a source of contamination:
wild mice treated with anthelmintics avoided food in contact with conspecific feces (Hou et al., 2016),
while another study found that wild mice (helminth infection status not considered) did not avoid food
merely in proximity to feces (Walsh et al., 2013). The gradient of avoidance observed here in bonobos,
which showed a higher aversion toward bananas closer to feces, parallels results in a control group of
humans, who rated the first pencils of a contagion chain as more contaminated than the following ones
(see Tolin et al., 2004). In our experiment, I also observed that 23% of the bonobos tested refused to take
any of the banana slices (figure 2a). As the risk of parasite contamination increases in the vicinity of
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feces compared with control sites, the complete avoidance of feeding near feces may be a conservative
but effective strategy to reduce parasite acquisition (Ezenwa, 2004), particularly because the immediate
surroundings of feces are expected to be contaminated by parasites (Anderson, 2000).
5.7. Experiment 4: sensitivity to previous contamination
Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrate that bonobos generally avoid feeding on fecal- and soilcontaminated food, and can assess the probability of contamination along a spatial gradient nearing the
source of contamination. However, both experiments provided visual, olfactory as well as potential
tactile and gustatory cues of the contaminant. Here, I tested whether bonobos would store information
about a previous contamination event and apply this information to their feeding decisions once visual
cues of the contaminant had been removed, with other cues diminished. I predicted that, if bonobos can
associate a contamination event with a food item and retain that information during testing, they should
be able to discriminate between previously contaminated and control food items and avoid the former.
By contrast, if certain cues, in this case predominantly visual, are necessary to elicit avoidance but are
not maintained, bonobos would not be expected to show any preference between previously
contaminated and uncontaminated food. The statistical analyses followed the same procedures as
described above for previous experiments.
5.7.1. Methods
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From 11 to 15 June 2016, I presented 53 bonobos (23 females; table S1) with two slices of banana
on the table, spaced 30 cm apart. One slice was put in contact with some fresh conspecific feces in full
sight of the tested subject for a duration of 5 s. The feces was then removed from the banana and covered
with a piece of rectangular cardboard, and the table was placed in front of the enclosure door (figure 3).
The position (left or right) of the contaminated slice of banana was alternated, and the experimenter
alternated sides (and hands) relative to the contaminant between trials.

Figure 3. Sensitivity to previous contamination experimental set-up (experiment 4). (a) The
experimenter put the ‘contaminated’ food in contact with a conspecific feces (contaminant) for 5 s in
front of the targeted subject while holding the control food in the other hand. (b) Both food items are
placed on the table. (c) The contaminant is covered with a piece of cardboard. (d) The table is placed in
front of the subject and the experimenter steps behind the camera.

5.7.2. Results and Discussion
The statistical model including interactions with ‘feed’ as response variable came very near to
statistically outperforming the model without them (LRT; ∆LogLik = 2.88, ∆d.f. = 2, p = 0.056; table
S2), while the model including interactions with ‘feed first’ as response variable significantly
outperformed the model without them (∆LogLik = 6.35, ∆d.f. = 2, p = 0.002). In contrast, the model
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including interactions with ‘take first’ as response variable did not outperform the one without them
(∆LogLik = 0.78, ∆d.f. = 2, p = 0.458). As such, I kept the models with interactions for ‘feed’ and ‘feed
first’ as response variables, and the model without interactions for ‘take first’ as response variable. In the
feeding model, despite that the interaction terms were retained, subjects of different ages (GLMM; z =
1.50, p = 0.135) or different sex (z = 21.48, p = 0.139) did not appear to differ in their feeding proportions
with respect to previously contaminated and uncontaminated slices of banana (table S6). However,
immature and mature subjects differed in their tendencies to feed on contaminated versus control items
first (z = 3.36, p = 7.8e-4), with immature individuals being much more likely to feed on the contaminated
slice first. Finally, subjects in general did not prioritize picking up the control slice over the contaminated
slice (GLMM; z = 20.79, p = 0.431).
To the experimenter, there were no remnant fecal particles visible on the surface of the
contaminated slice of banana when presented to the subjects following the contamination event.
Moreover, the previously contaminated side was facing the table, thus being initially out of sight to the
subjects. Olfactory cues may have been present, and this may have contributed to the differences
observed in the order in which the two items were consumed, as 71% of olfactory investigations of the
contaminated food led to the observed preference for the uncontaminated control among adults. This
suggests that when visual cues are not maintained and other cues are diminished, contamination
avoidance is not or is at best only partly triggered.
Visual cues of feces alone were demonstrated previously to induce significant food aversion in
Japanese macaques (Chapter 6) and humans (Rozin et al., 1986; Simpson et al., 2007). I also recently
tested the influence of olfactory cues of feces, in the absence of visual cues, on foraging decisions in
other primate species (chimpanzees: Chapter 2; mandrills: Chapter 3; and long-tailed macaques: Chapter
4). Although tendencies to avoid food associated with fecal odor existed, they were considerably weaker
and were not necessarily associated with food rejection as is seen with visual cues: while mandrills
consumed food items associated with fecal odor significantly less often than in its absence, chimpanzees
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and long-tailed macaques did not. However, both species exhibited auxiliary behaviors that suggest
additional caution was taken prior to consuming items associated with fecal odor: chimpanzees left the
experimental area after being exposed to the odor but before being given access to the food (though they
returned for the food later; Chapter 2), and long-tailed macaques processed the food before ingestion,
which was not observed in the absence of this odorant. Further discussion of foraging behavior in the
presence of contaminant-derived odorants appears in the next section.
5.8. Experiment 5: sensitivity to odors of feces and rotten foods
I aimed to further explore the influence of the olfactory environment on bonobo behavior in this
final series of tests. The strongest evidence to date for a contaminant-derived odor acting as a feeding
deterrent comes from grazing ungulates. For example, cattle (Bos taurus) avoid eating artificial cereal
pellets from a trough containing hidden conspecific feces (Dohi et al., 1991), and goats avoid hay treated
with volatile compounds (pentane ether) extracted from cattle feces (Aoyama et al., 1994). Recent
research has shown that primates use their olfactory system in more contexts than was previously thought,
for example to detect olfactory cues of infection risk from bodily products and thereby avoid infected
conspecifics (Poirotte et al., 2017b; Olsson et al., 2014; Prugnolle et al., 2009), as is also seen in rodents
(Kavaliers et al., 2005; Boillat et al., 2015) and lobsters (Behringer et al., 2006). Previous research on
the impact of contaminant-derived odors on feeding behavior has generally considered responses such
as whether or not the food was eaten or the area vacated (Dohi et al., 1991; Aoyama et al., 1994).
However, another line of reasoning that might reflect variation in risk assessment incorporates
interactions between subjects and food items or the areas in which they are found. For example,
individuals may engage in investigative behaviors targeting the item or even process the items in some
way before ingestion (if consumed: Chapter 6; and as seen above in experiment 4). Conversely, they
might also be less inclined to engage in more complex or challenging forms of food acquisition in the
presence of contaminants.
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In this experiment, I therefore presented bonobos with an apple just beyond arm’s reach outside
their enclosure to simulate a challenging foraging task, and simultaneously presented subjects with one
of three assumed-to-be aversive odors (feces, spoiled banana, rotten chicken), or alternatively with a
neutral control odor (water) or a chemical control odor (detergent: Sumamousse®, Marsavco S.A.R.L.).
I predicted that bonobos would be motivated to attempt to reach the apple, as it is a highly preferred food,
but also that they would be more cautious in the presence of contaminant-derived odors, for example
exhibiting less contact with and fewer gustatory investigations of objects in the experimental area, and
be less inclined to engage in complex problem-solving activities to acquire food. For example, bonobos
are known to be proficient and motivated tool-users in captive settings, enabling them to solve
challenging foraging tasks, though they rarely if ever use tools in the wild (see Gruber et al., 2010). This
design allowed us to test whether bonobos would be equally likely to gather and use tools in the presence
and absence of contaminant-derived odorants.
5.8.1. Methods
For each enclosure, I conducted three olfactory experiments (sessions with durations of 20 min
each) for each of the five odors used. The first set of experiments were conducted from 9 May to 10 June
2016 (testing water, detergent and feces; table S7), and the second set on 15 and 16 June 2016 (testing
water, rotten fruit and rotten chicken). On any given day, only one odor was presented to subjects of the
same enclosure. These tests were conducted in a group setting, so multiple individuals could enter and
interact with the experimental area simultaneously during a given session. Overall, 59 bonobos
participated in my experiments, combining for a total of 325 individual trials (µ ± s.d. = 4 ± 1 individual
trials per enclosure per session and 34 ± 2 individual trials per odor with a mean number of 9 ± 1
engagements per individual per session; table S7); one trial including all interactions performed by one
individual in one session.
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To produce the olfactory cues, I applied a specified contaminant using foam and/or a spatula to
the enclosure door. I applied approximately 100 ml of either detergent, feces or water, or 100 g of either
spoiled banana or rotten chicken diluted in 10 ml of water in a plastic box or zip lock bag. In the case of
enclosure 3, these amounts were halved as the door was half the size of the other enclosures. To attract
subjects to the experimental area and subsequently test their motivations to acquire food, a table with an
apple on top was placed 1 m away from the door. Subjects could interact freely with the experimental
area, and use any means at their disposal to reach the apple, which as mentioned was just out of arm’s
reach without the use of tools. I did not provide tools in the experimental area, so subjects had to find
and shape tools from somewhere in their environment. If an apple was dislodged from its position on the
table (i.e. via tool use), the experimenter returned it to its original position. I withheld the apple for the
duration of the session to maintain subjects’ motivation, but provided the apple to a randomly chosen
subject around the experimental area at the end of the session.

Figure 4. Experimental set-up for the olfactory tests (experiment 5). Conspecific feces, detergent, spoiled
banana, rotten meat or water odor was applied on the door. We recorded the number of contacts, gustatory
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investigations and instances of tool use in each session, with an apple placed just out of arm's reach at 1
m away, performed by any individual entering the 1 m experimental area around the door (dashed line).
This was considered the distance within which subjects are likely to be exposed to the volatile compounds
(blue spots) presented in each experiment.
The first measure I considered was whether or not an individual entering the 1 m experimental
zone would interact with the door in each of the conditions presented. In addition, for each 20-min session,
all body contacts with the door, gustatory investigations (i.e. hand to mouth after contacting the door
with the hand, or directly mouth to door) and instances of tool use (i.e. wood sticks) directed at or through
the door by any individual entering the experimental area during this period were recorded (figure 4). If
a subject contacted the door with its arm while using a stick, this was recorded as tool use rather than
contact. Similarly, gustatory investigations were not simultaneously recorded as contacts. After each
session and after the departure of all bonobo subjects, the enclosure door was disinfected with detergent
and rinsed with water to remove the contaminant.
Models first included the probability of engaging with the experiment by contacting or tasting
the door in the experimental area, or using tools to access the food reward through the door, as a single
binary response variable. I then used the number of times each of these three behaviors was observed as
a series of models with discrete count response variables. Observed counts of these behaviors across
individual trials approximated the negative binomial distribution and were, therefore, modelled as such
with a log link function. In these four models, I aimed to test for an effect of contaminant odors on the
response variables, so I included odor condition (five levels), age category, sex and session number as
fixed effects, and individual identity nested within group origin, as well as the date and session number
(because there were three sessions per group per odor presented) as random effects to control for temporal
variation and pseudo-replication within sessions, respectively. For this set of models as well, I tested for
interactions between each of age and sex with odor condition.
5.8.2. Results and Discussion
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(i) Overall interactions
The statistical model including interactions did not outperform the model without them, so I
retained the latter for parameter estimation (LRT; ∆LogLik = 4.92, ∆d.f. = 8, p = 0.277; table S2).
Subjects that entered the experimental area showed a lower probability to interact with the door when
the odor of a contaminant was applied than when either the water control was applied (GLMM; feces: z
= 23.31, p = 9.3e-4; rotten chicken: z = 22.42, p = 0.016; spoiled banana: z 1= 23.30, p = 9.7e-4; table
S8) or the detergent control was applied (feces: z = 23.25, p = 0.001; rotten chicken: z = 22.60, p = 0.009;
spoiled banana: z = 23.21, p = 0.001). In addition, the subjects’ probability of interacting when detergent
odor was applied was not significantly different from when the water control was applied (z = 20.87, p
= 0.386).
(ii) Contacts
The model including interactions did not outperform the model without them, so I again retained
the latter for parameter estimation (LRT; ∆LogLik = 6.58, ∆d.f. = 8, p = 0.106; table S2). Test subjects
had significantly fewer contacts with the door when in the presence of contaminant odors, compared with
the water and detergent controls (GLMM; feces: z = 24.09, p = 4.3e-5; rotten chicken: z = 22.71, p =
0.007; spoiled banana: z = 22.24, p = 0.025; figure 5, table S8). Here as well, the number of contacts
involving detergent odor was not significantly different from that involving the water control (z = 0.77,
p = 0.440). However, irrespective of odor condition, males tended to show fewer contacts with the door
than females (z = 21.71, p = 0.087) and immature individuals contacted the door significantly more often
than mature individuals (z = 3.15, p = 0.002). Results also show that the number of contacts decreased
with session number (z = 23.03, p = 0.003). This may reflect a sensitization (i.e. amplification of the
avoidance response) effect if subjects became more averse to the odors presented over time, but a similar
response may be predicted if subjects learn that they cannot access the food item and, therefore, become
less likely to engage with the experiment over time (i.e. habituation).
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(iii) Gustatory investigations
There were too few gustatory investigations to be able to retain interaction terms in the model;
i.e. models failed to converge. As such, I ran the model without interactions. Bonobos showed fewer
gustatory investigations when in the presence of feces odor (GLMM; z = 23.40, p = 6.7e-4; figure 5,
table S8) and to a lesser extent rotten chicken (z = 21.65, p = 0.100) compared with water control.
However, they showed significantly more gustatory investigations in the presence of detergent odor
compared with all other odors (all p < 0.030). Subject’s sex and age did not significantly influence
gustatory investigations in general (both p > 0.200). However, subjects tended to per- form fewer
gustatory investigations as we progressed with the sessions (z = 21.82, p = 0.069), suggesting a
habituation or sensitization effect here as well.

Figure 5. Mean number of contacts (a; dark grey bars), gustatory investigations (b; grey bars) and
instances of tool use (c; light grey bars) per session during exposure to detergent, water, rotten fruit,
rotten meat and feces odors. Error bars reflect standard error of the mean.

(iv) Tool use
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As was the case for gustatory investigations, there were too few occurrences of tool use across
all sessions to be able to test inter- action terms in the model. I thus ran the model without interactions.
Bonobos showed significantly fewer instances of tool use in the presence of feces odor (GLMM; z =
22.82, p = 0.005; table S8), rotten chicken (z = 22.12, p = 0.034) and spoiled banana (z = 22.34, p =
0.019) compared with the water control. They also showed fewer instances of tool use in the presence of
feces odor compared with detergent odor (z = 22.04, p = 0.042). Otherwise, males used tools significantly
less often than females (z = 22.82, p = 0.005) and immatures tended to use tools less often than mature
individuals (z = 21.87, p = 0.062), as would be expected. I did not observe any habituation or sensitization
effect in relation to tool use frequency across conditions (z = 20.64, p = 0.520). Note that some models
failed to converge with session number and/or group origin included as random effects, in which case
the offending variable was removed.
The olfactory cues that elicited the fewest interactions in our experiments were from biological
contaminants that are known to be sources of infectious disease in humans and other animals (Jezierski,
2017). However, bonobos did not avoid detergent odor, despite that the latter represents a condition
involving a strong odor and that detergent can be toxic at high concentrations. This difference cannot be
explained by degrees of novelty, as bonobos at Lola are exposed to feces, rotten fruit and detergent
regularly, providing further evidence that it is the nature of the odor, not simply the presence of a strong
odor itself, that impacted their behavior.
Considering the age differences, immature individuals were more likely to contact contaminated
objects than adolescents and adults, and this was irrespective of whether a contaminant or control odor
was applied. Similarly, human children around 3–23 months are very curious and exploratory of their
microenvironments, showing high rates of contact with the various surfaces and substrates around them
(Moya et al., 2004). Although I did not observe immature bonobos (infants and juveniles together)
performing more gustatory investigations than mature individuals (adolescents and adults), when divided
into four age categories, I observed that juvenile bonobos performed significantly more gustatory
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investigations than adults (data not shown), again matching the human literature in that behaviors such
as hand-to-mouth, object-to-mouth or mouth-to-substrate are common among human infants who, by
doing so, learn about their environments (Moya et al., 2004).
Previous research has shown that vertebrate, invertebrate and insect aversions to the odors of
pathogen-containing food are often learned responses after experiencing post- consumption illness (see
Li and Liberles, 2015). Such olfaction-triggered memory of illness-inducing substrates has been
described as an example of imprinting (i.e. the rapid learning that occurs during a critical period early in
life, and establishes a long- lasting behavioral response to a specific stimulus) in C. elegans (Rayes and
Alkema, 2016), and may apply to other organisms as well. Thus, the lack of parasite avoidance behaviors
observed in immature bonobos could in fact be adaptive in the sense that it helps them develop the
adaptive arm of their immune system. Yet, this kind of exploratory behavior can also lead to intestinal
diseases if soil-contaminated objects (Morita et al., 2017) or fecal particles (Mattioli et al., 2015) are put
into the mouth, as well as intoxication if poisons are ingested. As such, one would expect that both innate
and learned components of these aversions may have evolved to cope with exposure to materials
exhibiting different degrees of risk; risk of fatality may elicit more programmed and/or less variable
responses while less-threatening risks may elicit a more flexible set of responses. For example, most of
our odor- and taste-based aversions are learned, which is hypothesized to give omnivores such as humans
an advantage in adapting to novel environments (Köster, 2002). However, the few known innate odorand taste-based aversions concern decaying and dead bodies (e.g. putrescine and cadaverine in
omnivorous zebrafish: Hussain, 2013, the detection and avoidance of which would clearly be beneficial
and adaptive; Stevenson, 2010).
While the presence of olfactory cues of contaminants allows animals to assess risks prior to
contact with the source, tactile (Chapter 2) and gustatory cues require that contact has been made, i.e.
that contamination has occurred, and may, therefore, elicit stronger reactions to the stimulus, despite
having less preventative value. This would explain why avoidance of most biological contaminant odors
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seems to be learned (Li and Liberles, 2015), while for some others, the aversive response appears to be
present at birth — e.g. butyric acid (found in human vomit) elicits disgust-related facial expressions in
newborn infants (e.g. Schaal et al., 2002). Hence the distinction between taste avoidance and taste
aversion — often used interchangeably in the literature, but which may require recognition of other cues
(i.e. visual, olfactory) first, and be motivated by two different conditioned responses: fear (i.e. Pavlovian
process in which taste becomes a danger signal) and nausea, respectively, as found in rats (Parker, 2003).
Similarly, being exposed to contamination-risk cues may affect bonobo’s consummatory behavior (i.e.
eating a contaminated food item), but not necessarily their appetitive behavior (i.e. processing a food
item in order to make it edible).
Odors can mediate cognition and behavior in different ways. For example, putrescine, a chemical
compound produced by the breakdown of fatty acids in the decaying tissue of dead bodies, elicits innate
necrophobic behaviors and primes animals for escape (Wisman and Shrira, 2015). In a cognitive context,
fear chemosignals (sweat) were shown to enhance performance in a word-association task in humans
(Chen et al., 2006). However, to my knowledge, no research has yet been conducted on how contaminant
odors may affect cognitive performance. My results suggest that odors from biological contaminants
may alter the motivation of bonobos to use tools during a foraging task because of lower desire to forage.
It would, therefore, be appropriate to continue investigating this potential link between aversion and
cognition in other settings.
5.9. Conclusion and perspectives
Across this series of experiments, bonobos showed avoidance of contaminated food items and
sensitivity toward contamination-risk along a gradient of contamination probabilities. This sensitivity,
however, seems to require the presence of multisensorial cues to enable them to associate a contamination
event to a food item. In my last experiment, bonobos showed reduced tactile, gustatory and tool use
activities when surrounded with contaminant olfactory cues in a food-motivated context. Altogether,
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these results are in line with the parasite avoidance theory of disgust, i.e. what I would expect if the
bonobos had a system of disgust driving their behavioral decision-making. Immature individuals (infants
and juveniles) showed lower precautions in most of our contamination experiments, therefore matching
human infant behavior in similar contexts. Contrary to my predictions, however, I did not observe a
female bias in contamination-risk aversion. Instead, males were more risk-averse than females in one
measure of contamination-risk sensitivity (experiment 3). Contrasting results have also been found in
other studies, with no sex-biases in risk sensitivity observed in chimpanzees (Chapter 2) but significant
sex-biases observed in both humans (see e.g. Olatunji et al., 2005 and Japanese macaques; Chapter 6).
In these studies, women showed higher disgust sensitivity (Olatunji et al., 2005) and female macaques
exhibited higher rates of food processing behaviors and lower probabilities to feed when contaminationrisk was present (Chapter 6). Future research investigating sex differences in other species of primates
could shed light on the ecological or social contexts responsible for these differences across species, and
how they might relate to variation in health and fitness.
Finally, in addition to or perhaps even in concert with parasite avoidance behaviors, other
mechanisms may have evolved to reduce the probability of infection during contaminant encounters.
Over evolutionary time, primates, along with other animals, have developed the ability to respond
physiologically to exposure to contaminant-derived cues, especially when behavioral avoidance is
constrained by other factors such as parental care, reproduction or limited food resources. Humans react
physiologically to disgusting stimuli via different sensory channels (Croy et al., 2013). Exposure to odors
of contaminants provokes heart rate reduction, indicating a vagal reaction and a decrease in blood
pressure, both of which are hypothesized to prepare an individual for emesis, and therefore mimic the
rejection of contaminants entering the body (Croy et al., 2013). In addition, disease-avoidant ingestive
behaviors may constitute one of several other physiological responses (e.g. thermoregulation, energy
storage mobilization, immunity, sleep patterns) preparing the body to counteract parasites by anticipatory
immune responses (for example see Pacheco-Lopez and Bermudez-Rattoni, 2011). Therefore, new
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avenues for research should focus on the physiological responses of non- human primates to
contaminant-derived stimuli, at different contamination-risk thresholds/gradients. Further research in this
direction can thereby determine whether the avoidance responses generated depend on the degree of
contamination-risk, the intensity of the cue presented and/or the severity of the threat implied. Such
research can help us determine whether both behavioral and physiological responses are conserved across
taxa, or whether some may have evolved during the course of primate evolution.
Table S1. Participating subject details for exp. 1-4 (N = 63 bonobos). Sex is given as m for males and f
for females, and age is given in the number of years at the time of the study. Participation of subjects is
indicated by an x for each experiment.
Subject
Dilolo
Elikya
Kasongo
Katako
Kikwit
Kimya
Kinzya
Kiporo
Kodoro
Liyaka
Lomami
Mabali
Manono
Matadi
Ndjili
Opala
Oshwe
Pole
Salonga
Semendwa
Singi
Waka
Api
Bandundu
Bili
Bisengo
Boma
Bombo
Eleke
Garamba
Keza
Kole
Lisala
Malaika
Masisi
Maya
Mayele
Minova

Sex
m
f
m
f
m
f
f
m
m
f
m
m
m
m
f
f
m
m
f
f
m
f
m
f
m
m
f
m
m
m
m
m
f
f
f
f
m
f

Age
14
10
13
11
18
5.5
5
12
9
5.5
16
13
21
15
5
20
7
9
17
18
6
10
15
18
14
10
6
6
11
6
15+
7
14
8
10
23
5
6

Enclosure
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Exp. 1
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Exp. 2
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Exp. 3
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Exp. 4
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Mongata
Moseka
Muanda
Mvula
Nyota
Yolo
Boende
Bolingo
Chibo
Elonga
Fizi
Isiro
Kalina
Kinshasa
Lomako
Likasi
Makali
Maniema
Minzoto
Moyi
Sandoa
Bikoro
Kinsele
Lalia
Lopori
Loubi

f
f
f
f
f
m
m
m
m
f
m
f
f
f
m
f
m
m
m
m
f
m
m
f
m
f

5
3
12
2
4
12
15
4
10
3
15
18
17
13
8
14
15+
14
2
8
9
3
3.5
2
3.5
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
nursery
nursery
nursery
nursery
nursery

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

Table S2. Likelihood ratio tests comparing models with interactions versus models without them. Bold
text denotes cases in which the models with interactions significantly outperformed models without
interactions. Significant effects are marked: ***(p < 0.001), **(p < 0.01), *(p < 0.05).
Statistical Model [X]
[1] sensitivity to novel food/feed
[2] sensitivity to novel food/feed first
[3] sensitivity to novel food/take first
[4] sensitivity to contaminated food/feed
[5] sensitivity to contaminated food/feed first
[6] sensitivity to contaminated food/take first
[7] degree of contamination-sensitivity/feed
[8] degree of contamination-sensitivity/feed first
[9] degree of contamination-sensitivity/take first
[10] sensitivity to previous contamination/feed
[11] sensitivity to previous contamination/feed first
[12] sensitivity to previous contamination/take first
[13] sensitivity to contaminant odours/interact
[14] sensitivity to contaminant odours/contact

ΔLogLik
2.65
0.67
0.83
1.92
1.39
3.00
12.05
5.36
12.75
2.88
6.35
0.78
4.92
6.58

Δdf
4
4
4
4
4
4
10
10
10
2
2
2
8
8

X2
5.30
1.33
1.65
3.83
2.77
6.00
24.02
10.72
25.50
5.76
12.70
1.56
9.84
13.16

P|>X2|
0.258
0.856
0.799
0.429
0.597
0.199
0.008**
0.380
0.004**
0.056
0.002**
0.458
0.277
0.106
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Table S3. Factors affecting variation in responses to novel food. Bold text denotes predictor variables
causing significant variation in the response. Significant effects are marked: ***(p < 0.001), **(p < 0.01),
*(p < 0.05). Statistical models are labelled with a number in square parentheses that reflects their order
in Table S2.
statistical model
[1] Likelihood of
feeding on novel food

[2] Likelihood of
feeding on novel food
first

[3] Likelihood of taking
novel food first

predictor variable
est.
(intercept)
20.98
food (plum vs. control) 1.895
food (apple vs.
control)
3.101
food (plum vs. apple)
-1.207

s.e.
2048
0.740

stat.
0.010
2.559

p
0.992
0.010*

1.102

2.815

0.005**

1.227

-0.984

0.325

(intercept)
-1.698
food (plum vs. control) 1.739
food (apple vs. control)
food (plum vs. apple)
0.906

0.627
0.479

-2.710
3.633

0.007**
2.8e-4***

0.491

1.846

0.065

0.832
(intercept)
-1.566
food (plum vs. control) 1.111
food (apple vs.
control)
1.196
food (plum vs. apple)
-0.085

0.415
0.606
0.468

2.006
-2.582
2.375

0.045*
0.010**
0.018*

0.467

2.562

0.010*

0.407

-0.208

0.835

Table S4. Factors affecting variation in responses to contaminated food. Bold text denotes predictor
variables causing significant variation in the response. Significant effects are marked: ***(p < 0.001),
**(p < 0.01), *(p < 0.05). Statistical models are labelled with a number in square parentheses that reflects
their order in Table S2.
statistical model

predictor variable

est.

s.e.

stat.

p

[4] Likelihood of
feeding on
contaminated food

(intercept)
food (feces vs.
control)
food (soil vs.
control)
food (feces vs. soil)

2.242
-4.081

0.806
0.830

2.781
-4.914

0.005**
8.9e-7***

-3.371

0.740

-4.556

5.2e-6***

-0.710

0.547

-1.298

0.194

(intercept)
food (feces vs.
control)
food (soil vs.
control)
food (feces vs. soil)

1.367
-5.189

0.823
0.855

1.661
-6.070

0.097
1.3e-9***

-5.161

0.850

-6.071

1.3e-9***

-0.028

1.022

-0.027

0.978

[5] Likelihood of
feeding on
contaminated food first
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[6] Likelihood of taking
contaminated food first

(intercept)
food (feces vs.
control)
food (soil vs.
control)
food (soil vs. feces)

1.308
-4.275

0.754
0.698

1.734
-6.128

0.083
8.9e-10***

-4.688

0.806

-5.815

6.1e-9***

0.413

0.935

0.441

0.659

Table S5. Factors affecting variation in responses to a gradient of contamination risk. Bold text denotes
predictor variables causing significant variation in the response. Significant effects are marked: ***(p <
0.001), **(p < 0.01), *(p < 0.05). Parameters below the dashed lines were estimated using models without
the interaction terms to better interpret their main effects. Statistical models are labelled with a number
in square parentheses that reflects their order in Table S2.
statistical model
[7] Likelihood of
feeding on banana
slices

predictor variable
est.
(intercept)
4.051
sex (male vs. female): slice 8.828
(#6 vs. #1)
sex (male vs. female): slice 12.77
(#5 vs. #1)
sex (male vs. female): slice 9.311
(#4 vs. #1)
sex (male vs. female): slice 10.62
(#3 vs. #1)
sex (male vs. female): slice 3.213
(#2 vs. #1)
age category (immature vs. -0.932
mature):
slice (#6 vs. #1)
age category (immature vs. 4.136
mature):
slice (#5 vs. #1)
age category (immature vs. 8.837
mature):
slice (#4 vs. #1)
age category (immature vs. 7.392
mature):
slice (#3 vs. #1)
age category (immature vs. 7.291
mature):
slice (#2 vs. #1)
-------------------------------slice (#6 vs. #1)
6.536
slice (#5 vs. #1)
6.162
slice (#4 vs. #1)
4.486
slice (#3 vs. #1)
3.600
slice (#2 vs. #1)
1.973

s.e.
6.280
6.437

stat.
0.645
1.371

p
0.519
0.170

7.456

1.713

0.087

6.085

1.530

0.126

6.302

1.686

0.092

3.510

0.915

0.360

4.325

-0.216

0.829

4.199

0.985

0.325

4.647

1.902

0.057

4.046

1.827

0.068

3.857

1.890

0.059

1.264
1.217
1.029
0.945
0.827

5.171
5.063
4.359
3.809
2.386

2.3e-7***
4.1e-7***
1.3e-5***
1.4e-4***
0.017*
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[8] Likelihood of
feeding on banana
slices first

(intercept)
slice (#6 vs. #1)
slice (#5 vs. #1)
slice (#4 vs. #1)
slice (#3 vs. #1)
slice (#2 vs. #1)

-1.862
2.080
0.683
0.911
0.424
-17.68

0.810
0.678
0.7640
.743
0.796
512.0

-2.299
3.068
0.894
1.227
0.534
-0.034

0.021*
0.002**
0.371
0.220
0.594
0.972

[9] Likelihood of
taking banana slices
first

(intercept)
sex (male vs. female): slice
(#6 vs. #1)
sex (male vs. female): slice
(#5 vs. #1)
sex (male vs. female): slice
(#4 vs. #1)
sex (male vs. female): slice
(#3 vs. #1)
sex (male vs. female): slice
(#2 vs. #1)
age category (immature vs.
mature):
slice (#6 vs. #1)
age category (immature vs.
mature):
slice (#5 vs. #1)
age category (immature vs.
mature):
slice (#4 vs. #1)
age category (immature vs.
mature):
slice (#3 vs. #1)
age category (immature vs.
mature):
slice (#2 vs. #1)
-------------------------------slice (#6 vs. #1)
slice (#5 vs. #1)
slice (#4 vs. #1)
slice (#3 vs. #1)
slice (#2 vs. #1)

-2.835
19.78

1.214
7342

-2.336
0.003

0.020*
0.998

20.90

7342

0.003

0.998

20.39

7342

0.003

0.998

40.04

12366

0.003

0.997

38.44

11728

0.003

0997

-2.023

1.468

-1.378

0.168

-0.487

1.526

-0.319

0.750

-2.444

1.523

-1.605

0.109

-1.403

1.592

-0.881

0.378

-19.80

7216

-0.003

0.998

2.950
1.569
1.808
1.147
-0.438

0.681
0.700
0.692
0.722
0.943

4.334
2.240
2.612
1.588
-0.464

1.5e-5***
0.025*
0.009**
0.112
0.642

Table S6. Factors affecting variation in avoidance of contaminated food without visual cues. Bold text
denotes predictor variables causing significant variation in the response. Significant effects are marked:
***(p < 0.001), **(p < 0.01), *(p < 0.05). Statistical models are labelled with a number in square
parentheses that reflects their order in Table S2.
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statistical model
[10] Likelihood of
feeding on the
contaminated
banana

[11] Likelihood of
feeding on the
contaminated
banana first

[12] Likelihood of
taking the
contaminated
banana first

predictor variable
(intercept)
age category (immature
vs. mature): slice
(contaminated vs.
control)
sex (male vs. female):
slice (contaminated vs.
control)

est.
1.827
2.340

s.e.
2.550
1.565

stat.
0.717
1.495

p
0.474
0.135

-2.329

1.573

-1.481

0.139

(intercept)
age category
(immature vs.
mature): slice
(contaminated vs.
control)
sex (male vs. female):
slice (contaminated vs.
control)

0.897
3.072

0.770
0.914

1.165
3.360

0.244
7.8e-4***

-0.099

0.902

-0.110

0.912

-0.286
-0.312

0.618
0.396

-0.462
-0.788

0.644
0.431

(intercept)
slice (contaminated vs.
control)

Table S7. Participating subject details for olfactory tests (N = 59 bonobos). Sex is given as m for males
and f for females, and age is given in the number of years at the time of the study. Participation of subjects
is indicated by a cross for each odour test, in the order of presentation for sessions 1 (water, feces and
detergent) and 2 (water, rotten fruit and rotten meat).
Subject

Sex

Age

Enclosure

Dilolo
Elikya
Kasongo
Katako
Kikwit
Kimya
Kinzya
Kodoro
Liyaka
Lomami
Mabali
Manono
Matadi
Ndjili

m
f
m
f
m
f
f
m
f
m
m
m
m
f

14
10
13
11
18
5.5
5
9
5.5
16
13
21
15
5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Water

Faeces

Detergent

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

Water

x

x

x
x

Rotten
meat
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

Rotten
fruit
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
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Opala
Oshwe
Pole
Salonga
Semendwa
Singi
Waka
Bandundu
Bili
Boma
Bombo
Eleke
Garamba
Keza
Kole
Lisala
Malaika
Masisi
Mayele
Minova
Mongata
Moseka
Muanda
Mvula
Nyota
Yolo
Boende
Bolingo
Chibo
Elonga
Fizi
Isiro
Kalina
Kinshasa
Likasi
Lomako
Makali
Maniema
Minzoto
Sandoa
Bikoro
Kinsele
Lalia
Lopori
Loubi
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m
f
f
f
f
f
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m
m
m
m
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f
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m
m
m
m
f
m
m
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m
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6
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6
6
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6
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7
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8
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5
6
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8
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3.5
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2
2
2
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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3
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3
3
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x
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x
x
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x
x
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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x
x
x
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x
x
x
x
x
x
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x
x
x
x
x
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x
x
x
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x
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x
x
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x
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Table S8. Factors affecting variation in avoidance of contaminant-derived odorants. Bold text denotes
predictor variables causing significant variation in the response. Significant effects are marked: ***(p <
0.001), **(p < 0.01), *(p < 0.05). Statistical models are labelled with a number in square parentheses that
reflects their order in Table S2.
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statistical model
[13] Likelihood of
interacting with
contaminant-derived
odorants

[14] Likelihood of
contact with
contaminant-derived
odorants

[15] Likelihood of
tasting with
contaminant-derived
odorants

predictor variable
(intercept)
odour (feces vs.
control)
odour (rotten meat
vs. control)
odour (rotten fruit
vs. control)
odour (detergent vs.
control)
odour (feces vs.
detergent)
odour (rotten meat
vs. detergent)
odour (rotten fruit
vs. detergent)
sex (male vs. female)
age category
(immature vs. mature)
session number

est.
2.806
-1.398

s.e.
0.569
0.422

stat.
4.93
-3.31

p
8.2e-7***
9.3e-4***

-1.046

0.433

-2.42

0.016*

-1.376

0.417

-3.30

9.7e-4***

0.489

0.564

0.87

0.386

-1.887

0.581

-3.25

0.001**

-1.535

0.590

-2.60

0.009**

-1.865

0.580

-3.21

0.001**

-0.411

0.342

-1.20

0.230

-0.535
-0.213

0.345
0.181

-1.55
-1.18

0.121
0.239

(intercept)
odour (feces vs.
control)
odour (rotten meat
vs. control)
odour (rotten fruit
vs. control)
odour (detergent vs.
control)
odour (feces vs.
detergent)
odour (rotten meat
vs. detergent)
odour (rotten fruit
vs. detergent)
sex (male vs. female)
age category
(immature vs.
mature)
session number

2.266
-0.918

0.280
0.224

8.08
-4.09

6.2e-16***
4.3e-5***

-0.617

0.228

-2.71

0.007**

-0.486

0.217

-2.24

0.025*

0.168

0.218

0.77

0.440

-1.086

0.247

-4.39

1.1e-5***

-0.785

0.259

-3.04

0.002**

-0.654

0.253

-2.59

0.010*

-0.413

0.242

-1.71

0.087

0.747

0.237

3.15

0.002**

-0.274

0.091

-3.03

0.003**

0.001
-3.764

0.650
1.106

0.00
-3.40

0.998
6.7e-4***

-0.911

0.553

-1.65

0.100

0.141

0.476

0.30

0.767

(intercept)
odour (feces vs.
control)
odour (rotten meat vs.
control)
odour (rotten fruit vs.
control)
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odour (detergent vs.
control)
odour (feces vs.
detergent)
odour (rotten meat
vs. detergent)
odour (rotten fruit
vs. detergent)
sex (male vs. female)
age category
(immature vs.
mature)
session number
[16] Likelihood of
tool use with
contaminant-derived
odorants

(intercept)
odour (feces vs.
control)
odour (rotten meat
vs. control)
odour (rotten fruit
vs. control)
odour (detergent vs.
control)
odour (feces vs.
detergent)
odour (rotten meat vs.
detergent)
odour (rotten fruit vs.
detergent)
sex (male vs. female)
age category
(immature vs. mature)
session number

1.334

0.440

3.03

0.002**

-5.098

1.124

-4.54

5.8e-6***

-2.245

0.594

-3.78

1.6e-4***

-1.193

0.543

-2.20

0.028*

-0.019

0.358

-0.05

0.958

0.471

0.377

1.25

0.211

-0.420

0.230

-1.82

0.191
-2.574

1.193
0.910

0.16
-2.83

0.069
0.873
0.005**

-2.059

0.971

-2.12

0.034*

1.242

2.588

0.48

0.019*

-0.749

0.783

-0.96

0.339

-1.826

0.896

-2.04

0.042*

-1.310

1.115

-1.17

0.240

-1.122

0.999

-1.12

0.261

-3.584

1.270

-2.82

0.005**

-2.464

1.319

-1.87

0.062

-0.246

0.382

-0.64

0.520
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Chapter 6
Hygienic tendencies correlate with low geohelminth infection in free-ranging macaques
6.1. Abstract
Parasites are ubiquitous in nature and can be costly to animal fitness, so hosts have evolved
behavioral counter-strategies to mitigate infection risk. I investigated feeding-related infectionavoidance strategies in Japanese macaques via field-experimentation and observation. I first examined
risk sensitivity during foraging tasks involving fecally contaminated or debris- covered food items, and
then investigated individual tendencies to manipulate food items during natural foraging bouts. I
concurrently monitored geohelminth infection in all subjects. I ran a principal component analysis on the
observational/experimental data to generate a hygienic index across individuals and found that hygienic
tendencies toward feces avoidance and food manipulation correlated negatively with geohelminth
infection. Females scored higher in hygienic tendencies than males, which might contribute to the
common vertebrate pattern of male-biased infection. The behavioral tendencies observed may reflect a
general form of hygiene, providing a mechanism of behavioral immunity against parasites with
implications for the evolution and diversification of health maintenance strategies in humans.
6.2. Introduction
Parasites are ubiquitous in nature and can be costly to animal fitness. Animals have thus
developed behavioral strategies to avoid infection (Hart, 1990; 2011; Curtis, 2014), akin to the suite of
behaviors we collectively refer to as ‘hygiene’ among humans (Curtis, 2007). Some well-known
behavioral defences against parasites include their direct removal via grooming or weeding (Hawlena et
al., 2007; Currie and Stuart, 2001), the avoidance of infected conspecifics (Behringer et al., 2006) and
strategies for waste management (Bot et al., 2001), all of which function to mitigate fitness losses
associated with infection.
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Trophic interactions provide a particularly common pathway to infection by parasites that use
intermediate hosts or infect hosts oro-fecally. Regarding the latter, multiple studies have shown that
grazing ungulates, for example, prefer to feed away from areas contaminated by feces (Cooper et al.,
2000; Ezenwa, 2004; van der Wal et al., 2000). Given the ubiquity of parasites that use the fecal–oral
pathway, and the broad range of defence strategies exhibited by humans, we also expect non-human
primates to display similar behaviors. However, despite parasite avoidance strategies having been
suggested in non-human primates (Nunn and Altizer, 2006; Huffman, 2010b), concrete evidence remains
scarce. To our knowledge, studies have not yet directly investigated food-related hygienic behavior under
risk of infection. Thus, our foci were to investigate food-processing and feces avoidance behaviors in a
non-human primate and test whether the infection-avoidance hypothesis — that such behaviors evolved
to mitigate infection risk — can explain their occurrence.
Japanese macaques of Koshima (Macaca fuscata fuscata) are known to use a set of foodprocessing behaviors, such as rubbing, rolling and/or washing food before consumption. Even the famous
sweet potato washing behavior — an innovation observed to spread through the group at Koshima in the
1950s following the onset of provisioning, which provided some of the first evidence for culture in
animal societies (Kawai, 1965) — may in fact be hygienic, though its specific function remains
unexplored. I used experimentation and observation to investigate three sets of food-related behavior
(‘hygiene proxies’), which I hypothesized might reduce the risk of infection by fecal–oral parasites. The
first experiment (H1) tested whether macaques identify and avoid feeding on fecally contaminated food
items. The second experiment (H2) tested whether sweet potato manipulation behavior (e.g. washing)
functioned to remove debris. In addition to these experiments, I concurrently observed natural foraging
behavior (H3) to investigate whether tendencies to rub fallen acorns before consumption were consistent
with feces avoidance and sweet potato manipulation behaviors across individuals. In parallel, I monitored
geohelminth infection across subjects. I predicted that (i) individuals would behave consistently across
hygiene proxies and that (ii) geohelminth infection intensity would correlate negatively with feces
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avoidance and food-processing behavior (i.e. hygienic tendencies).
6.3. Material and methods
From January 2014 to April 2014, I studied 16 adult Japanese macaques (11 females and five
males) inhabiting Koshima islet, southern Japan, a free-ranging and provisioned population amenable to
field-experimentation and naturalistic observation. Detailed methods and data analysis appear in the
appendix).
6.3.1. Hygiene proxies
For feces avoidance experiments (H1, N = 151 trials), I aligned three substrates (fresh macaque
feces, plastic feces replica and piece of brown plastic notebook) adjacently on the sand in a semi-confined
area of beach at the provisioning site (figure 1). On each substrate, I placed a grain of wheat or half a
peanut to increase motivation (Nwheat = 76, µ ± s.d. = 4.75 ± 1 trials individual-1; Npeanut = 75, 4.69 ± 1
trials individual-1). Subjects were baited to the experimental area, which was visually cut-off from other
animals by rocks, and given 2.5 min to feed before items were removed. For sweet potato manipulation
experiments (H2, N = 87 trials, 2 ± 0.83 tests individual-1 condition-1), a piece of sweet potato, either prewashed (Nwashed = 45) with tap water or covered with sand (a potential contaminant; Nsand = 42), was
presented to a subject at the provisioning site. I recorded all food manipulation behaviors observed before
consumption. Finally, for my naturalistic observations of acorn foraging behavior (H3), I extracted 84
bouts of acorn foraging (5.3 ± 2.3 bouts individual-1) from 500 collected 15 min focal animal samples
and recorded all acorn manipulation behaviors observed.
6.3.2. Geohelminth monitoring
I processed 125 fecal samples (7.8 ± 2.4 samples individual-1) using fecal sedimentation, and used
fecal egg counts (FECs: number of eggs gram-1 fecal sediment) determined via microscopy as a proxy
for variation in infection risk across subjects (MacIntosh et al., 2010a). I focused on Oesophagostomum
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aculeatum (OA) and Trichuris sp. (cf. trichiura) (TT), the two most commonly observed parasites in these
subjects and the only ones to be acquired during foraging via the ingestion of contaminated soil, water
or food (Anderson, 2000). FECs of OA and TT were highly correlated across subjects (Pearson’s product
moment correlation, r = 0.89, p < 0.001).

Figure 1. Field setting and test substrates for feces avoidance experiments. (a) Subject consuming wheat
from plastic control substrate. (b) Three experimental substrates (from left to right: fresh Japanese
macaque feces, plastic replica feces and plastic notebook cover).

6.3.3. Data analysis
I constructed generalized linear mixed-effects models to analyze the hygiene proxy data. For H1,
models included feeding decision (consume or not) across trials as a binary response, and condition
(wheat or peanut) and substrate (fresh feces, plastic control and plastic feces) as predictor variables. For
H2, models included food manipulation decisions (manipulate or not) as a binary response and condition
(pre-washed or sand-covered) as a predictor variable. In each model, I controlled for trial number to
account for sensitivity/habituation effects. For H3, models included the number of acorn manipulations
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performed as a negative-binomial count response, offset by the number of acorns consumed during each
bout. In all models, I included age, sex and dominance rank as predictor variables and individual identity
as a random effect to control for pseudoreplication. I added season (winter or spring) to models of H3 to
account for temporal variation in foraging behavior and acorn abundance.
To generate an index by which to score hygienic tendencies across individuals, I ran a principal
component analysis (PCA) using the three hygiene proxies expressed as the probability to (i) consume
wheat on fresh feces (H1), (ii) manipulate sweet potatoes (H2) and (iii) manipulate acorns (H3). I then
used a general linear model to test whether individual attributes such as age, sex and dominance rank
influenced hygienic tendencies, and generalized linear models to test whether hygienic tendencies
correlated with geohelminth infection. I set the retained principal components as predictor variables in
models with the negative-binomially distributed FEC of OA and TT as response variables.
6.4. Results
In experiment H1, significantly fewer macaques ate wheat from the fresh feces (37.5%) and
replica feces (56%) than from the control substrate (100%; table 1). However, all subjects consumed
peanuts from all substrates in all trials. In experiment H2, all sweet potatoes were consumed but the
probability to perform manipulation behaviors was greater in the sand-covered condition (table 1).
Females were also more likely than males to perform manipulations. During observations (H3), subjects
manipulated acorns before consumption with a mean probability of 0.61 ± 0.30 acorn-1 consumed, with
females manipulating more often than males (table 1).
The PCA revealed that two retained components explained 81% of the variance in the data. PC1
(47%) represented a gradient along which subjects displayed variable tendencies toward hygienic
behavior (figure 1a). Each hygiene proxy loaded positively onto PC1 (H1: 0.48; H2: 0.66; H3: 0.86), and
a generalized linear model showed that PC1 correlated negatively with geohelminth infection (figure 1c
and table 2). Other predictors could not explain significant variation in infection intensity (table 2).
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Finally, variation along PC1 was unrelated to age and dominance rank, but females scored significantly
higher than males (table 2), indicating greater hygienic tendencies.

Figure 2. Hygiene tendencies and infection with fecally transmitted geohelminths. (a) Biplot of principal
components showing individual Japanese macaques (numbers) with respect to the three hygiene proxies.
Conventional 68% concentration ellipses are given for females (blue, rightmost ellipse) and males (red,
leftmost ellipse). Purple ellipses reflect the data centroid (centermost ellipse). Arrows indicate the
direction of increase for (H1) feces avoidance, (H2) sweet potato manipulation and (H3) acorn
manipulation. (b, c) Scatterplots of hygienic tendencies (PC1) versus geohelminth infection intensity
expressed as fecal egg counts (eggs gram−1 feces, epg): OA and TT. Regression fits (lines) with 95%
confidence intervals (shaded grey) are shown for females (blue circles) and males (red triangles).

6.5. Discussion
The negative correlation between hygienic tendencies (PC1) and geohelminth infection supports
the infection-avoidance hypothesis as a plausible ultimate explanation. These results have implications
for our understanding of how behavioral traits, here foraging decisions, might shape an animal’s health
and more deeply, how hygiene might have evolved. Soil-transmitted helminths are among the most
common parasites of primates, and TT is one of the most important in humans where it is endemic
(Cooper, 2009). Despite their ubiquity, little is known about their cumulative effects on health and fitness
in non-human primates, though such effects should increase with intensity of infection (Anderson and
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May, 1992). I cannot assess whether the infections observed in this study were of clinical significance,
although parasite-reduction experiments in this population, mainly targeting OA, are showing that treated
females maintain higher body masses and reproductive rates than do controls (AJJ MacIntosh, C Sarabian,
J Duboscq, E Thomas, V Romano, A Kaneko, M Okamoto, T Suzumura 2015, unpublished data). While
most geohelminths are not directly transmissible via fresh feces (Anderson, 2000), general preferences
for avoidance of feces or fecally contaminated substrates and food processing prior to consumption may
limit infection risk by avoiding or removing a wide variety of infectious organisms using the fecal-oral
pathway, including geohelminths, parasitic protists and viral or bacterial pathogens. It is also notable that
female macaques scored higher in hygiene tendencies. Male-biased infection is common in mammals,
including Japanese macaques (MacIntosh et al., 2010a), but it is difficult to distinguish the effects of
exposure to infectious organisms from susceptibility once exposed (Bundy, 1988). Reduced risk
sensitivity to potentially contaminated substrata may provide a behavioral mechanism of increased
infection among males (figure 2).
Risk sensitivity may also explain why Koshima macaques avoided consuming wheat from real
and replica feces while consuming peanuts in all cases. This interpretation would suggest a trade-off
between nutritional benefits and infection risk, as demonstrated previously in foraging herbivores
(Hutchings et al., 2006). Indeed, one grain of wheat represented a 16-fold reduction in calories from half
a peanut. Furthermore, since macaques consumed wheat readily from plastic control substrates but not
plastic replica feces, visual cues may suffice in feces recognition, as is also suspected in ruminants
(Cooper et al., 2000; van der Wal et al., 2000).
Similarly, our subjects appeared to display risk sensitivity in potato manipulation experiments,
engaging more often in manipulation when given sand-covered potatoes. Captive great apes were also
shown to wash apples more often when covered with sand (Allritz et al., 2013), indicating general
tendencies across primates. It was hypothesized that sweet potato washing in Koshima macaques might
relate to taste preferences, since salt or brackish water is generally used (Kawai, 1965). However, this
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hypothesis is generally unlikely because I show that pre-washed potatoes were washed far less often.
Removal of contaminants seems more plausible, as Koshima beach is heavily contaminated with
macaque feces and sand is conducive to nematode parasite transmission (Rocha et al., 2011). Yet, the
alternative that sand’s gritty texture deters ingestion cannot be excluded. Our observational data suggest
that macaques do remove other contaminants like soil from food items, so examining the contaminant
type and the nutritive value of food items should allow for better discrimination among competing
hypotheses.
Ultimately, animals must defend themselves against pathogenic organisms, and this may be
achieved in part through hygienic tendencies manifest as patterns of behavior. The health benefits of
reducing the burden of infection with parasites readily transmissible via fecal contamination should
improve fitness, so such behavioral tendencies are expected throughout the animal kingdom.

Table 1. Factors affecting variation in hygiene tendencies. Italicized text denotes predictor variables
causing significant variation in the response. Significant p values are marked: ***(p < 0.001), **(p <
0.01), *(p < 0.05).
statistical model
[Mx]

predictor variable

est.

s.e.

stat.

p

[M1] likelihood of
wheat/peanut
consumption—H1
(N = 151)

(intercept)

6.823

2.279

2.99

<0.005**

sex (male versus female)

0.551

1.029

0.54

0.592

age

0.023

0.124

0.18

0.854

rank

0.028

0.157

0.18

0.857

condition (wheat versus peanut)

−6.370

0.699

−9.12 <0.001***

substrate (fresh versus control)

−3.455

0.531

−6.51 <0.001***

substrate (replica versus control)

−2.124

0.434

−4.89 <0.001***

trial no.

−0.069

0.124

−0.56 0.579
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statistical model
[Mx]

predictor variable

est.

s.e.

stat.

p

[M2] likelihood of
sweet potato
manipulation—H2
(N = 87)

(intercept)

2.551

2.956

0.86

0.388

condition (washed versus
sandy)

−4.431

1.220

−3.63 <0.001***

sex (male versus female)

−3.624

1.517

−2.39 0.017*

age

0.003

0.169

0.02

rank (low versus high)

−1.747

1.492

−1.17 0.242

rank (mid versus high)

−0.624

1.523

−0.41 0.682

trial no.

1.468

0.578

2.54

0.011*

(intercept)

1.752

2.793

0.63

0.530

season (winter versus spring)

−2.393

1.091

−2.19 0.028*

sex (male versus female)

−3.037

1.218

−2.49 0.013*

age

−0.419

0.168

−2.50 0.013*

rank (low versus high)

0.110

1.081

0.10

0.919

rank (mid versus high)

2.241

1.321

1.70

0.090

[M3] likelihood of
acorn
manipulation—H3
(N = 84)

0.988

Table 2. Factors affecting variation in geohelminth infection and PC1/PC2. Italicized text denotes
predictor variables causing significant variation in the response. Significant p values are marked: ***(p <
0.001), **(p < 0.01), *(p < 0.05).
statistical model [Mx]

predictor
variable

est.

s.e.

stat.

p

[M4/M5] variation
in OA infection

N = 125

(intercept)

7.541

0.682

11.07

<0.001***

N = 16

(intercept)

8.076

0.084

96.37

<2 × 10−16***

PC1

−0.368

0.070

−5.22

1.75 × 10−7***

PC2

0.190

0.082

2.33

0.020*

N = 125

(intercept)

8.763

1.277

6.86

6.9 × 10−12***

N = 16

(intercept)

8.864

0.174

51.03

<2 × 10−16***

[M6/M7] variation
in TT infection
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statistical model [Mx]

[M8] variation in
PC1

[M9] variation in
PC2

N = 16

N = 16

predictor
variable

est.

s.e.

stat.

p

PC1

−0.473

0.146

−3.24

0.001**

PC2

0.084

0.170

0.50

0.620

(intercept)

1.018

0.846

1.20

0.25644

sex (male versus
female)

−1.444

0.416

−3.47

0.006*

age

−0.022 0.051

−0.42

0.683

rank (low versus
high)

−0.324 0.455

−0.71

0.493

rank (mid versus
high)

−0.028 0.481

−0.06

0.955

(intercept)

−0.067 0.273

−0.25

0.809

6.6. Appendix
6.6.1. Study site and subjects
Koshima is a 0.32 km2 islet located in Miyazaki prefecture, Kyushu, Japan (31°27’6” N,
131°22’25”E). The islet is uninhabited and covered by warm-temperate, broad-leaved evergreen forest.
The Japanese macaques of Koshima (Macaca fuscata fuscata) are separated into two social groups with
only slightly overlapping territories. The macaques are free-ranging but the “main group” has been
provisioned since 1948 and is currently given ca. 3 kg of wheat 2-3 times per week. The provisioning
site is located on a sandy beach, which covers approximately 2,152 m2. All study subjects belonged to
the main group (N ≈ 51), which included 23 adult females, 9 adult males (≥ 5 years), and 19 immatures
(0-4 years), all highly habituated and individually recognizable via facial markings (tattoos) and other
morphological features, facilitating observation, experimentation and sample collection.
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Because research on the island has continued for more than 60 years, the ages and pedigrees of
all study subjects were known prior to the study. Study subjects included 11 adult females and 5 adult
males (table S1). Females were chosen using a stratified random sampling of individuals from different
age and dominance rank classes. Japanese macaque females form stable and linear dominance hierarchies
which are matrilineally inherited (Yamagiwa and Hill, 1998). Subject females were assigned a rank class
based on their position within the overall female hierarchy, which was constructed based on dominantsubmissive behaviors such as overt acts of aggression and submission or spatial displacement of one
individual by another observed ad libitum. Males were chosen based on their association with the main
group –Japanese macaque male life histories involve multiple emigration/immigration events (Sprague,
1992) –as well as their likelihood of visiting the experimental site. Males and females were classified
separately into three rank classes. Landau’s linearity index (de Vries, 1995) on the female (h’ = 0.68, p
< 0.001) and male (h’ = 0.5, p < 0.001) aggressive interaction matrices (hierarchies) shows that
dominance ranks were linear and stable throughout the study.
Table S1. Attributes of study subjects (Jan.-May 2014). Birthdates were provided by the Wildlife
Research Center of Kyoto University. Parasite infection is expressed as mean eggs gram-1 fecal sediment
(cf. EPG) for Oesophagostomum aculeatum (OA) and Trichuris sp. cf. trichiura (TT) across the study
(N=125 samples). Principal components were determined using Principal Component Analysis on results
of hygiene proxy experiments and observations, with PC1 reflecting general hygienic tendencies across
individuals. *Graphic number is used to denote individuals in figure 1 of the main text.
Name/graphic Age Sex Dominance Parasite Infection Principal Components
number*
Rank
OA EPG TT EPG PC1
PC2
Asa/1
Fugu/2
Gibosi/3
Kaba/4
Kanna/5
Kinoko/6
Kinu/7
Kuwa/8
Muku/9
Muro/10
Mushi/11
Okapi/12
Serori/13

14
8
16
19
10
13
17
16
10
16
14
8
9

F
M
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
F

3 (high)
5 (low)
11 (low)
1 (high)
7 (mid)
4 (high)
5 (mid)
10 (low)
8 (low)
2 (high)
3 (mid)
4 (low)
6 (mid)

3483
3265
1846
3066
3608
5140
5843
3105
887
12785
2008
4569
1170

4685
15077
4008
2218
13633
10131
9621
1894
2956
32498
5589
15202
219

0.836
-1.878
0.500
-0.521
0.626
-0.124
-0.437
-0.036
1.216
-3.265
-0.344
-0.626
1.595

-0.065
-2.127
-0.768
0.654
-0.057
2.635
0.651
-1.115
-0.081
1.009
-0.019
-1.092
-0.096
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Siso/14
Toga/15
Yasi/16

11
14
18

F
F
F

2 (high)
9 (low)
1 (high)

2213
3432
2626

6295
8345
4107

1.005
0.617
0.836

-0.072
0.609
-0.065

6.6.2. Expanded study design
Feces avoidance experiments (H1)
I conducted 151 trials in total (Nwheat = 76, ū ± SD = 4.75 ± 1 trials individual-1; Npeanut = 75, 4.69
± 1 trials individual-1). The plastic replica feces and the piece of brown plastic notebook were chosen to
discriminate between the influences of visual and olfactory cues in foraging decisions. The replica feces
created a visual representation of real feces, being within the size (8.8 x 6 cm in area) and color (sepia
brown) range of real Japanese macaque feces, but smelled of plastic. The piece of brown plastic notebook
was cut to the same area dimensions as macaque feces, but otherwise bore no visible or olfactory
resemblance. Each 2.5-minute experiment began once the target individual approached to within 3 m of
the experimental area. The experiment was terminated once all food items were consumed, or if the
subject moved beyond 3 m of the experimental area, at which point the experimenter removed any
remaining food items. If an experiment was terminated by the experimenter, these data were discarded
from subsequent analyses. Each event of feeding on any of the 3 substrates was recorded. To control for
potential variation in the experimental area itself, the sand was groomed and flattened before each
experiment. To isolate test subjects from the main group, the experimental area was hidden behind
natural rock formations. All tests were voluntary, with individuals baited to the experimental area with
food. The same individual was not tested for the same condition more than once per day. A subset of
experiments was video-recorded using a GoPro HD Hero 2 video camera set on a tripod 1 m in front of
the experimental area. A complete video record could not be made due to battery and charging limitations
during fieldwork.
Sweet potato manipulation experiments (H2)
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I conducted 87 trials in total. In the sand-covered condition (Nsand = 42), sweet potatoes were
moistened with tap water and then fully covered with sand from the provisioning site before presentation
to test subjects. Sand was chosen because it represents a potential contaminant; the beach gets covered
extensively and repeatedly with macaque feces during provisioning. In the washed condition (Nwashed =
45), potatoes were soaked and rubbed in tap water to remove all debris prior to presentation to test
subjects. Potatoes for both conditions were prepared the morning of the experiment at the field station,
cut into pieces of ca. 20 g, placed separately into sealable plastic bags, and transported in a cooler bag to
the experimental area. One piece of sweet potato was distributed during each trial of the experiment, in
which a test subject was presented with either a sand-covered or pre-washed piece of sweet potato. The
trial ended when the sweet potato was either consumed or discarded. Test subjects were tested for the
same condition on the same day (2 ± 0.83 tests individual-1 condition-1). The numbers of washing, rubbing
and other food-manipulation behaviors (table S2) were recorded during each trial, as well as whether or
not the individual consumed the sweet potato. Experiments usually occurred during provisioning so that
high-ranking individuals that might interfere with the experiment were distracted.
Table S2. Food-manipulation behaviors observed in the sweet potato manipulation experiments (H2).
Behavior
Rub
Roll
Wash
Remove
skin
Wipe

Description
Food item is rubbed with a body part (hands, wrist, mouth, feet) and/or against a
substrate (rock) before ingestion
Food item is rolled with one or both hand(s) on a substrate (rock, wood, tree, concrete,
sand) before ingestion
Food item is agitated in water (stream, ocean) before ingestion.
Food item is held with one or both hand(s) while the potato skin/peel is removed with
the teeth and discarded
Food item is held with one foot while the other foot is slid (wiped) across its surface

Acorn manipulation observations (H3)
Fallen acorns from the species Quercus glauca and Lithocarpus edulis are abundant in the leaf
litter during winter in southern Japan and form an important source of energy and nutrition for macaques
during this food-scarce season (Go, 2010a). Fallen acorns were abundant during the study period, and
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the macaques spent considerable amounts of time foraging on them (24% of total foraging time and 6.5%
of total observation time during the study). “Acorn rubbing” occurs commonly among Japanese
macaques during acorn feeding, and can be defined as a foraging behavior in which an individual places
an acorn between its hands and rubs it repeatedly in both directions. Acorn rubbing may also involve
other body parts such as the cheek or the mouth, in which case the acorn is rubbed against a body part in
both directions using one hand only. I conducted 15-minute focal animal sampling (Altmann, 1974) while
individuals were foraging on natural food items within the forested areas of the island (N = 500). Any
focal sample that included consumption of at least 3 acorns was defined as an acorn foraging bout (5.3 ±
2.3 bouts individual-1). The numbers of acorns rubbed as well as any other acorn manipulation behaviors
observed relative to the total number of acorns ingested (N = 1440 during the 84 observed acorn foraging
bouts) were recorded to obtain an acorn rubbing ratio individual-1 bout-1.
Geohelminth monitoring
Japanese macaques of Koshima are infected by four species of nematode parasite:
Oesophagostomum aculeatum (OA, Strongylida), Trichuris sp. (cf. trichiura) (TT, Enoplida)
Strongyloides fuelleborni (Rhabditida) and Streptopharagus pigmentatus (Spirurida; (Gotoh, 2000, Horii
et al., 1982). I focused only on the two fecal-oral geohelminths, OA and TT, which were present in 96%
and 97% of samples, respectively. Once voided in feces, OA ova require ca. 4-6 days to develop into
infective stage (L3) larvae, whereas TT require at least 2-3 weeks to develop into infectious, embryonated
eggs (TT) (Anderson, 2000). Overall, prevalence of infection (the number of infected individuals
expressed as a proportion of the sampled population) was 100% for both parasite species, with mean
infection intensities (fecal egg counts determined as eggs gram-1 fecal sediment: EPG) of 3180 ± 2407
and 7736 ± 8223 for OA and TT, respectively. The other parasite species in the host population were less
commonly detected, and in any case utilize transmission strategies less likely to be associated with the
behaviors observed in our study; S. pigmentatus requires an intermediate host (e.g. coprophagous beetle)
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to complete its life cycle while S. fuelleborni infects hosts percutaneously rather than orofecally
(Anderson, 2000).
My parasitological protocol closely followed that of MacIntosh et al. (MacIntosh et al., 2010b).
Fresh fecal samples were collected opportunistically from the 16 study subjects immediately following
defecation throughout the study period (12.9 ± 1.9 samples individual-1), with a mean of 4 ± 1.1 samples
collected month-1 individual-1. Feces were placed into sealable plastic bags and ca. 1 g was stored in
plastic tubes containing 10% buffered formalin within 10 hours of collection. I used a modified formalinethyl-acetate sedimentation protocol (MacIntosh et al., 2010) to estimate EPG across samples. After
processing, all remaining sediment (0.47 ± 0.41 g sample-1) was transferred and stored in vials containing
25 ml of formalin. During examination, aliquots were drawn from this suspension, which was kept
homogeneous using a magnetic stirrer, into a McMaster chamber’s 0.15 ml grid to be viewed under a
microscope at 100x magnification. This count procedure was repeated 5 times for each sample and the
average was used to calculate values of EPG, using the weight of the fecal sediment rather than the whole
collected feces itself. Mean EPG values for each individual (table S1) were used in the statistical analyses
presented in the main text.
Among the 23 adult females of the group, 11 were treated with the anthelmintic drug Stromectol®
(Merck; active compound = ivermectin, dosage ≈ 0.3mg/kg bodyweight ivermectin) as part of an ongoing
study (since November 2012) testing the effects of nematode parasitism on macaque population
dynamics. Treated females were chosen through stratified random sampling across dominance ranks and
age classes, independently of the present study. Among the 11 females used in our study, 6 were treated.
Here as well, I tried to constitute a group with similar dominance rank and age composition across treated
(N = 6; 3 low-ranking, 1 mid-ranking, 2 high-ranking; 13.2 ± 2.8 years old) and non-treated females (N
= 5; 1 low-ranking, 2 mid-ranking, 2 high-ranking; 13.8 ± 3.8 years old). Medication was administered
non-invasively with minimal disruption to the animals or any ongoing study. Powdered medicine was
mixed with a food substrate, either peanuts or slices of apple, and given directly to target macaques by
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an experimenter. Treatment occurred twice for each of these 6 females between March 24 and April 1,
2013. I therefore used only those fecal samples collected before the onset of treatment (N = 125). The
previous treatment occurred in November 2013, but I observe that reinfection occurs rapidly with
individuals returning to group-average levels of parasite shedding within ca. 1-2 months (MacIntosh,
unpublished data), so treatment is unlikely to have significantly affected our results.
6.6.3. Expanded data analyses
Principal component analysis
PCA was run using the prcomp function of the stats package in R. I used multiple criteria to
determine the number of principal components to retain in our analysis (Cangelosi and Goriely, 2007;
Zwick and Velicer, 1986). First, we considered that the cumulative variance of the minimum number of
retained components must exceed 80%. Second, I visualized a scree plot with the expectation that there
should be an ‘elbow’ between retained and discarded components. Third, to retain a component it must
pass the Guttman-Kaiser criterion, in which the eigenvalues of each retained component must be greater
than the average eigenvalues across components (Jackson, 1991). In our case using standardized and
centered data, this meant components with eigenvalues greater than 1. I also considered Jolliffe’s
modification of the Guttman-Kaiser criterion which retains components with eigenvalues greater than
0.7 (Jolliffe, 1972). Fourth, I used the R package paran (Dinno, 2012) to run Horn’s parallel analysis
(PA) under the condition that the adjusted eigenvalues of retained components at the 50th centile must
be greater than 1 across 5000 iterations (Horn, 1965). Finally, I considered the number of retained factors
that minimized Velicer’s MAP (Minimum Average Partial criterion; Velicer, 1976) using the VSS
function of the R package psych (Revelle, 2015). In all but the last analysis, the appropriate number of
factors to retain was determined to be 2; MAP retained only PC1. Using perhaps the most conservative
and statistically rigorous method, i.e. Monte Carlo and maximum likelihood methods in PA with 95%
confidence limits (Glorfeld, 1995), I found that no principal components were retained. However, given
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the exploratory nature of our analysis, the theoretical foundation underlying the expectation that
behavioral tendencies or consistencies should exist, and the close agreement of the many standard
heuristic methods for component retention, coupled with the suggestion that retained factors may best be
determined through a combination of Horn’s PA and MAP methods (Zwick and Velicer, 1986), I feel
that our choice to retain two principal components but focus more closely on PC1 is justified. A
description of PC2 is presented below.
Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were performed using R statistical software v. 3.1.2 (R Core Team, 2014).
For Gaussian and binary mixed-effects models with repeated observations of individuals, I used the
functions lmer and glmer in package lme4 (Bates et al., 2014b, Bates et al., 2014a), respectively. For
negative binomial mixed-effects models I used the function glmmadmb in package glmmADMB (Skaug
et al., 2011). For Gaussian and negative binomial models without repeated observations of individuals, I
used the functions glm and glm.nb in package MASS (Venables and Ripley, 2002), respectively. I
compared full (fitted) models with all predictor variables included versus null models with only an
intercept term using likelihood ratio tests (LRT). Because retention of non-significant interaction terms
precludes interpretation of any of the associated main effects, I first compared models with and without
the interaction term and discarded any interactions that did not improve model fit. I also tested for zeroinflation in all negative binomial count models by comparing models with and without a zero-inflation
parameter using LRT. In all cases, the more parsimonious model without a zero-inflation term provided
a better fit. I present parameter estimates only for those models that significantly outperformed their
respective nulls. For all models, I examined the distribution of residuals for normality (for Gaussian
models only) and heteroscedasticity, and tested for influential cases e.g. through Cook’s distance.
6.6.4. Supplementary Results
PC2
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Both feces avoidance and sweet potato manipulation behaviors loaded meaningfully into PC2
(H1: -0.81; H2: 0.62), while acorn manipulation behavior did not (H3: -0.03). Unlike the behavioral
consistency observed for PC1, however, H1 and H2 loaded in opposite directions into PC2, suggesting
some dissonance between tendencies to avoid fresh feces on the one hand and manipulate sweet potatoes
on the other; i.e. individuals likely to avoid consuming wheat on feces were also those that tended not to
manipulate sweet potatoes, and vice versa. Sweet potatoes, like peanuts, are a highly preferred food item
among the study subjects and thus were consumed in all trials. Wheat, on the other hand, was often
avoided on real and replica feces. While it is difficult to explain this dissonance within PC2, one
possibility is that individuals more likely to take food-related risks might subsequently attempt to reduce
such risks by performing more extensive processing prior to ingestion. This might suggest some
distinction between manipulators and non-manipulators, with the latter group acting in a risk-prone
manner once a nutritive threshold is reached and a contaminated food item becomes desirable. I did
observe a positive relationship between PC2 and OA infection (table 2), because I observed no such
relationship between PC2 and TT infection despite the tight correlation between OA and TT FEC and
PC2 had considerably less support than PC1 in our analysis of which factors to retain, I put less weight
on the relationship between PC2 and infection in the current manuscript, and on PC2 in general.
Statistical Models and Likelihood Ratio Tests (LRT)
All statistical results are shown in the main text in tables 1 and 2. However, results of the LRT
comparing fitted versus null models are shown below in table S3; those highlighted in bold text represent
models that signify outperformed their respective null.
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Table S3. Likelihood ratio tests comparing fitted versus null models used in this study. Models
presented in bold represent cases in which the fitted models significantly outperformed their
respective null models.
Statistical Model [Mx]
[M1] H1: faeces avoidance likelihood
[M2] H2: sweet potato manipulation likelihood
[M3] H3: acorn manipulation likelihood
[M4] Sociodemographic factors in OA infection
[M5] Hygiene and OA infection
[M6] Sociodemographic factors in TT infection
[M7] Hygiene and TT infection
[M8] Sociodemographic factors in PC1
[M9] Sociodemographic factors in PC2

ΔLogLik
156.78
22.50
5.69
2.3
10.14
1.5
4.77
6.40
4.38

Δdf
8
6
5
4
2
4
2
4
4

X2
313.56
44.99
11.38
4.58
20.27
3.06
9.53
12.80
8.75

P|>X2|
<2.2e-16***
4.69e-8***
0.044*
0.333
3.97e-5***
0.548
0.009**
0.012*
0.068
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Chapter 7
General Discussion
7.1. Overview
In this thesis, I used an experimental approach to investigate parasite avoidance in a
foraging context in five species of Papionini and Hominini. More precisely, I tested whether
biological contaminants (i.e. feces, blood, semen and rotten food) that are known to elicit disgust
in humans (Curtis and Biran, 2001) induce aversive behavior in chimpanzees, bonobos, mandrills,
Japanese macaques and long-tailed macaques. I further tested which sensory systems (i.e. visual,
olfactory, tactile, gustatory, multi-modal) are used to detect and avoid these contaminants, what
kinds of behaviors (i.e. keeping distance, feeding avoidance, food manipulation) are observed
when subjects are confronted with these contaminants during foraging tasks, and lastly whether
these behaviors correlate with lower levels of parasitism. These four questions determined the
order of the chapters presented. Note that all contaminants and all sensory cues could not be tested
for all species due to onsite feasibility and regulations such as the possibility to acquire semen
(from one chimpanzee only) or the impossibility to fully isolate individuals (at Lola ya Bonobo)
for example. Thus, different questions could be addressed in addition of comparing visual and
olfactory modalities of contaminant detection and avoidance across species. Additionally, this
resulted in the possibility of replicating human studies investigating tactile cues of contaminant
avoidance and contamination-risk sensitivity in our closest phylogenetic relatives, chimpanzees
and bonobos.
When exposed to conspecific feces, blood and semen through visual, olfactory and/or
tactile modalities, chimpanzees increased their latencies to feed, tended to maintain greater
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distances from contaminants and/or refused to consume the food compared to control conditions
(Chapter 2). In similar experiments adapted to other species, mandrills showed lower appetite for
food associated with visual and olfactory stimuli of feces (Chapter 3), whereas long-tailed
macaques did not avoid consuming contaminated food items but instead demonstrated greater
precaution, manifest as higher likelihoods of olfactory investigation and food manipulation prior
to consumption (Chapter 4). In a more complete exploration of contamination-risk aversion
(Chapter 5), bonobos exhibited clear avoidance of food contaminated with feces and rotten food
through multiple sensory modalities, and were sensitive to risk along a contamination-probability
gradient. In addition, bonobos showed reduced tactile, gustatory and tool use activities when in
the presence of contaminant versus control odors in a challenging foraging context. Finally,
avoidance behaviors (or hygienic tendencies) assessed through feces avoidance and food
manipulation experiments and observations were correlated with lower burdens of gastrointestinal
nematode infection in Japanese macaques on Koshima (Chapter 6).
Taken together, these chapters highlight both similarities and differences in the
mechanisms and behavioral repertoires used by these species when facing infection risk, as well
as the different trade-offs potentially underlying them. Moreover, the results support the
predictions of the Parasite Avoidance Theory of Disgust (Curtis and Biran, 2001) in non-human
primates, with potential health benefits for subjects with a stronger behavioral immune system.
7.2. Similarities and differences in primate behavioral immune systems
Although I observed an overall pattern of avoidance or caution when confronted with
contaminated food in the primate species tested, I also observed different mechanisms for
assessing and minimizing infection risk. When chimpanzees, bonobos and mandrills decided to
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feed on items associated with biological contaminant stimuli, they might have conducted visual,
olfactory and/or gustatory inspection of the food but almost never manipulated it prior to
consumption. However, food manipulation behaviors were consistently observed for both species
of macaques (Macaca fuscata and M. fascicularis) prior to the ingestion of contaminated food
items. and much more often than for control (‘clean’) items. The reason(s) for such behavioral
differences remain(s) hard to elucidate. Macaques are well-known for performing a wide range of
food manipulation behaviors (e.g. rubbing, rolling, washing) in captivity and in the wild (Kawai,
1965; Visalberghi and Fragaszy, 1990; Tan et al., 2016; Trebouet et al., 2018), whereas food
manipulation in chimpanzees and bonobos has so far only been reported in captivity (Allritz et al.,
2013) and to my knowledge has not yet been reported in mandrills (Chapter 3; Poirotte*, Sarabian*
et al, accepted). Moreover, these manipulation behaviors might have a hygienic function in
macaques, as they help remove debris and thus potential fecal-contamination from a food item
(Chapter 6). Such manipulative behaviors appear analogous to the various forms of food
preparation and processing performed by humans. Given how widespread they are across human
societies, however, it is interesting that we did not observe similar behaviors in the great apes
tested here. Why might macaques have evolved such food manipulation behaviors whereas the
other species tested did not? As suggested in Chapter 4, this might be an anatomico-functional
adaptation of macaques, which exhibit a greater precision grip for small objects than great apes
(Pouydebat et al., 2009). In the study just cited, baboons also exhibited greater precision grip for
small objects, but much remains unknown about their food/object manipulation abilities outside
of captivity. Given the potential for precision grip, however, it is surprising that we did not observe
mandrills to perform manipulation behaviors. Further experimental studies should be conducted
in parallel to testing different evolutionary scenarios to elucidate this manipulation proclivity in
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macaques in comparison with other old-world primates. These could also include observations of
wild apes’ food preferences for uncontaminated food items in trees or vines versus soiled food
items on the ground.
Regarding the sensory mechanisms used to detect and avoid contaminants, we observed
that the various stimuli presented elicited different degrees of aversion within species. For example,
touching dough appeared to be the most salient stimulus that significantly deterred chimpanzees
from feeding, much more strongly than seeing or smelling feces. One epidemiological reason for
this aversion could be that, in nature, substrates with physical characteristics such as moisture,
softness and warmth facilitate the growth of pathogenic organisms (Winfield and Richards, 2003).
Another reason for the strong reactions observed is that subjects came into contact with this
substrate without any prior information about its presence in the box or its nature. Contact with an
unknown substrate implies strong risk of danger, especially when information about the substrate
is lacking but what information does exist, such as temperature, texture and consistency, invokes
caution. This type of response may also reflect reactive vs. proactive/cognitive behaviors (e.g. food
manipulation) that seem to occur when exposed to cues connoting with a less imminent danger
(e.g. visual or olfactory). In mandrills and long-tailed macaques, which were only tested in visual
and olfactory tests, seeing and smelling conspecific feces were the main triggers for feeding
aversion and food manipulation, respectively. Here again, there are epidemiological reasons for
aversion or precaution toward food associated with visual and olfactory cues of feces. Most
parasite infective stages are microscopic, which may thus explain why primates have evolved
aversion for ‘macroscopic’ or other cues to sources of contamination such as bodily fluids to
prevent or minimize contact with them (Curtis, 2014; Culpepper et al., 2018). Moreover, the
bacterial and parasitic composition of feces produce different volatile organic compounds which
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may be recognizable by the host’s sense of smell and thus avoided (Mansourian et al., 2016;
Poirotte et al., 2017b). It is also possible that one sensory modality is not enough to detect
contamination risk, therefore other senses are used to assess the likelihood of parasite presence
(Behringer et al., 2018). Bonobos, for example, often first investigated their enclosure door by
touching and tasting it when contaminant or control odors had been applied (Chapter 5). Such
investigative behaviors could then be used to guide subsequent behaviors in the experimental
setting.
Several hypotheses might explain these differences among species. First, test conditions
developed over the course of the study and were adapted to each primate species, possibly resulting
in the different responses observed. For example, similar boxes as the one built for chimpanzees
to test for tactile cues were designed for mandrills and long-tailed macaques. However, subjects
never placed their hands inside the box, hence limiting the sensory modalities that could be
replicated with these species. Second, although not all sensory stimuli could be tested for all
species, it is important to note the different threats they may represent. While some sensory
modalities can be used to prevent contact with a substrate that is likely to pose an infection risk,
such as when confronted with visual, auditory (not tested here) or olfactory cues of a potential
contaminant, other sensory modalities such as touch and taste can occur only after an individual is
exposed to the potential contaminant due to the type of contact they require. In sensory ecology,
taste and touch constitute the sensory boundaries (i.e. effective ranges of a given sensory system)
nearest to the individual (Dominy et al., 2001). However, the radius of other sensory boundaries
such as seeing, smelling and hearing, may vary according to the type of environment the respective
primate lives in. According to this hypothesis, the detection and avoidance of a given parasite may
thus vary with the ecology of the species and its type of habitat, meaning that habitat loss, which
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is already increasing the human-non-human primate interface (Hockings et al., 2015) and the
subsequent risk of parasite infection (Thatcher et al., 2018), may also affect primate sensory
ecology and the ability of species to use their evolved sensory strategies to detect and avoid sources
of infection.
7.3. Parasite avoidance trade-offs involved in this study
All the reactions presented above can be interpreted within the framework of the behavioral
immune system, which emphasizes the ability of species to detect parasites, or at least, sources of
infection and respond with appropriate avoidance behaviors (Schaller, 2006; Schaller and Park,
2011). However, the link between detection and avoidance is not as straightforward. Other factors
may intervene and lead individuals to not avoid parasites. Several studies have reported such a
lack of avoidance, or even in some cases an attraction toward sick conspecifics (Sorci et al., 1997;
Bouwman and Hawley, 2010; Fairbanks et al., 2015; Lopes et al., 2016). In such cases, the benefits
of social interaction might outweigh the costs of associating with sick individuals (Stockmaier et
al., 2018). But other trade-offs can play a role as well. One trade-off that is particularly relevant to
this thesis, since all of my experiments involved feeding decisions, pits the energetic and/or
nutritional composition of the food in question against the costs associated with its contamination
(i.e. ‘nutrition-infection’ trade-off). Japanese macaques, for instance, expressed aversion to a grain
of wheat that was in contact with conspecific feces, but showed no aversion to half a peanut in the
same condition; peanuts represent a 16-fold increase in calorie content compared to the grain of
wheat (Chapter 6). It is possible that the chimpanzees, bonobos, mandrills and long-tailed
macaques we tested faced a similar dilemma in conditions where they exhibited intermediate levels
of avoidance, as the foods provided (i.e. bananas, peanuts, apples) were highly valued by these
individuals (Chapters 2-5).
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Evidence for a nutrition-infection trade-off has already been reported in other species,
including cannibal cane toad (Bufo marinus) tadpoles, for which nutrient acquisition overcomes
the risk of infection (Crossland et al., 2011). These tadpoles, which are invasive in Australia, forage
exclusively on conspecific eggs and ignore the eggs of other sympatric frog species (Crossland et
al., 2011). The authors found that egg consumption enhanced tadpole growth through the nutrition
gained and the resultant reduced competition. Because eggs possess a protective jelly layer and are
rapidly consumed after oviposition, the risk of parasite acquisition is also low. The timing of such
conspecific egg predation may reflect an evolved strategy to maximize foraging efficiency and
minimize infection risk despite these trophic interactions involving the same species, which is
usually seen as risky in terms of disease transmission. Another example concerns grazing
herbivores, which often face the challenge of foraging on the same substrata as that on which other
animals defecate. In such cases, it might be expected that infection-risk should outweigh nutritional
benefits (Coulson et al., 2018). Consequently, some herbivore species use localized defecation
sites to avoid parasite acquisition (Hart, 1990; Ezenwa, 2004). These ‘latrines’, can quickly
become rendez-vous points for a number of disease-tolerant foragers, particularly because
contaminated swards are also among the most productive given the amount of natural fertilizer
present, while at the same time being places to avoid for more susceptible species or individuals
(Weinstein et al., 2018b).
Tendencies of some species to engage in coprophagy presents another Darwinian puzzle
for a primatologist studying feces avoidance. For the same reasons as those mentioned above, it is
probably also a matter of cost and benefit. Chimpanzees and bonobos, for example, are known to
be coprophagous on occasion in their natural environment (Krief et al., 2004; Sakamaki, 2010;
Bertolani and Pruetz, 2011; Beaune et al., 2017). However, the behavior seems to function in
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reingestion of undigested seeds, and is typically performed with an individual’s own, fresh feces,
rather than the ingestion of feces from other individuals. At the very least, it can be said that the
risk of acquiring novel infectious agents is greatly reduced in such cases. To my knowledge,
however, there has not been any report of coprophagy in mandrills and macaques, although they
are both seed predators for whom undigested seeds are also found in feces (Hoshino, 1985; Lucas
and Corlett, 1998; Go, 2010b). Other primate species are occasionally (e.g. Lepilemur sp.; Hladik
et al., 1971) or even regularly coprophagous (e.g. gorillas; Masi and Breuer, 2018) in the wild, and
it would therefore be interesting to compare whether species with such tendencies express lower
sensitivities toward feces. Along the same lines, future experiments on feces avoidance in primates
should consider the risk of infection and test for own versus other feces aversion, as well as
conspecific versus heterospecific feces aversion, according to infection risk.
Finally, another trade-off that may explain the responses observed and sometimes the lack
of clear aversion toward contaminated food items is the hunger-disgust trade-off (see Chapter 2),
which predicts that food deprivation reduces food-related disgust in humans (Hoefling et al., 2009).
All species were tested as much as possible before or during provisioning and in similar nutritional
states across tests to minimize the influence of variation in satiety. As such, subjects were probably
hungry and more motivated to obtain food during my experiments, and thus more likely to engage
in more risk-prone foraging behaviors. Future studies could test whether experiments performed
after feeding elicit more risk-averse behaviors toward contaminated food (i.e. feeding abstention)
compared to control food, with the risk though that subjects may be less inclined to participate in
experiments altogether, which was the initial reason behind the design of my own studies.
7.4. Behavioral and physiological immune systems
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One parameter to consider while attempting to resolve the equation concerning the benefits
and the costs of behavioral immune responses is variation in susceptibility to infection. As
described in Chapter 1, the physiological immune system intervenes when parasites are not or
cannot be avoided. Physiological immunity confers resistance, which is part of a larger framework
(Avoidance-Resistance-Tolerance) of parasite handling that has evolved to various degrees (Rivas
et al., 2014). In fact, co-variation between behavioral and immune traits has been found in many
studies (Lopes, 2017). For example, risk-taking birds show greater investments in physiological
immunity while birds likely to avoid sick conspecifics invest less in such immunity (Zylberberg et
al., 2013; 2014). Similarly, the nematode C. elegans varies its degree of avoidance of pathogenic
bacteria according to individual variation in resistance to infection (Schulenburg and Müller, 2004).
In addition, repeated exposure to certain parasites may lead to acquired immunity which may also
confer health benefits (see Hart, 2011). Such functional flexibility suggests that individuals with
stronger physiological immune systems can afford a relaxation in behavioral immune responses.
This is what a recent experiment (Kandrik et al., 2017) demonstrated in humans in a context of
mate preferences. Men who expressed high testosterone and low cortisol levels (Rantala et al.,
2012) showed lower preferences for dark yellow facial skin (i.e. cue of good health; Jones et al.,
2016), thus supporting the hypothesis that individuals with stronger physiological immune
responses can afford weaker behavioral immune responses.
In non-human primates, the interplay between these two vastly different immune systems
has not yet been experimentally explored, although behavioral and immune traits seem to be linked
in this taxa as well (Lopes, 2017). A phylogenetical analysis of white blood cell counts (indicating
the strength of a physiological immune system) in primates found a significant and positive
association between the latter and the number of mating partners across species, suggesting that
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sexually-transmitted diseases may have shaped primate immune parameters in connection with
their mating system (Nunn et al., 2000). Future experimental studies could test, for example,
whether variation in hygienic tendencies observed in primates (Chapter 6) could also relate to
differences in physiological immune responses, and to what extent avoidance, resistance and
ultimately, tolerance, are each involved in shaping parasitism.
7.5. Parasite avoidance in primates: challenges and perspectives
7.5.1. Hidden neurosensory mechanisms
In this study, I tested whether sight, smell, touch and to a lesser extent taste are used in the
detection of biological contaminants and whether the information thus perceived is used to guide
feeding decisions. The only major primate sensory modality I have not yet tested is hearing, despite
its potential association with disease-avoidance mechanisms (Oaten et al., 2009). Additionally, the
methods used in my studies limit the extent to which these different sensory modalities could be
tested. Below is a reflection on how new technologies and our current understanding of disgust
may help better investigate the sensory mechanisms involved in parasite avoidance in non-human
primates.
We know, for example, that the insula in the human brain plays a role in transforming
aversive sensory input (e.g. disgusting tastes and odorants as well as facial expressions of disgust)
into visceromotor reactions associated with the feeling of disgust (e.g. nausea; Small et al., 2003;
Royet et al., 2003; Wicker et al., 2003; Penfield and Faulk, 1955; Salmon et al., 2003; Papagno et
al., 2016). Interestingly, two recent studies (Caruana et al., 2011; Jezzini et al., 2012) have shown
that the stimulation of the macaque insula, which shares a similar anatomical architecture with the
human insula (Mesulam and Mufson, 1982), elicits various disgust-related behaviors. These
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include throwing food away if the stimulation starts when subjects have food in their hands,
spitting food out if the stimulation occurs when food is in the mouth, and occasionally vomiting.
These behaviors are even accompanied by the typical facial expressions of disgust observed in
humans (Ekman and Friesen, 1978), including a wrinkling of the nose and a raising of the upper
lip (Caruana et al., 2011; Jezzini et al., 2012). Taken together, these anatomical and functional data
imply that the anterior insula is strongly involved in processing disgusting stimuli and expressing
feelings of disgust, suggesting a common neural origin of the adaptive system of disgust in
primates. Future studies could use fMRI to investigate whether exposure to different sensory
stimuli (i.e. visual, olfactory, gustatory, auditory and tactile) related to disgust activates the same
part of the insula as seen in humans. This could help to elucidate the currently-unknown neural
processes associated with contaminant avoidance in non-human primates.
7.5.2. Physiological responses
In addition to neural responses to disgusting stimuli, primates as well as other animals have
evolved automatic physiological reflexes that might function in reducing the risk of parasite
acquisition, especially when behavioral avoidance may be constrained by other factors such as
parental care, reproduction or limited food resources (see trade-offs above). We know, for example,
that humans physiologically react to disgusting stimuli via different sensory channels (Croy et al.,
2013). Exposure to odors of contaminants provokes heart rate reduction, indicating a vagal reaction
and a decrease in blood pressure, both of which are hypothesized to prepare an individual for
emesis (vomiting), and therefore mimic the rejection of contaminants entering the body (Croy et
al., 2013; Stark et al., 2005). Contaminant-derived cues can also induce facial expressions of
disgust such as the closure of nasal cavities (Rozin and Fallon, 1987) and the decrease of eye
aperture, both of which are aimed at minimizing entry points for infection, which can occur
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through the nose and through the eyes (Susskind et al., 2008). In addition, avoidance behaviors in
the context of ingestion (e.g. neophobia, illness anorexia) may constitute one of several other
physiological responses (e.g. thermoregulation, energy storage mobilization, immunity, sleep
patterns) preparing the body to counteract parasites by anticipatory immune responses (PachecoLopez and Bermudez-Rattoni, 2011). All these physiological reflexes have been investigated via
different tools and technologies such as the Facial Action Coding System (FACS), electrodes, eyetracking and thermal imagery. Some of these techniques are non-invasive and can be used with
great apes; e.g. ChimpFACS, eye-tracking and thermal imagery have already been used to
investigate cognition and other forms of emotion in chimpanzees (Parr, 2001; Parr et al., 2007;
Kano and Tomonaga, 2009; Kano et al., 2016). Such physiological reflexes observed in humans
can open a window into the possible cognitive mechanisms behind similar responses (if observed)
in chimpanzees and other non-human primates.
Finally, future research should also consider the phylogeny of avoidance behaviors by
looking at conserved mechanisms at physiological, cellular and molecular levels across species.
For example, one may predict that feces avoidance, if linked to pathogenicity risk, should be higher
between closely related species compared to more distant phylogenetic species. This could be done
experimentally by testing how different species react to the fecal matters of more or less distant
species.
7.5.3. Parasite avoidance consequences and applications
We have seen in the General Introduction (Chapter 1) that parasite avoidance may have
impacts at different levels (i.e. individual, social, population, ecosystem). Since my thesis focused
on feeding decisions under risk of infection, here I will discuss the consequences of parasite
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avoidance at an individual level, put this into a cognitive-ecological context, and propose a few
animal welfare and conservation applications.
In Chapters 2-6, I showed that infection-risk influences foraging decisions in individual
primates. This translated into preferences for food items not associated with sensory cues of
biological contaminants –although feeding decisions were ultimately guided by certain trade-offs
(see above). This pattern has also been shown in many grazing animals, such as cows, sheep,
horses and kangaroos, which preferentially graze on uncontaminated patches if given choices of
equal nutritive value (Coulson et al., 2018). As demonstrated in Chapter 6, such preferences could
function to minimize parasite infection. Recognizing the need for these animals to express their
behavioral immune system could change livestock management practices and minimize
production losses due to parasite infection (Weinstein et al., 2018a). Similarly, this could have
implications for captive primate populations, and more particularly laboratories, which could take
such behavioral needs into greater consideration by designing more functional cages/enclosures
and thus reduce their investment in health care as well as extenuate stereotypical/abnormal
behaviors.
For wild primates, parasite avoidance could be better incorporated into ecological and
cognitive studies on foraging/sleeping/mating decisions, as well as in conservation action plans.
In the latter, the adaptive system of disgust could be applied to at least two different conservation
issues: (1) eco-tourism (i.e. a business model that is supposed to conserve wildlife through
protecting areas while benefitting the local populations through employing and remuneration); and
(2) human-wildlife conflict (e.g. crop-raiding). Regarding the first issue, the situation at numerous
field sites shows that eco-tourism can negatively impact the behavior and health of critically
endangered great apes (Muehlenbein and Ancrenaz, 2009; Muehlenbein et al., 2010; Shutt et al.,
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2014) because tourists do not always respect the precautionary rules recommended by the IUCN,
e.g. keeping a minimum distance of 7 m and wearing masks (Gilardi et al., 2015). These species,
and the tourists themselves, are thereby put at greater risk of infection, not to mention aggression
from the animals they are observing. As such, our own sense of disgust could be used in a
behavioral change campaign, similar to the one used in public health through the promotion of
hand-washing (Biran et al., 2014; Porzig-Drummond et al., 2009), e.g. by exposing eco-tourists to
pictures of infectious diseases that could put the apes and/or themselves at risk. Such campaigns
could easily be tested by observing whether the rules are better respected during the visits with
and without these treatment measures. Moreover, an animal’s system of disgust could also be used
to mitigate human-primate conflict, for example by developing crops with tastes or smells that are
aversive to primates and thus induce a conditioned taste-aversion that mitigates crop-raiding.
These ideas could be extended to other aspects of conservation and public health concern (i.e.
bushmeat consumption), and replicated at different sites with different species, taking into account
the epidemiology of infection risk for each human-wildlife interface and designing adequate
campaigns to combat it.
7.6. Conclusion
A functional behavioral immune system is essential to parasite avoidance and particularly
useful in a foraging context since many parasites use the fecal-oral, hand-oral, and fomite-oral
pathways. Taken together, my results showed that avoidance of potential sources of infection in
non-human primates is: (1) triggered by the same biological contaminants (i.e. bodily fluids and
rotten food) known to be universal disgust elicitors among humans, and are likely mediated by the
nutrition-infection trade-off; (2) guided by different sensory mechanisms, which may vary
according to species and test condition; (3) expressed through various types of response such as
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feeding abstention or food manipulation; and, (4) correlated with lower levels of gastrointestinal
nematode infection. In sum, these results allow us a better understanding of how non-human
primates might avoid parasite infection. The results are also consistent with what we would expect
if the continuum of behaviors observed across species were governed by an adaptive system of
disgust as proposed by Curtis and colleagues (2011), hence justifying the title of this thesis. The
sections above provide some avenues of research that may get us closer toward determining
whether disgust mediates animal behavior as it does human behavior. Future studies are also
warranted to determine the beneficial health and ultimately fitness effects a stronger behavioral
immune system may confer.
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